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Several exteinal powers, fearing the consequences of American success, while also :sensing 
American weakness, have maneuvc:i-ed to gain adv~ntagc  in the current conflict and hedge 
against a potential lack of [IS resolve. A number of'Sunni Arab states, particularly Saudi Arabia 
and Syria, have provided support, d i ~  ectly or indirectl;i, to the Sunni insurgent inoveinent and the 
jihadists. They are concemetl that fellow Sunni Arab: in lraq may reap the whillwind they havc 
sewn ovel decades through their pelsecution o f  the Shiites and Kurds. The Saudis also fear that 
Amencan fecklessness will lead to al premature withclrawal of US troops, leaving Iraq in a state 
of civil war between Sunills and Shi~tes.  Neither Syria nor Saudi Arabia wants to see an Iranian- 
doillinated Iraq emerge from such a conflict. Thcy also fear US success, which might lead to a 
deinocratic Iraq whose gains inight lead other Arub:;/Muslims to challenge their own despotic 
regimes. Thus the frontline Sunni Arab states are hedging against the possibil~ty that the Iran- 
Iraq war may be refought, only this lime in within Iraq as opposed to along its borders. 

Iran's efforts are concentrated on a ~ d i n g  certain Shiite groups and, in some cases, the jihadists. 
Like the Sunni Arab states and Turkcy, Iran wants to be well positioned to advance its interests if 
this war devolves into a conflict along sectarian lines. Unlike Turkey, lran fears US success, not 
failure. A democratic Iraq could lend to instability within Iran, given the general dissatisfaction 
of its people with the mullahs that have ruled the country for over a quarter century. 

Turkey is concerned that the United States may fail to achieve its war objective of a unified, 
democratic Iraq. Ankara has made it clear that it will not tolerate an independent Kurdish state 
on its border. Turkey fcars this could exacerbate lungstanding difficulties with its internal 
Kurdish population. 

In short, in a part of the world where strength and resolve are respected and weakness and 
vacillation exploitcd, thc perception of IJS fecklessness has a compounding negative effect. It 
both discourages America's po tential allies in this war, and encourages its enemies. This works 
to further undennine thc US public's resolve and may, over time, deplete the US military's 
morale. 

It appears the American people do not appreciate how high the stakes are in this conflict. Iraq 
may have begun as a "war of choice;" however, it has become a war of necessity. The costs of 
failure in lraq are likely to be high-much higher than was incurred following the US 
withdrawal from Haiti, Somalia, 1~:banon or even V~etnam. 

THE CENTERS OF GRAVITY 
There are three centers of gravity in this war-the Iraqi people, the American people, and the 
American soldier. 

The Iraqi people are ultimatcly the critical center of gravity in this war. Do the country's various 
factions want the country to remain whole? Are they willing to support the idea of a unified, 
democratic lraq? Do they believe.: that these goals are not only desirable, but realistic? The 
United States plays a key rolc in determining whether these questions are answered in the 
afihnative. The Iraqi people havc.: repeatedly stated their highest concerns are for security and 
some measurc of cconomic prosperity-not radical Islamism or a Sunni restoration. However, 



~ h c  country's principal groups-Arab Sunni and Shiites, and the Kurds, suffer from a dcep 
distrust of each other. This is the product of decades of repression by the minority :3unnis against 
the Shiites, which cn~nprise a majority of the country's population, and the Kurds. 

I laving overthrown Saddain I Iussein, the United States brought to the surface not only the holpes 
of Iraqis, but their fears and mutual suspicions as well. The United States' objective must be to 
iashion a successful coaliticn by supporting a "grand bargain" arnong those Iraqis who see 
greater benefit in a unified, dei~~ocratic Iraq than in its breakup, or in attemps to create a 
successor despotic rcgimc td that of Saddain Hussein. Sustaining the hope clf a new and 
deinocratic Iraq, while allaying the fears of Iraqis will require a major and endurin;; effort on the 
part of tlie Americans. This is especially true glven the ongoing insurgency plaguing the country, 
the maneuvering of various groups and factions to undermine progress toward democracy, and 
the efforts of foreign powers to influence the outcome in ways contrary to US interests. 

While victory will ultimately depend on the Iraqi people, in the case whcre an external power, 
such as the United States, has deposed the existing regime, there is a rare opportunity to shape 
the country's future course in ways that benefit both the victors and the vanquisht:d. The prime 
cxamples of success here arc post-World War I1 Germany and Japan. There is a diliiger as well, 
in that a failure to eliininate the conditions th;st gave rise to a hostile regime in the first place 
could find Iraq and the United States once again at war. Thus the American people are a center 
of gravity in this war. Do they believe in creating a "third way" alternative in Iraq? Do th~ey 
believe it is not only desirable, but possible? Are they willing to pay the price in blood and 
treasure to achieve this end? Finally, (lo they believe an acceptable rate of progress 1s being made 
toward victory? 

The trends in this key center of gravity indicates significant erosion is taking place. The 
American people are increasingly pessi~nistic concerning the progress being mad<: in defeating 
the insurgency and in achieving thc United States' war objectives. The erosi,13n is further 
reflected in c-leclining public support for the war, and in the public's confidence in the Bush 
Administration's competence. 

The American Soldier 
The Army and Marine Corps are bearing the overwheln~ing burden within the U S  military for 
waging cnuntennsurgency operations in Iraq. Moreover, the United States has a volunteer 
military. Unlike a conscript military, where replacements are drafted to fill out deplleted ranks, a 
volunteer military must induce citizens to join the armed forces and to re-enlisli in numbers 
sufficient to achieve the nation's war objecti~ves. Consequently, the American soldier (and 
marine) are a center of gravity. Do soldiers anal marines believe in the cause for which they are 
called upon to sacrifice so much? Do they belitwe they are being competently led? That the war 
can be won? That i t  will be won? That they h~ave the support of the American people? If the 
answer to any of these questions is negative, there could well be an erosion in morale, 
threatening the Army's and the Marine Corps' ability to maintain sufficient forces to prosecute 
the war to a successful conclusion. 



This concern is particularly acute in the Anny's case. Soldiers have re-enlisted in nulnbers that 
exceed the Ai-niy's goals, for most (but not all) ranks. When combitled with the An-ny's 
recruiting shortfalls, i t  may indicate this center of gravity, like Anlerican public support, is 
threatelled. 

As long as the Amcrican public views the wai- as one of choice, rather than one of necessity,, the 
Army and Marines will find the~nselves in a race against time-attempting to create an effective 
lraqi intctnal security force and col-sesponding civil structure befbre the patience o f  the US 
centers of gravity-the American Pcople and American Soldier--are exhausted. As in most 
wars, time is an important, and perhaps a critical factor in assessing the balance between the 
wasring parties. 

Asymmetries in the Centers of Gravity 
Not only IS the United Statcs suffering eroslon in at least two of the war's three centers o f  
gravity. but it also faccs kcy negative asymmetries with respect to the competition. S p ~ ~ i f i c i ~ l l p ,  - 
the United Statcs must sccure all three ceriters of gravity to defeat tht: insurgency. 'The 
insurgents, on the other hand, iiiust sccure onllp one center of gravity. 

Complicating lnnttcrs further, US efforts to secure one center of gravity may ilndennine atterripts 
to secure the others. For example, incl-easing US force levels in Iraq to enhance population 
security may undcmiine popular support for the war among Americans (who wonder why Iraqi 
sccurity forces are not assuir~ing a greater share of the burden for fighting the war) and lead to 
recruit~ncnt and retention problems anlong U13 soldiers, who may grow weary oC the frequent 
cieploy~nents thcy havc to enclure. 

l'hus any cffecti\re LJS strategy for defeating the insurgency must achieve a balance among the 
three centers of gravity. The balance must be such that the effort to make progress in securing 
one of the three ncvcr risks l o~ ing  either of the other two. 

THE WAR OF IDEAS 
While maintaining popular support for the was effort has always been important, in the case of 
this war it is especially salient. This is because there is no question of Coalition forces being 
defeated on the battlefield. The insurgent groups seek to prevail by convincing thc United States 
to withdraw its forces, creating a chaotic situation the insurgents might exploit to achieve their 
aims. Achieving this necessarily involves depleting the will of the Iraqi people, and the 
American people and their soldiers to persist. Thus the perceptions of the Iraqi people, US 
public, and American soldier : r e  critical to the success of the war effort. 

To date, the insurgcnts have been more successful than the Iraqi Government and the Coalition 
In presenting the image of the war they desire the public to accept. The insurgents want to depict 
an Iraq in a constant state of violence and upheaval, one in which it is the Coalition and 
government forces that commit acts of crueltl against Iraqis, and where insurgerit violence is 
justified in the name of the lsilamic faith. While: the western media have attempted to maintain a 
neutral stance on thc conflict in line with their journalistic traditions, the Arab World media in 



general, and al-Juzcci-a in particular, have been cited as propaganda arms of the various 
insurgent movements. 

A WAR OF INTELLIGENCE 
This war is not only a war of ideas, but also one of intelligence. The insurgents wiill be defeated 
if govern~nentICoalition forces know who the insurgents are and where they are. This 
intelligence will come primarily froin the Iraqi people, and the Iraqi people will provide it on1:y if 
thcy share the Coalition's objectives, believe the Coalition will win, and that the Coalition can 
protect them from insurgent ;.icts of retribution. Simply stated, key intelligence is Illlore likely to 
be forthcoming if the government and the Coalition have won the "hearts and minds" of  the Iraqi 
people. Thus there is a link between 1iiilitar:y operations, security operations, r8econstruction, 
progress in cleveloping a democracy in which all Iraqis stand to benefit, ancll intelligence. 
('onsequcntly, there is a premium on the coordination of various government elements. Simply 
stated, just as conventional military operations are enhanced by a military capable of conducting 
cornbincd arnis operations, dtfcaiing an i n ~ i i r g ~ i i ~ j ;  requires combined interagency operations. 

ON STRATEGY 
What kind of strategy might best incorporate these elements? There are ncl shortage of 
candidates. Governments have been challenged by insurgent movements since antiquity. The 
Romans, for example, were noted for ruthlessly attacking both the insurgents and the populations 
fi-om which they sprung. The British, who could also be brutal at times, also resorted to a 
strategy of "div~de and conquer" on occasion, especially when they could pit one local group 
against another in a way that would minimize the risks to the empire without overextending their 
military. Given America's goals in Iraq, neither approach recommends itself. Yet another 
alternative is a strategy of attrition, in which the counterinsurgent forces focus on outlasting the 
insurgents and gradually grinding them down. A version of  this strategy was pursued by the US 
military and its South Vietnamese allies for much of the 1960s. This milder form of the Roman 
stratcgy of annihilation failed in Vietnam, and its emphasis on generating enemy casualties as a 
means of eroding his strength risks alienating ithe Iraqi population the Coalition is trying to win 
over. 

Finally, there is ~vhat  might he termed the "oil spot" strategy, which relies on "classical" 
counterinsurgency methods that center on progressively securing the populatio~i as the best 
means to win the intelligence war and to attrjt-albeit indirectly--the insurgeni. forces. This 
strategy eniphasizes "offensi~e" operations that accord priority to providing security to the Iraqi 
people as a central clement in winning their "I-~earts and minds," thereby denying :<upport to the 
insurgcnts. It is the strategy most likely to yield success, given US ob-iectives in Iraq and its self- 
imposed constraints on the application of military power. 

Given that therc arc insufficient forces to secure all of Iraq simultaneously, the country must be 
secured sequentially. Priority in providing security and recollstruction should go to the 14 of 
Iraq's 18 provinces that are fairly secure. Second priority should be accorded t~o those areas 
targeted fbr oil spot offensives. Baghdad and hlosul are particularly attractive area:; for which to 
begin these offensives. 



To allevi;lte some of the strain on US public cpinion and the Army and Marine Corps, US force 
levels should be reduced significantly. ?'his can be accomplished, while maintaining overall US 
force effectiveness. through three changes in the military's approach to the war. First, swcep 
operations similar to the search and destroy operations of the Vietnam War era must be 
dramatically curtailed. This livill free up some troops for higher priority operations. Second, thc 
US Anriy's embedding of soldiers in newly f i~nned Iraqi security force units can be expanded. 
This will enable the Iraqi units to progress Inore rapidly in their training, and accelerate their 
assuming a greater responsil~ility for the war effort. Third, exceptional LJS field commanders 
should remain in Iraq, and not be rotated out of the theater. History clearly shows that 
cxceptional colninanders are '-force multiplier::"-they greatly enhance the effectiveness of their 
forces. If executed in its entirety, the strategy could enable a substantial near-term reduction in 
US force levels without seriously diminishing overall military effectiveness. 

In cases where one is trying to create a democracy, there must be a political strategy as well. In 
Iraq, the political strategy ct:nters around cre3ting the conditions for the "Grand Bargainn-a 
broad-based coalition among the Iraqi people that will enable the famat ion and sustainment o f  
Iraqi civil and security forces committcd to the defeat of the insurgency and the goal of creating 
a unified, dcrnocratic Iraq. To achieve this, the Grand Bargain must cut across key Iraqi 
religious, ethnic and tribal goups .  This requires that the Sunni insurgency be defeated and the 
Sunnis join the political process. 

What inight motivate Iraq's principal groups to join together? As a point of departure, it can be 
argued that the Kurds want \he  insurgency defeated and a long-term US niilitary presence to 
protcct them against internal and external threats (e.g., Iran, Turkey). A significant Sunni 
element desires that the insurgency be defeated, and may bc willing to accept a much-reduced, 
long-tern~ US presence to hcdge against both Shiite domination and Iranian do~ninance o f  a 
Shi~tc-led govcmment. Finally, a significant Shiite element wants the insurgency defeated and 
may accept a long-tenn US presence to guard against Iranian domination, and to avoid a clvil 
war that would threaten the Shiite's majority advantage in an Iraqi democracy. If these 
assuniptions prove out, the b;~sis for a grand bargain exists. To be sure, the Grand Bargain will 
not be easy to achieve; it wlll require inspired diplomacy over a protractetl period of  time. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF METRICS; 
Metrics must be established that both guide the translation of the oil spot strategy and the 
associated Grand Bargain into practice, and that enable the Coalition to gauge progress-and to 
demonstrate it to the public. 'While a detailed ciiscussion of metrics is beyond the scope of  this 
assessment, a preliminary analysis finds that thc public is often focused on the wrong metrics For 
gauging progress in the war. This is largely a cclnsequence of the US Government's propensity to 
use metrics, such as the numher of cnemy killxi in action ("body count"), the number o f  Iraqi 
security forces trained, and thc dollar value of reconstruction prqjects, that do not convey a clear 
picture of how the war is progressing. One cclnsequence of this is the string of statements by  
senior US ofYicials and military Icaders citing rrogress in defeating the insurgency that have riot 
been substantiated over time. 



11 diffei-ent set oi'metrics net:ds to be enlphasi:.<ed. Those inetrics must link i~iilitary and political 
operations to the war's ceniei-s of gravity. Those inetrics associated with ~nilitiiry operations 
should pi-ovide soine indication as to how the Iraqi govemlnent and the Coalition are progressing 
in winning thc intelligence l,i1ar, which will t)e crucial in detem~ining the war's outconle. An 
cval~~ation of the data associa-ted with these lnetrics indicates that, overall, some progress is being 
inade toward defeating the il.~surgency. However, as befits the character of insurgency warfilre, 
this progress is being made at a slow pace. Thus i t  is not clear whether sufficient progress will. be 
niacle in time to forestall the gradual loss of any one of the three centers of gravity. The strategy 
presented in this assessment is an attempt to a'ccelerate the insurgents' defeat, while at the same 
time shoring iip the three centers of gravity tht.: United States must secure in order to achieve its 
war objectives. 





Ti1i.s is at1oti1c.r ope qf'u,ar, new in it.r intensiy, llncierit in its origins- 
L I Y I ~  by grlet-rilil~1s, ~r lh~~et -s i~ws ,  itlsrlrgen/,s, ~ S S ~ S S ~ Y I S ;  bv~zr by (~tnhtisI~ 
in.vtcud oj' by c:urnbat; b-v infiitnrrion, irr.stea~i uf uaggression, seeking 
~ ic tory  h.y ero(1iilg (~rld exi~a~~.sting fire er1em.v instead oJ'el7gaging hirn . . . 
. 11 t.equire.s in ~'hosc si(untion.s >vllert~ we inust counter- it . . . . a whole 
i i e ~ i ~  kind ?f slnrtegv, cr ~ ' h o i l y  d(lj2rent kind ofpt-ct., ntld ther<fi)re u 
Ilen: rlrzli n,llully dj f lkret~~ kind qf rn~ii(uty tt-uining. 

John F. Kennedy 

These nrorcls were spoken by President Kennedy as he addressed the graduating class at West 
Point in June 1962. On that oc:casion the president referred to insurgent movements in places like 
Colombia, 1,aos and Vietnani. Today, over forty years later, they also sunl up the challenge 
facing the United Statcs and its allies in Iraq, 

This paper 1s an interim assc:ssment oS the current war between United States, Coalition and 
indigenous Iraqi forces loyal to the fledgling Baghdad regime, and insurgent forces dominated by 
Sunni Arab I-ernnants of Sadd,lin Hussein's Ba'athist regime and radical Islamists. 'The follow~ng 
issucs are addrcssed: 

What is the character of thc conflict'! W $at kind of war is the United States lighting? 

What arc the United States' objcctivcs? The cneiny's? 

Where is thc center of gravity in this war? 

What is the balance of capabilities beturcen the United States and its allies, and thosc of 
the cnemy? 

What strategy is the cnemy pursuing'! 

What strategy might the US pursue? 

How should success be: measured? 

How is success being ineasured? 

INSURGENCY WARFARE 
Since the Cold War's end, thc US military has emerged as by far the world's most capable 
fighting force. So profound is; its dominance that those seeking to describe it find themselves 

' Roger [Illsman, To ,MOIL. ( I  Ncrt~on (New Yorh: Do~1bled3y a r ~ d  Co., 1967), p. 414. 
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going back two millennia, to thc Iioman legions. As the Gulf Wars of 1091 and 2003 
demonstrated, and as was reinforced in the Balkan War of 1999 and the Afghan War of 200 1 ,  the 
US ~nilitary is so dominant in conventional fonns of warfare that America's adversaries are, at 
present, secking shelter at the extreme ends ol'the conflict spectrum. At the high end, states like 
Iran and North Korea are actively pursuing nuclear arsenals. At the lower end, hostile groups 
such as al Qaccla, the Talit~an, remnants of Saddam Hussein's Ba'athist regime and si~nilar 
b't-oups engage in terrorisin ai~d insurgency warfare, albeit in their modem forms. 

Thc Second Gulf War dicl not begin as an insurgency. Its initial phase was prinlarily 
convcntional 111 nature. Ho\vever, with the overthrow of the Ba'athist regime in Baghdad, the 
enemy adopted insurgency ~srarfare in an attempt to continue the war and eventually win it. In 
addition, radical Islamists, already at war with the United States, established several 
organi~ations within Iraq, thc most notorious of which is a1 Qaeda in Iraq. 'These organizations 
have attracted significant numbers of radical Islarnists from abroad and are waging their own 
campaign to seize power and impose a Taliban -like regime on Iraq. 

Relative to convcntional war, in an insurgenc~~ far  eater weight is accorded to political, social 
and econornic factors than to military factors. As Michael Howard observed, the social 
dimension of strategy assun-les great importa;~ce, since it is the "attitude of the people upon 
whose commitment and readiness for self-denial" that enables the mobilization of  military 
capability to continue the conflict.' As will bt: discussed presently, the character of insurgency 
warfare and thc strong role playeci by the social dimension of strategy are important factors in 
identifying the conflict's centers of gravity. 

INSURGENCY WARFARE 
An insurgcncy is a protracted, multi-phased struggle, whose objective is to overthrow the 
existing order. lnsurgcncies ~raditionally comprise three phases: first, insurgent agitation and 
proselytization ainong the nlass populace-the phase o f  contention; second, overt violence, 
guerrilla operations, ancl the establishment of sanctuaries-the equilibrium phase; and third, open 
warfare between insurgent a ~ ~ d  govenlment forces designed to topple the existing regime--the 
counteroffens~ve phase. 

Specifically, Phase I revolves around founding a political movement and creating cadres by 
recruiting elements of the population. In Iraq, these movements were ready-made, the product of 
the US-led military operation to depose Saddam Hussein and his Bn'athist Party. Remnants of 
that party, which is dominated by Sunni Mu:;liin Arabs, form one insurgent group. Another 

Michael Howard, "The Forgotten Dimensions of Strategy," Foreign Affairs, Suinmer 1979, p. 977. As Howard 
notes, in suppressing the United States' owl1 irlsurrectior~ during its civil war, "the logistical potential of the North 
would have been of negligible value without the [population's] detennination to use it." He goes on to say that 
during the Vietnam War era, "We appear to be depending on the technological dimension of strategy to the 
detriment of its operation~ll requiren~ents, while we ignorc: its societal implications altogether--something which our 
potential adversaries, very wisely, s l~ow no indication of doing." True in the wake of the Vietnam War, these words 
resonate today as well following the LJS Government's problems in planning and executing so-called "Phase 4" or 
post-conflict operations in Imq. 



group is comprisecl primarily of radical Islamists, or jihadists, most of whom have infiltrated 11-aq 
fi-om abroad. Phase I operations are characterized by efforts to exparid the cadres and by acts of 
terror, such as murder, assassination and sabotage against the regime in power. 

In Phase I1 operations. the insurgents expmd their hase of support through attacks on 
government fiicilitics and leaders, and the nation's infrastructure. Hit-and-run guerrilla assaults 
against vulnerable regme forces (e.g., convoys) become common. Efforts are rnade to gain 
control over ccrtain elements of the population, such as in remote areas (e.g., mountains, jungles) 
where the reg~mc's pom.er is weak or in areas where the regime's forces find it difficult to 
opcrate (c.g.. urban ghettos). Guerrilla units arc: formed from this expanding base of support. As 
in Phase I, the link between tlbe population an(! the insurgents in Phase I1 is critical. Unless they 
maintain their access to the population and gain its support (either voluntarily or through 
coercion), the ~nsurgents cannot extend their control. Success in Phases I and I1 results in a 
dramatic expansion of insurgent support, enabling Phase 111 operations. 

In Phase 111 the regime fincis itseif conti-onting main-force insurgent formations that are able to 
take on the government's forces in open warfare. However, activities consistent with Phase I and 
I1 operations continue as well. The insurgent'!: goal at this point is to create the impression of 
irresistible momentu~t~ that \ v i l l  eviscerate the morale of the regime's forces and trigger a 
massive popular uprising, leacling to regime collapse. 

In Iraq, US and other Coalition forces, along y~i th  indigenous Iraqi forces, are fighting against 
insurgents whose operations are characteristic of Phase I and lower Phase I1 operations. While 
the insurgents are engaged in operations characteristic of both Phase I and Phase 11, they rarely 
:lppear in significant numbers. 

While time, access to the population, and ~rregular warfare tactics are important components of 
any insurgent movement, the insurgency itself is enabled by two essential elements: a popular 
cause and an ineffective government domest~c security apparatus. The former provides the 
insurgent leadership with the lneans to attract a cadre of followers and, ideally, mass support.4 It 
is helpful if the insurgents earl advocate or emtmdy a cause that the government cannot espouse 
without risking loss of power (e.g., nationalism; a new social or econonlic order). Absence of 
local law enforcement allows the insurgents to progress through Phase I, when they are at their 
weakest. T h ~ s  !?ttctr conc!itior! c!ex-!l~ J existed in  Iraq following the end of major US combat 
operations in May 2003. 

The ability of insurgents to obtain sanctuary, to have the support of an external power, and to 
exploit favorable geographic c.:onditions can be critical to their prospects for success or failure. 
For example, during the Vietnam War, the Vietnamese Communists were able lo utilize the 

' In Iraq the popular cause of nationalism and evicting t te "infidels" is w~pplemented by a long tradition of violt:nt 
struggles for power. Thus an insurgt:nt group's accumulation of military capability goes beyond defc:ating Coalition 
forces. It also serves to provide the means to s~ccessfi~lly defeat rival groups and seize power if' and when the 
current regime is toppled. In Iraq, Sunni insurgents are motivated by other factors as well, to include resentment 
over the loss of their dominant role in Iraq; the prospect of losing access to oil revenues, the country's principal 
source of wealth; and a sense that Iran is trying to subvert the new government. 



sanctuaries of North Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia to rest and refit their forces, while exploiting 
the  count^-y's long borders and nigged terrain to facilitate infiltration. They also obtained much 
of their equipment and munitions froin external powers, particularly the Soviet Union and China. 
'The Greek Comi~~~mis t s '  loss of a geographic sanctuary was a significant factor in thcir clefeat 
after World War 11, while thc con~n~unist  Huk rebellion in the Philippines was isolated owing to 
that nation's archipelago geography, which limited the insurgent's freedom of irlovement and 
facilitated govemmcnt efforts to isolate them. The insurgent movements in Iraq enjoy sanctuary 
in (and support from) Syria and Iran, and qi-iite likely other Arab states as well (e.g., Saudi 
~ r a b i a ) . '  

COMPETITORS AND THEIR OB.JECTIVES 

PVP / I ( I I Y J  ~lrc.1~11 ed a fierce war on this evil pr-inc+le cf democracy uncl 
thosc M 110 f;jIlo\t~ this n m n g  idco lop .  ii 

Abu Musab Zarq swi 

The insurgency plaguing Iraq has three sources. One is the lack of efiective US planning for the 
period following the cnd of major combat operations in Iraq, typically referred to as "Phase 
Four" operations.' Thc security vacuum that ensued gavc hostile elements that clearly opposed 
the Coalition's goals the opportunity to organize. The poorly designed reconstruction plan, 
implemented at a glacial pace, providcd the insurgents with a large pool of unemployed Iraqis 
from which to recnlit. 'The sccond source is Iraq's tradition of rule by those best able to scize 
poLvcr through violent struggle. The United States' often unclear sigmals, oscillating between 
President Bush's "staying-the-course" declarations and calls by some political leaders (and 
increasing numbers of Americans) to quickly turn security over to an infant Iraqi government, 
offer the enemy thc prospect that American troops may depart prematurely,8 creating the 

' Joel Brinklcy, "Amcrican Envoy Says Syria Assists Training of Terrorists," New York 'l'imes. September 13:  2005; 
and Michael Ware, "Inside Iran's Sccret War for Iraq," Time, August 22, 2005. 

"itcd in Jackie Spinner, "Mil~tant I>eclares War on Iraq1 Vote," FVashington Post, January 24, 2005. 

' Michael R. Gordon, "The Strategy to Secure Did Not Foresee a 2nd War," New York Times, October 19, 2004; 
Warren P. Strobel and John Walcott, "Post War Plamling Nan-Existent," Knight-ltidder Ne~vspapt:rs, Octoher 17, 
2004; Michael R. Gordor~. "Poor Irltelligence Misled Troops About Risk of  Drawn-Out War," New York Times, 
October 20, 2004; Walter Pincus, "Memo: US Lacked Full Postwar Iraq Plan," FVushington P ~ s t ,  June 12,2005; and 
Bradley Graham, "Prewar b i c n ~ o  Warned of Gaps in Iraq Plans," Washington Post, August 18, 2005. 

8 For example, ill his speech cln Junt 28, 2005, President 13ush stated 

Some contend that we should set a deadline for withdrawing U.S. forces. Let me 
explain why that would be a serious mistake. Setting an artificial timetable 
would send the \VI-ong message to the Iraqis, who need to know that America 
will not leave before the job is done. It would send the wrong message to our 
troops, who need to know that we are scrious about completing the mission they 
are rishng their lives to achieve. And it would send the wrong message to the 
enemy, who woulti know that all they h~ave to do is to wait us out. We will stay 
in Iraq as long as \vc are needed, and not a day longer. 



opportunity for a11 Iraqi power scruin. Finally, jiliadists have inade Iraq a inajor theater in thcir 
war against the Unitetl States. The absence of :;ecurity in Iraq and the presence of some 160,000 
US troops have attracted a small, but ruthless group of radical Islalnists to this "target-rich" 

lo environment. 

'Two groups dominate the irlsurgency: Sunni Arab Ra'nthists and foreign jihatlists." While 
precise estiinates 01' insurgerit strength are difficult to establish, the fonner group is clearly 
greater in size, numbering perhaps 20,000, while jihadist numbers are estimated to be less than 
1,000." Thc Ba'athists-forn~er members of Saddam Hussein's ruling elite-hope to restore 

See George W. Bush, Pre:;idential Address to the Nation, June 28, 2005, available at 
11ttp:/iw~r~w.~vt~itehouse.~ov/ne~vs/releases/2005/06ip~20050628-7.htm1. Yet the president's commander in the 
field, Cicneral George Cascy, predi1:ted in March 2005 that there could be a signiiicant reduction in US troops by 
early 2006. While one can argue that neither the president nor the general contradicted one another, i t  is also 
possible to argue that the general's re~narks may c r a t e  false hopes among Americans and l iS  troops, and 
11nw;lrranted anxiety among Iraqi:;. Indeed. General lzasey's statement and other reports of Coalition force 
drawdowns have been repudiated by the White House. (;enera1 Casey later elaborated on his statement, declaring 
that any US withdrawal would have to be "condition-based;" i.e., subject to a range of factors, principal anlong them 
achieving sufficient progress in st~lnding up capable Iraqi Security Forces. See "Two Years in Iraq: Colation 
Requires Work. C:omnlitment," CIS Fed News, March ?3,  2005; and Bradley Graham, "Little Change in Troop 
1,evels Expected Soon," F'/ils/zingtol:r Post, Julie 22, 2005. p. A16. While the administration may have: sent confusing 
signals, i t  is A~ricrican public opinion that conveys a mixed message to friend and foe alike. Recenl public opinion 
polls show a substrlntial nulnber of  Americans want US troops withdrawn from Iraq, and an even greater number 
approves of at least some reduction  in troop strength. Acsording to an NBC News--Wall Sreet Journal poll on Iraq 
in October 2005, roughly 58% of respondants thought t1:e US should reduce troop levels once elections have been 
hcld. 

" This is also why the Shiia Arabs end the Kurds, while generally supporting the new government, have refused to 
disband their own militias. 

'' Accortling to Bernard L.ewis, radical Muslims, particul2:rly in the Middle East, are animated in large measure frcm 
their painful awareness "of how badly things have gone wrong, . . . [of] how far they were falling behind not only 
the ad\.anced West, but also the advanci~lg East . . . and practically everywhere else in temis of standard of living, 
achievement, and, more generally, human and cultural d-velopment. Even more painful than these differences are 
the disparities between groups of people in the Middle E:,lst itself." The radical Islanlists see tleinoc~~acy as "part of 
the greater evil emanating from the 'Nest, . . . an alien and infidel intrusion, part of the larger and more pernicious 
influence of  the Great Satan and his: cohorts." Bernard Lewis, "Freedom and Justice in the hlodern Middle Easl," 
Foreign .4ifilirs, I21aylJune 2005. pp. 47-48. 

I I  - Lhcse two groups can be further divided into subgrou~s,  as befits the character of this insurgency, which has no 
clear command structure. The Sunni groups are three. The Iraqi National Islamic Resistance emerged in July 2003. . . 
!: ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ i i i ~ ~ i l l j i  w i ~ i  of 3aglidad. Its iargei is prima-ily US forces. Its goals are to terminate US presence and 
crate an Iraqi state based on  Islanlic principles. The Natio~ial Front for the Liberation of Iraq also was formed shortly 
aftcr the end of niajor coinbat operations. and is an umbrella group of sorts for about 10 small resistance groups. The 
Iraqi Resistance Islamic Front appeared in May 2004. O ~ h e r  small factions that may have been absorbed by other 
insurgent elements include the Uam;<ah Faction, the Iraq Liberation Army, Awakening and Holy War, the White 
Banners, and the al-fiaq r\rmy. There are two insurgent groups that seek a Ba'athist restoration. The al-Awdali is 
concentrated in the area around Takrit, and is comprised of former regime intelligence operatives, and Saddam's 
Fedayeen, \vllich was fornmed before the March 2003 in~asion.  It may have been disbanded, with many members 
joining radical Islamist insurgent groups. Two Shiite groups that have resisted the new Iraqi government and the 
Coalition on occasion are the Al-Sadr group and the Imam Ali Bin-Abi Talib Jihadi Brigades. The former center on 
the al-hlahdi Army, estin~ated at 1,)-15,000 youths, altlrough US estimates place its size at less than half that 
number. The latter group emerged in October 2003 to r8:sist the foreign occupation of Iraq. Finally, there is the 
group of radical Islainist factions, about a half dozen or  so, of which most share the goals espoused by  al Qaeda. S t e  
Panlela Hess, "Iraqi Newspaper Identifies Insurgent Groups," United Press International, September 24, 2004. 

'' Background Briefing by a Senior US hlilitary Officer, The Combined Press Information Center, June 2, 2005. The 
US cunlmand in Iraq asserts that, despite thcir small numl~ers, the radical Islanlists now present "the greatest threat 
to Iraq.'' This reillforces the conclusion that the insurgents' objective is to create a condition of chaos. which will 



themselves to power. The jihndists want to inflict a defeat on the United States, deal a blow to its 
influence in the r e g i o ~ ~ ,  and establish a radical lslarnist state in Iraq on the way toward their 
ultimate goal of re-establishing an lslarnic caliphate. 

Both insurgent groups know they cannot defeat the US-led Coalition mi1itaril:y. Their best chance 
of  success is through a coup, in which a small, well-disciplined group with foreign bilcking 
seizes power from a weak, demoralized regime in the wake of a premature UiS withdrawal. 'Their 
  nod el is not that of' Mao Zcdong or Ilo Chi Minli, who came to power on a wave of mass 
popular support. Rathcr, their approach is more along the lines of Vladimir Jlyich Ulyaliov 
Lenin, who with a small but highly disciplined and utterly ruthless group, seized power in the 
midst of the chaos that engulfed Russia in the autumn of 1917." Toward this cnd, the insurgents 
are fighting to prevent 1-he establishment of a legitimate, democratic government in Baghdad and 
to extend and deepen the pervasive absence of security in many parts of the country. By creating 
an atmosphere of intimidation, insecurity and despair, the insurgents hope to undermine support 
for the government and erode US popular s~lpport for the war effort to defeat them.I4 ~ ~ r a z e n  
attacks on government leaders and police send a chilling message to the Iraqi peopie: if  the 
government cannot even protect its own, how can it protect Sabotage of Iraq's national 
infrastructure underscores the government's failure to provide basic services such as water and 
electricity and to sustai:n the oil production upon which Iraq's economic welfare depends. By 
inflicting casualties on US f(:trces, the insurgents seek to hasten a US withdrawal by raising the 
cost of continued American involvement and weakening support for the war back home. Indeed, 
the one objective that Iraq's insurgent groups can agree upon is their desire to force the United 
States out of Iraq. 

The insurgents have pi-oved thenlselves resilient and resourceful, but they have also shown 
serious weaknesses. For exan~ple, compared to the United States' opponents in Victnam, they are 
a relatively small and isolatcd group nuinbering no more than a few tens of thousands, whereas 

give then1 the greatest opporjtun~ty to seize power. To facilitate this, the radical Islainists are s,eeking to foster a civil 
war between Sunili and Shii~;e Aral-IS, hoping that this will convince the United States to withdraw its forces.. l 'hus 
7,arqawi is seen to be pursuing an "anti-US, anti-Shiite campaign" which cornmands the loyalty of an increasing 
number of Sunni insurgents. Bradley Graham, "Zarqawr 'Hijacked' Insurgency," Washington Posr, September 2 8 ,  
2005. 7'his indicates a shift in the US position. Contrast this with the statement, made less than an year ago by  
General Richard Myers, chaimlan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He stated "The elements of the former Ba'athists, the 
Rep;b!ican Chiarc! and the Imqi ir?!e!!igence are t!:e :en! threat." "Satthists Main Threat," uD;ili;.ai;l Ti.ihutze, 
Llecember 16,2003. 

I3 This approach recalls Napc~leon's. comment that "I found the crown of  France lying in the gutter, and I picked it 
up with my sword." See t1tt~:~/11k.e11carta.msn.corn/encvc1opedia 761 566988MapoleonI.htm~. 

' h ~ c c o r d i n ~  to the US Intelligencz Community, the Iraqi insurgents have three main goals: to cripple the Iraqi 
govcrnnient by demonstrating its failure to protect its citizens and its officials (including police officers); fomenting 
Sunni-Shiite violence; and to undermint: public and political support for the war in the United States. Warren P. 
Strobel, Jonathan S. Landay and John Walcott, "1ntellig~:nce Reports Say Outlook is Grim in Iraq," Miami fierc~lrl, 
January 1 8 ,  2005. 

i S Indeed, the jihadists have targetcd many innocent Iraqis, even those with no history of  collaborating with the 
govenunent or the Coalition. According to the leader of  al Qaeda in Iraq, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, "The lulling of 
infidels by any method inclucling ma~tyrdonl [suicide] operations has been sanctified by many Islamic scholars even 
if i t  means killing innocent N[uslims." Cited i11 Jeffrey Fleishrnan, "Zarqawi Reportedly Calls for Shift in Strategy," 
Los dt~geles Times, May 19, 11005. 



the Vietnamese Coinmunists counted roughly ten times that number. Iraqi insurgents rarely ijght 
in  groups as large as 100; in Vietnam, US forces often encountered well-coordinated enemy 
formations of far greater size. The Vietname:;e Coinmunists, veterans of over two decades of 
nearly contin~ious war against the Japanese, French, and South Vietnamese, were also far better 
tl-illlied and led than their Iraqi counterparts and elljoyed external backing from China and the 
S o ~ i e t  IJnion. Support provicled to lraqi insurgents by Iran, Syria, and radical Islamists pales in 
coinparison. "' 

Having said this, it is clear that several external powers, fearing the consequences of American 
success, whilc also sensing American weakness, have maneuvered to gain advantage in the 
current co~iflict and hedge ag;~inst a potential Izck of US resolve. A number of Sunni Arab states, 
particularly Saudi Arabia and Syna, have pro~iided support, directly or indirectly, to the Sunni 
insurgent movcrnent and the jihadists.I7 They are concerned that fellow Sunni Arabs may rcap 
the whirlwind they have sewn over decades through their persecution of the Shiites and Kurds. 
'The Saudis also fear that Arnerican fecklessr~ess will lead to a premature withdrawal of 1JS 
troops, leaving Iraq In a state of civil war between Sunnis and shiites.18 Neither Syria nor Saudi 
Arabia wants to see an Iranian-dominated Iraq emerge from such a conflict. They also fear IJS 
success, which might lead to a democratic Irac whose gains might lead other ArabsIMuslims to 
challenge thcir own despotic regimes. Thus th: frontline Sunni Arab states are hedging against 
the possibility that thc Iran-Iraq war may be relought, only this time in within Iraq as opposcd to 
along its borders. 

Siniilar support has bceii provided by Iran, only its efforts are concentrated on aiding certain 
Shiitc groups and, in some cases, the jihadist:;.'"ike the Sunni Arab states and Turkey, Iran 

I 'I For a detailed discussion oi' the similarities and dif::erences between the ongoing insurgency in Iraq and the 
Vietnamese Communist insurgency o f  the 1960s and 7 0 s  see Appendix A: Iraq and Vietnam. 

l 7  Syria is aiding and abetting the Sunni insurgents, and also serving as a way station for radical Islarnists on their 
way to Iraq. 'l'here are reports of insurgent training camps in Syria, probably financed by money spirited out of lraq 
by the Ra'athists before Saddam IIussein was deposed. l'he Syrian foreign minisler, Farouk al-Sharaa, has stared 
that "Syria's interesl is to see the in\,adcrs defcnted in Iraq. The resistance of the Iraqis is extremely important. It is a 
lleroic resistance to the US-British clccupation of their country." "Serious About Syria?" The Wall Streel Journ~ll, 
December 15, 2004, p. 15. 

I S  . . h:; P:i::ce Saud n!-!-aisal pl;! it in referring :o Iraq, "There is no dynamic pulling the nation together. All iiie 
dynamics are p~ll l i~lg the country apart." He cited Iraq's collapse into a civil war as "the main worry of all [Iraq's] 
neighbors." Joel Brinkley, "Saud~ Warns US Iraq May Face Disintegration," New York Times, September 23, 2005. 

19 Iran has been extren~ely active in Iraq. The Iranian intelligence service has been funneling millions of dollars and 
many operatives into Iraq to prolnote Shiite groups and candidates with close ties to Teheran. According to several 
Iraqi officials, Iran has recruited assassination squads to t-liminate potential rivals in Iraq. There are reports that Iraq 
has established training camps to train suicide bombers. 4ccording to other reports, Iran's closest ally in Iraq is the 
insurgent leader, Abu Mustafa al-Sheibani, who controls a group of several hundred. There is also cause to believe 
that the Iranians are paying the salaries of over 10,000 members of the Badr Shiite militia, the armed wing of the 
S~ lp r e~ne  Council for Islamic Kevolution in Iraq (SCIRI). the leading political party in Iraq's ruling alliance. 
Jordanian intelligence, which may be suspect, estimate:; that as rnany as a million Iranians have infiltrated into 
southern Lraq. Among the other anti-17s groups in Iraq receiving support from Iran are Moqtada al-Sadr's Mahdi 
.4r1ny, which received arms and volv~nteers from Iran d u ~ i n g  its battles with US and British troops in 2004. Finally, 
Iran has been accused of supplying insurgents with more ?owerful and sophisticated high explosives. See Edward T. 
Pound: "The Iran Connection," US News tfi World Rq,ort, November 22, 2004; David Ignatius, "How Iran is 
Winning Iraq," Ri~sh in~ ton  Post, 1:)ccenlber 17, 2004; Thomas Friedman, "A I'olitical Arabesque," Ncw York 
li'rnc).~, lleceinber 19, 2004; Oliver lbole,  "Shias 'Infiltr:.ted by Iran' to Control Iraqi Police Force," London Duily 



wants to be well-positioned if the war devolves into a conflict along sectarian lines. Unlike 
Turkey, Iran fears US success, not failurc. A democratic Iraq could lead to instability within Iran, 
given the general dissatisfaction of its people with the mullahs that have rulecl the country for 
over a quarter century.'" 

Turkey is concerned that thc United States may fail to achieve its war objectivc of a unified, 
democratic Iraq. Ankara has iilade it clear that it will not tolerate an independent Kurdish state 
on its border. " l'urkcy fears this could exacerbate longstanding difficulties with its onrn Kurdish 
population. 

In short, in a part of the \vorld where strcngth and resolve are respected and weakness and 
vacillation exploited, the peixeption of US fecklessness has a compounding negative efj'ect. It 
both discourages America's potential allies in this war, and encourages its enemies. This works 
to further underinine the US public's resolve and may, over time, deplete the US inililary's 
morale. 

The Iraqi insurgents allso are relatively isolated from the Iraqi people. Sunni Arab Muslitns, 
which comprise the ovcrwlielming majority of insurgent forces, account for roughly 20 percent 
of Iraq's population, and the jihadists are mostly f ~ r e i ~ n e r s . ' ~  Neither of these movements has 
any chance of stiinulaling a broad-based uprising involving Arab Shiites and Kurds. Indeed, 
despite the hardships endured by the Iraqi people, there has been nothing even approaching a 
inass revolt against tht: US-led forces or the fledgling Iraqi government. Most important, the 
insurgents have no positive rnessage to inspire voluntary support from many Iraqis. A Ba'athist 
restoration offers only ;.I return to the misery of Saddam's rule. The jihadist:; promise to do for 
Iraq what radical Islamists 1.1ove donc for Afghanistan and Iran: introduce their own reign of 
terror and repre~sion. '~ 

Accordingly, the insurgent's success depends 011 continued disorder to forestall the creation of a 
stable, democratic Iraq and to erode the Coalition's willingness to persist and prevail. The 
insurgents are bctting that the United States lacks sufficient staying power to prevail. As 
evidence they cite the [IS withdrawal fi-om Sornalia after the "Black Hawk I>ownV engagement 

Telcgt-irph, April 29, 2005; ?.Jicholns Birch, "Iran Suspccted of Backing New Suicide Attacks," Wushington Times, 
July 12, 2005, p. 13; "Iran Shipping Iraqi Rebels Powerful Bombs, NBC Says," Wushingfon JTimes, August 5 ,  2005, 
p. 13; Anlaud de Borchgrave, "Iran's Strategy," Wusllingfon Times, August 18, 2005, p. 14; F. Michael hlaloof, 
"Eerie Historical Parallels," PVushingfon Times, August 28, 2005; and Richard Beeston, "Two Years On, Iran is the 
Only Clear Winncr of War 011 Saddanl," London Times, September 23, 2005. 

'' Lewis, "Freedom and Justicc in tlie Modern Middle East," p. 49 

' I  Joel Brinkley, "Saudi Warns US Iraq May Face Disintegration," New York Times, September 23, 2005. I'rime 
Minister Erdogan declared that "Turkey is adamant about maintaining Iraq's territorial integrity. . . ." Recep 'rayyip 
Erdogan, "Turkey is Committed to the New Iraq," Wall Strcet Joltrnirl, August 30, 2005, p. 10. 

?1 
-- For a discussron of Iraq's demographics, sce Appendix B, Ileinography. 

2 1 Letter from al-/awahtn to al-Zarqaw~, October 11, 2005, available at 
k i i w w  dni go~lrelc; iseel~ttcrlO1 105.11ti~iI 



111 ~ o ~ a d i s h u . ' ~  If they succecd In outlasting the Americans, the Ba'athist insurgents hope that 
suppoi? from Syrla and other Arab states will mable theill to topple the infarit Baghdad regime. 
*I'his ~vould likely trigger a civil war with Shiite Arab Iraqis suppot-ted by Iran. Radical Isla~nists 
would have perhaps their best chance of seizing power under these chaotic conditions. 

Even those groups whose dnsposition toward the US goals is relatively positive, such as the 
Kurds, are strongly motivated to maintain armed forces. The reason is that, should the United 
States fail to establish a stable regime in Iraq, the road to power will allnost certainly be 
tletennined by force of arms. Put another way, if the United States fiils to realize its objectives, 
the major national groups will allnost certainly engage in a civil war to deternline Iraq's future. 
They will likely be joined by other elements as well, both those internal to Iraq (e.g., the 
jihadists) ant1 foreign powers, such as Iran, mimy Sunni Arab states (e.g., Egypt, Jordan, Saudi 
Arabia, Syria), and Turkey, which adamantly opposes the creation of an autonoinous Kurdish 
state. 

As for the llnited States, iis cjbjeciives were oiiilined by President Bush in his May 2904 speech 
at the Anny War College, when he called fix an Iraq in which ". . . a free, representative 
government that serves its people and fights on their behalf."25 

Generally speaking, the United States' war 0bjt:ctives are as follows: 

Helping Iraqis create a stable democracy that can offer the Arab world a "third way" 
alternative of governtnent beyond the despotism of dictators and monarchs, and the 
repression of radical Islainism. 

Dealing radical Islamists a major setback in Iraq, which has emerged as the central front 
in their war with America. 

Dissuading Iraq from c;leveloping weapons of mass destruction (WMD). 

The administration's "third way" objective is a bold attempt to challenge the radical Islamist 
monopoly as the only alternative for Muslim:;, and Arabs in particular, who are increasingly 
frustrated by tlespotic strongmen or monarchs (many of whom are friendly to the United States) 
whose reglrnes have failed to advance their people's ~ e l f a r e . ' ~  Put simply. this war is being 

24 Frontlilie inteniew with Osama bin Laden, May 1998, available at 
http:llwww.pbs.or~l~1~~bk~pi1~esl&~~~1tli:1elsho~~~slbinlader~~vholinterview.htm1. 

? 5 George W. Bush. "Kemarks by the President on Iraq iind the War on Terror," delivered on May 24, 2004, at the 
United States k m y  War College, Carlisle, PA, available at 
htt~xJlwww. w l 1 i t e t i o u s e ~ g ~ ~ v i 1 i e w s l r ( 1 l e a s e s i ~ 4 -  I0.html. 

'" Following the publication of the first UN Arab Human Uevelopment Report in 2002, Charles Krautharnmer 
wrote, "U~lclerlying most of the grievances is a sense that Islam has lost its rightful place of dominance, the place it 
enjoyed half a millennium ago . . . . This feeling of a civilization in decline--and the adoption of terror and 
intimidation as the road to restoration--is echoed in a recent United Nations report that spoke frankly of the abject 
Arab failure to modernize." Charles Krauthammer. -'Viol-nce and Islam," Washington Post, December 6 ,  2002. 



fought for much higher stakes than Iraq alone, by both the United States and the I-adical 
~slamists." 

The US-led Chalition comprises military forces from a wide range of allied1 states. Among the 
major arid middle-clas,i powers providing troops are the Australians, British, Dutch, Italians, 
Japanese? South Koreai-1s and Ukrainians. Of these, the British force is by far i.he largest and most 
capable. Owing to their coinparatively low numbers-Coalition forces number roughly ;!:?1,000 
troops-and the liinited prospects for any incrcasc in their size, the principal growth in Coalition 
coinhat capability is almost certainly going to have to come from creating indiigcnous Iraqi forces 
who support thc nascelit regime in ~ a g h d a d . ~ '  

DEFEATING AN ~NSURGENCY 
While the United States docss not confront a unified, coherent enemy in Iraq, the insurgent 
elements are pursuing traditional insurgent strategies and tactics. The insurgents are clearly too 
weak to challenge Coalitio~l forces openly, and consequently arc targeting both the I---' I L ~ Y I  

population and public opinion in the Coalition ~ ta tes .~%n the other hand, the counterinsur.gent 
forces suffer from a discrimination problem--they cannot easily distinguish insurgents from the 
general population. Defeating them requires time, both to provide counterinsurgent forces with 
an undcrstaiiding of the environment in which the insurgent forces are operating, and to wiri the 
hearts and minds of the population, which will produce the intelligence needed to distinbruish the 
encmy from noncombatsnts. 

Put another way, C'oali~ion forces in Iraq have ovenvhdining advantages in most measures of 
military capability, such as firepower, mobility, ctc. If they know who the insurgents are, and 
where they are, the insurgenlcy will collapsc. Thus counterinsurgency operations are typically 
do~ni~lated by the battle for intelligence. The key source of intelligence on the insurgents i s  the 
population. The people know best who among them are insurgents or arc colllaborating with the 
insurgency. 

Thus the key to defeating an i~~surgency is to attack i t  at the source of its strength: the population. 
If the counterinsurgcnt iorces can deny the insurgents access to the people, they become like fish 
out of water, lacking sources of manpower and i n f o r m a t i ~ n . ~ ~  The insurgents' problem is fi~rther 
compounded if the people feel secure enough from retribution to provide counterinsurgent forces 

27 The Iranians have ambitious goals as well. 7'11ey include dealing the United States a major defeat, and engineering 
the rise of a friendly, Shiite-d3minated regime in Baghdad. 

2 8  Coalition forci:s totals are from Globalsecurity.org, available at 
http://www.rlob&curit~.or~~/niilitan,!ops~iraqqqorbattcoa1itio~~.htm. 

2 9  Although the linkage between the perpetrators and insurgent forces is far from clear, Spain was coerced into 
withdrawing its forces froin Iraq as a consequence of a terrorist train bombing in Madrid. Spanish troops were not 
evicted from Iraq by insurgent forces; rather, they were withdrawn because tile Spanish electorate, in the wake of  the 
Madritl bombings, voted in a ;;ovemjment cominitted to ending Spain's participation in the conflict. 

30 'The manpower problem would not likely apply to Zarqawi's radical Islamist insurgent movement, a1 Qaeda in 
Iraq, as most of these insurgents are foreigners. 



with intelligei~ce on insurgent illoveiilents and the identities of cadre members. The prospects for 
gaining such intelligence ale fi~tther aclvanced if the counterinsurgent forces have won the 
people's "hearts," by offering thein the prospect of a better way of life if the insurgents are 
defeated, in addition to having won their "miocls" by providing personal security. 

Shoulcl counterinsurgent forces instead focus their principal efforts on destroying insurgent 
forces, as is more typical of  conventional viarfare, and accord population security a lo\ver 
priority, they will play tnto the insurgents' 11ands. Insurgent casualties suffered under these 
clrcumstanccs will rarely provc decisive, for several reasons. First, so long as the insurgents 
maintain access to the population, they can rarely be co~npelled to fight. Thus they can meter 
their casualties to keep then1 at tolerable levels, and replenish their losses. It is only when the 
insurgents become tnily isoli~ted from the population that the real attrition of the~r  forces lakes 
place. 

In establishing security for the population, priority in intelligence efforts should focus first and 
foremost on the insurgent infrastructure, not insurgent forces. By rooting out the insurgent cadres 
that live ainong the people, insurgent forces lose their eyes and ears, and coercing the population 
becoiries much more diflicult. Moreover, the local inhabitants are likely to feel more secure if the 
principal thrcat to their security lies outside thcir town than if it exists arnong thein. At present, 
the Iraqi insurgents are principally operating ii~side urban areas. Getting them out and keeping 
them out will require a persistent, protracted intelligence effort supported by a comparal>le 
security and reconstruction campaign. In this rzspect, the arrangements reached in the spring of  
2004 with Sunni insurgents in Fallujah that all.uwed insurgent forces to operate in that city, as 
opposed to government security forces, was a clear setback for the Coalition's counterinsurgency 
carn paign. 

It bears repeating that security for the people is the sine qua not1 for wiiinirlg their hearts and 
minds. Once a sufficient level of security is established, civic action, public works and other 
forms of reconstructioil and intelligence operations against the local insurgent infrastructure can 
proceed within acceptable lcvcls of risk.3' Local elections can be held, and those who assume 
office need not fear for their lives. Local security forces can be established to protect their 
con~munity's stake in a future that promises economic gain and access to the political power.32 
Indeed, the political, econoinic and social elements of the counterinsurgency campaign must be 

3 1 Actions of this type are designed to pre-empt the insurgents' cause by demonstrating to the people that their lives 
will bc better if the counterinsurgents prevail, and that the people will ultimately decide their own fate, first through 
local elections, and then, as more areas of the country become secure, regional and national elections. This takes 
considerable time to bring about, and are one reason why defeating an insurgent movement tend to be a protracted 
enterprise. The approach taken in lraq was the opposite; that is, elections were first held at the national level. 

7 ?  These paramilitary forces should be drawn from the inhabitants of the area, and trained in counterinsurgency 
operations such as small-unit patrolling, night operations, and ambush. As with progress in various forms of civic 
action, this training process takes considerable time, I i r  more than the time allotted for by Coalition forces in 
Afghanistan and Iraq. While the United States has understandably tried to replace US troops with Iraqi security 
forces, the fact is that training indigenous security forces is not accomplished overnight. Hence Washington's 
dilemma: it needs to reduce its troop strength to alleviate the strain on its forces and to provide security with an 
"Iraqi Face"; yet that security can only be provided I3y well-trained forces, the creation of which will take 
considerable time to acconlplish. 



~vell  ~ntegrated with the military dimension. There must be a u n ~ t y  of effort and a unity of 
command. For example, c i v ~ c  action, or reconstruction, in the absence of security  merely 
increases the potential resources available to insurgent forces, or provides easy targets for 

3 3 insurgent acts of sabotage. 

Thus the government inuslt set as a priority developing a secure environment in vb1hich 
reconstruction can take place. But this takes tiine. The reason is that the population's support is 
conditional on the governme~~t ' s  ability to demonstrate convincingly that it has both the means 
and the will to persevere. As noted above, this critical factor has been lacking in the war against 
the insurgents, or at the least US resolve is in doubt. 

Tht. vt'rzr is verv long, and alwclys think of this as the beginning. And 
( L I W I I ~ F  rnrrh-e thc. clntJrny think that ycstcrday ct,a.r better than t~dirv. '~  

Abu Musab a1-Zarqa~vi 

Major Gcneral Rick Lynch 
Deputy Chief of Staff, Multinational Force, Iraq, September, 2005 

'rime is typically scen as an ally of the insurgents. The longer they persist, it is argued, the 
greater their chances for success, as the population begins to question the government's 
competence and doubt its abillity to control the situation, and as foreign powers become weary of 
waging a seemingly enoless war. Thus it is often said that insurgents win simply by not losing- 
i.e., by remaining a viable threat to the regime. Persistence is especially valuable in the case 
where the regime relics on thc support of external powers to remain viable, as is the case in Iraq. 
LJnder these circumstances, the insurgents can make a powerful argument to the population, the 
essence of which is that while foreign troops will some day depart, the insulrgents will remain, 
and therefore must be ac:comrn~dated.~~ In these cases the insurgents, for all their weakness, take 

33 Note that this cloes not imply the need for perfect security. A town or village can weather an occasional insurgent 
attack, even if some loss of  life is i~lvolved, far better than it can endure a string of targeted assassinations that 
demonstrate the insurgents are living among them. The fomler i~nplies a relatively high degree o f  security, while in 
the latter case security is effcctivc1:y non-existent. Put another way, people can withstand acts of random violence 
(e.g., a car bomb in the town square:) Far better than targeted violence (e.g., the killing of those eitizens who provide 
~ntelligence to the: local police on insurgent activities). 

35 Cited in Eward Wong ar~d James Glanz, "Rebels Attack in Central Iraq and the North," New York T~rnes, 
November 16, 2004, p. 1. 

' 5  Ellen Knickmeyer, '.US Claims Success in Iraq Despite Onslaught," 6Vnshington Post, September 19, 2005, p. 1. 

3 (I Of course, the insurgents can also use the presence of foreign Forces to appeal to the nationalism of the indigenous 
population. This can serve as a powerful legitimizing force. 



solace in the belief that foreign counterinsusgent forces will eventually abandon the field and 
set~lsn home. The United States' track secord in departing Vietilain, Cambodia, Laos, Lebanon, 
Haiti and Somalia after hiling to stabilize these countries and defeat hostile insurgent 
movements or establish effective tlemocratic institutions offers encouragement to Iraq's 
insurgent leaders to persist through difficult tirnes. By contrast, the Sunni Arab insurgents have 
no place to go. They are in their native country, which they have dominated for generations. 
Owing to these circumstances, they are betting that time is very much on theil side. Their goal is 
not to defeat the Ainei-ican nlilitary, but rather to exhaust the patience of the  American people, 
precipitating a withdrawal of US forces. This is an objective they share with radical Islamist 

37 insurgents. Plainly put, the current military stalemate between insurgents and the Iraqi 
government and Coalition forces favors the insurgents. 

This situation contrasts shai-ply with the case in which indigenous counterinsurgent forces 
prcdoininatc. In that c:tse, syinmetry exists beitween the insurgents and the government, in the 
sense that the counterinsurgent forccs are fighting for their own country's hture.  Moreover, 
unlike the Americans, indigenous forces cannot siliipiy retire to a distant homeland sanctuary if 
the going gets tough. They realize that they will be subjected to insurgent acts of retribution 
shoultl they lose the was. Consequently, a key ifactor in the war is the Coalition's ability to field 
effective Iraqi Security Forces whose loyalty is to a democratically elected government in 
Baghtlad, and not to their own tribal or ethnic goup .  

'Thus in the current war the counterinsurgent forces suffer from two serious disadvantages. First, 
the most proficient counterinsurgent forces by far are those of the United States military. Yet 
these forces are not likcly to rernnin in that country at their present strength indefinitely. For 
victory to be assured. however, they cannot draw down dranlatically until indigenous 
govemnicnt forces cstablish that they can pcrform on a large enough scale, and with acceptable 
effectiveness, to colltaiil and reduce the insurgency. If the population believes that US forces will 
"stay the course," i t  can be a powerhl tool  g gain st the insurgents. It is thus important that 
Coalition members-the Unitcd States, in particular-take strong measures to convince both the 
insurgents and the Iraqi people of their detemlination to remain in country for however long it 
takes to win. I-Iowever, ~t appears that neither the Iraqi people nor the American public desire a 
protracted deplojment of US troops in Iraq, even though both the American people and a 
majority of Iraqis want the insurgency to be defeated. This presents an obvious dilemma for the 
! r q i  gnvemnent 2nd thc Coz!ition. .;?g2ir., the io1utic.n is seen i s  fielding capable Iraqi Security 
Forces loyal to the rcgirne. 

Indigenous Iraqi counterinsurgent forces, in theory, have far more at stake in the conflict than US 
and Coalition forces. Typically, insurgent movements are formed in opposition to an existing 
regime within the country. In the case of Iraq, however, the Ba'athist regime of Saddam Hussein 
was deposcd, leaviilg a vacuum in which U!3-led Coalition occupation forces took charge. 
Dcspite the formation of an interim Iraqi government, the ongoing insurgeilcy is partly in 
reaction to this foreign occupation of Iraq, and partly in opposition to US-led efforts to form a 

77  Letter from al-Zawahiri to al-Zarqawi. October 11, 2005, available at 
~ , ' l u w w . t l n i . ~ o ~ \ ~ ~ ' r e I e a s e ~ l e t t e r  10 I 105.1itmI. 
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deinocratic i-egiine. which, as it gains legitimacy, will likely make it more difficult f(.)r the 
insurgents to claiin they are waging war against foreign occupiers. Yet it is not yet clear what 
kind of Iraq the country's various factions have in mind. Nor does any particular vision 
dominate. In short, the forc'es that must ultimately secure the victory against insurgent fi~rces, 
and which must risk their livcs in the process, as yet have no clear idea of  what they are fighting 
to create. Until they do, their- loyalties are likely to remain with their own tribe or ethnic group, 
rather than to any national government. 



COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AND WEAKNESS 

Insurgencies fail f ir  more often than they succeed, and for good reason." Insurgent ~novements 
typically suffer from a severe lack of military capability compared to counterinsurgent forces. 
Moreovcr, even where they succeed, insurgent movements must undergo all sorts of privations, 
suffer innumerable setjbacks, and persist--sometimes for decades--before achieving victory. 
This is often tnie even in cases where the insurgents enjoy Favorable geography and substantial 
foreign support (e.g., the Victnam War). The is~surgent's prospects are even more daunting when 
one consic-lers that the geography of Iraq is not particularly favorable for an insurgent movement, 
nor are the insurgents receiving large-scale suppol-t from a major external po'wer. Consider also 
that, in the United Statems and its Coalition partners, the Iraqi government has f;omlidilble allies. In 
short, history would seem to present some long odds for Iraq's insurgent forces. 

However, insurgents also car1 exploit several areas of US competitive disadvantage. These are 
serious enough to provide encouragement to both the insurgents, and to t'he third parties that 
want them to succeed. 

US ADVANTAGES 
The IJnited Slates cnjoys a number of advantages in its war against Iraqi insurgents. Among !he 
  no st iinpcrrtant sources of competitive advantage are the following: 

Scale of Effort: The material resources available to the United States and its allies dwarf those 
of the insurgents. 'The kcy issues for the United Statcs, of course, are: "Can enough of these 
resources be mobilized'.)" and "Can the effort bc sustained over what is likely to be a protracted 
contlict'!" The answer lies in the Bush Administration's ability to sustain the support of two key 
centers of grav~ty: the Amcrican public and the Amcrican soldier. This issue will be elaborated 
upon presently. 

Technology: The United States has far and away the world's most technically advanced military. 
'To be sure, insurgency warfare devalues many technological advantages (e.g;., having a stealth 
aircraft is of' little advantage against an ellclny that has no radar; being able to scout the 
n~ovemcnt of ;lr:r~ored trsop f 1-atis:~s is of little use against an enemy that possesses no hcavy 
cquipment, does not wear uniforms, remains generally indistinguishable from noncombatants, 
and rarely coi~centrates for battle). However, clearly some US military technical capabilities 
(e.g., w~de-area surveillance; corninand and control networks; advanced armor protection; 
advanced body annor) c o n t r  some advantages in insurgency warfare. 

Allies: The United States has fighting along side it a significant number of allies that both lend 
political legitimacy to its efforts and provide a source, albeit modest, of combat power. Indeed, 

78 Jeffery Record and W. Ar~drcw Ttlrrill, Iraq rrnd Vietnam: L)@er.ences, Similarities, and Insights (Chrlisle, P.4: U S  
Army War College Strategic Studies Institute, May 2004), p. 14; and Eliot Cohen, "A Hawk Questions Himself as 
Elis Sor~  Goes to War," Washington Posl, July 10. 2005. 



despite popular perceptions, the level of allied support for US operations in Iraq, propoi-tioi-lately 
speaking, cloes not vary greatly fro111 other US-dominated Coalitions over tht: last half century in 
the Korean, Vietnam arid First Gulf Wars. Rcccntly, however, a number of major Coalition 
partners, to include the Dutch, Italians, Poles and Ukrainians have announced plans to reduce 
significantly their force levjels, or withdraw their forces entirely.3v What has been espe~:iolly 
lacking until recently is: the contribution of indigenous forccs. 

Lt. Gen. James T. Conway, USMC 
Following the LJS Withdrawal from Fallujah 

Sources of insurgent competitive advantage correspond well to areas of US compelitivc 
weakness. Among tliesc advantages are tlie fi)llowing: 

The "War of Ideas." 7 he in:,urgencies In Iraq and Afghanistan call he viewed as part of a larger 
civil war within thc Arab L\i'orld, and even more broadly, within the relig~on of Islam iiself. 
Insurgenc~es are given life by two factors: an inability of the regime in question to impose order, 
and a cause or rally~ng issue  round which the insurgents can generate popular support.41 It i~ 
thls lattcr hctor--often refei-rcd to as the -'War of Ideas"-that represents a potent source of  
support for both nationalist aiid radical Islamic insurgcnts. 

The United States is viewed by most Iraqis as an occupying power rather ihan as a liber,~tor. 
Moreover, in the broader Aral, and Islamic worlds the United States is generally viewcd as an 
imperialist power whose inotives in liberating Iraq are suspect. The United States also is seen by 
lriany LLS supporting rep]-essive regimes led by tyrants or despotic monarchs, who work with thc 
West (and the United States in particular) in plundering the region's oil wealth, with the local 
population deriving little, if any, Many Arabs and Muslims also subscribe to the belief 

39 111 early 2005, Italy annou~lced it would start bringing home its troops in August, the Polish contingent are set to 
be withdrawn by thc end of :!005, and the Ukraine is scheduled to complete its withdrawal by October 2005. Peter 
Alford, "Threat lo Withdraw Japanese From Iraq," The Aus~ralian, August 17, 2005; "Italian Opposition Chief 
I>anlbasts Berlusconi in Rome Rally," Agenc-e t rance  Presse, October 9 ,  2005; "Change in Course: The Polish 
Election Moves the Country to the Right," Pitl.sb~~rgh Po.r!-(?azetle, September 28, 2005; and Steve Pennells, 
"Inside Iraq," P f i . v t  Alts[rrrlicrrl, A u g ~ ~ s t  20, 2005. 

4 0  Bing West, No True (?lory (New 'r.ork: Hantanl Books, 2005), p. 322 

4 1  Both conditions must obtain for an  insurgent movement to flourish. For example, the Communists' expertist: in 
creating police states in the Soviet Union's East European empire during the Cold War enabled Moscow to stifle any 
insurgent movement, despite popu1,~r opposition to Soviet domination. The absence of effective internal sccurity 
provides the insurgents' wit11 tlie opportunity to proselytize the population and organize for action against the 
government. 

12 Bin Laden wrote in his 1996 fatvia, "People ;ire fiilly concerned about their evely day livings; every body talks 
about thc dctcrior-ation of tht. economy, inflation, ever increasing debts . . . . People wonder whether we arc: the 



that the cause of their civilization's decline is not due to its intrinsic defects, but rather stems 
horn external causes-with foreign exploitation being the principal culprit, and the United States 
the chief perpetrator. Since pi-e-empting the insurgents' popular cause by which they rally 
support is a key factor in defeating an insurgency, i t  is hardly an exaggeration to say the United 
States and its local allies are operating from a position of substantial disadvantage in the War of 
Ideas. 

US Political arid Social Culture. Thc US political and social culture confers considerable 
advantages upon the in:iurgents. Characterized by an open society that respects the rule of law 
and the right of frce expression, thc United States has tried to apply these principles as much as 
possible in the way it has prosecuted the war 111 Iraq. This has enabled fir  less scrupulous 
societies and actors with far less noble motives to undermine the US war effbrt. A prime 
example is rrl-Jazeern, a news organization hostile toward the United States and driven more by 
its anti-Amencan agcntja than a desire to report the facts.43 The result is a stream of anti- 
American propaganda broatlci-ist throughout the Arab world, and beyond.44 

'Phe American respect fior the rule of law has provided the insurgents and allies like al-.lazt.era 
with more ammunition in the War of'Ideas. The US investigation of prisoner abuse at Abu Graib 
prison-an investigatioii that would tiever have happened under any current Arab regime- 
revealed violations of I!S policies that, by regional standards, were mild indeed. However, the 
publicity accorded the scandal by an opcn press and the democratic process (which included a 
series of Congressional hearings) causcd significant damage in the US effort to win the War of 
Ideas. 

largest oil exporting country'?! They even belleve that this situation is a curse put on them by Allah for not objecting 
to the oppressive and illegitimate bclraviour and measures of the ruling regime: Ignoring the divine Shari'ah law; 
depriving people of their legitiinatc rights; allowing the American to occupy the land of the two l loly Places; 
imprisorirnent, u~~just ly,  of the sincere scholars." Osama bin Laden, "Declaration of War against the Americans 
Occupying the L,and of the 'wo Holy Places," August 1996, available at 
I~ttp:i~~v~v~v.pbs.oro,/n~:~~ s t i o u ~ 1 9 9 6 . h t m l .  

4 1  An example of this occurred during the first Rattle of Fallijah in April 2004. Insurgents permitted only an (11- 
J~lzec?ru film crew into the city, where it set up at the hospital. "Hour after hour, day after day in the first week of 
April, the a i rwa~~es  were fillet1 with pictures of the dead, the bleeding, and the maimed." The irtlpression created was 
one of IJS military brutality. In fact, US reporters embedded with the marines assaulting the city did not substantiate 
LL.-.. I l l rs r ;  - allegatiqiis iif iiiicii~pri:iii "vnli;tliiy by US foi-ces. Nevertheless, the images at the hospital wen: shown widely 
by news media around the world, and influenced the decision not to complete the retaking of the city. (Fallujah 
would have to be taken again seven rnonths later.) Correspondingly, US efforts to counter the media offensive in the 
"War of Ideas" were generally disorganized and ineffective. West, No True Glory, pix 91-93, 177, 185. 

44 It was only after the interim Alla1n.i government took office in June 2004 that al-Juzeerc7's subversive activities, 
and those of another ,-Zrab network. rll '4rr1biyt1, were curtailed. This occurred after it was revealed they had becn 
Lipped off by insurgents on the time and location of planned attacks on Coalition convoys in order to facilitate their 
being filmed. Neither network took any steps to warn authorities. West, No True Glory, p. 91 ,  250. When approval 
came for US forces to retake 1-allu~ah in November 2004, the Allawi government closed czl-,lazeern ',r bureau in Iraq, 
eliminating a strategic weapon of the insurgents in the War of Ideas. "Iraq Tells Media to Toe the Line," Los 
Angeles Times, November I:!, 2004. In the second assault on Fallu.jah, al-Jtzzeera reported-inaccurately--that 
roughly half of tlie cities Mosques had becn destroyed by US tanks and air strikes. The klarine Corps commander, 
bla,jor Gerleral Richard F. Natonslu, stated that US forces "respect the law of the war, unlike the other side, who 
uses mosques. In almost every single mosque in Fallujah, we've found an arms cache. We've found IED factories . . 
. We've also seen the use of s'chools thr the storage of weapons." Jackie Spinner, Karl Vick and Omar Fekeiki, "lJS 
Tries to Comer Fallt~jah Insur!:ents," JV(1shington I'ost, Novznlber 12,2004, p. 1. 



At the same time, US culturc is generally self-referential. Americ~~ns have not exhibited much 
interest in Arab or Isla~iiic culture; nor has the US Government developed much expertise in 
these ~:ultures.~"ence the United States' ability to develop effective strategies for 
communicating with the Iraqi people and, more broadly, Arab and Islamic populatioiis is clearly 
deficient when cornpared to the relatively insightful and sophisticated strategies pursued by  the 
eiieniy and hostile media groups that are compnscd of Arabs and ~ u s l i ~ n s . ~ ~  

Finally, the IJnited States, politically and culturally, appears uncomfortable describing the 
conflict in Iraq for what it is: part of a larger conflict throughout the Islainic world that IS, at its 
roots, pr~marily thcologicnl in nature. While the United States has a long history of confronting 
hostile poli ticaI regimes and ideologies (e.g., King George Ill's monarchy, Hitler's fascist 
regime, Soviet cornmunism), it has little experience in waging war against a hostile religious 
sect-which is the basis for much of the opposition to US presence and intluence in  the 
ArablMuslini worltls. Instead, a misnomer is used: the "tilobal War on Terrorism." 

lil siimn~ary, this iiiab~lity to see the enemy and the character of the conflict for what they are 
could seriously impede the United States' ability to develop and execute an effective strategy in 
1racl.17 

Manpo~~er .  Insurgency warfare is manpower intensive. One rule of  thumb has it that 
countcrinsurgent forcc:; must outnumber insurgent forces by a ratio of 10- 15: 1 in order to win.48 
The Un~ted States, on the other hand, has the world's most capital-intensive military. It is a 
military that relies heavily on technology and o n  highly skilled individuals to apply it. Wloreover, 
over thirty years ago t l ~ e  United States abandoned the clrafi in favor of an all-volunteer military. 
In the absence of conscription, young men and women must be induced to join the military, and 
to stay (i.e., re-enlist). 'Thus not only is US military manpower relatively expensive (soldiers are 

45 Sce Defense Science Board, 2004 S~mrnrr  Study on Tr~znsition to and From flostilitic.i~, (Washington, DC': Office 
of the Undcrsecretary of Defcnse for Accjuisition, Technology, and Logistics, December 2004); and Defense Science 
Board, 20(14 Sunlrner Strid) on 7>~1l~.vition to anrl From Hostilities-support in^ Prper.s, (Washington, I)C: Office of 
the Under-secretary of Defense for Acquisition, 'l'echnology, and Logistics, January 2005). 

4h In this respect the r:hallenge confronted by the United States is even more formidable than that posed by 
comrnunislt propaganda during the Cold War. The11 the propaganda war was fought over third-party groups in places 
!ikz Western Egrope or the Third M1o:!d. Both the United Statcs a d  :he Soviet Union had to win over people from 
different nationalities. religions and cultures. The problem the United States confronts in the ArabIMusli~n worlds 
today is more akin to that it encountered in its war with the Vietnamese Communists, who were of the region and 
the culture of the people whose "hearts and minds" were central to the conflict. 

" As Clauswitz observed, ',The first, the supreme, the most far-reaching act of judgment that the statesman and 
commander have to n1ak.e is lo establish by that thest the kind of war on which they are ernbarked; neither mistaking 
it for, nor trying to turn i t  inlo, something that is alien to its nature. This is the first of all strategic questions and the 
most comprehensive." Carl von Clauswitz, On War, Michael Howard and Peter Paret, trans. and e d  (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1976), pp. 88-89, 

48 This ratio, like the more fr~mous "3:ln conventioilal warfare ratio, is subject to so many qualifications as to make 
it of little utility in gauging a military balance. However, the three- to fivefold difference in the two ratios does serve 
to make the point that, all other things being equal, the force ratios required to wage effective countcrinsurgent 
operations substantially exceed those needed for conventional operations. For information on the 3: 1 ratio, see 
Douglas Hnltz-Eakin, "The Ability of the U.S. Military to Sustain an Occupation in Iraq," Testimony before the 
House Amled Services Coinmiltee, Noveinher 5, 2003, pp. 34-39. 



not drafted; rather, they must be induced to enlist), i t  may be difficult to sustain or replace. 
Indeed. this is es;lctly what appears to be happening, as the Army is cxpesiencing both 
recruitment and retention problems.4" 

Training. 'The US ]manpower problem is hrther exacerbated by the erosion in its long-standing 
lidvantage In h~gh-f~delity training. Insurgent forces in Iraq do not rotate in and out of the theater 
of opuations. as LIS units do. They may rest and refit themselves from time to time, but they are 
always in the theatcr of operations. In insurgency warfare, there is no "rear area." This enables 
the insurgent force to uccumulate skills in the best possible training environment: actual 
operations against counterinsurgent forces. Conversely, US Anny and Marine units deploy to 
Iraq for ;1 relatively brief period, typically for a year. 'I'hen they rotate home. When they do, their 
skills begin to atrophy. Moreover, as time passes operations and tactics change as US and enemy 
forces try to adapt in order to gain an advantage. Thus not only do skills decline, they may 
beco~ne 1progressivcly less relevant. A "training gap" thus emerges between American troops and 
their adversaries, in favor of the latter. 

Casualty A\ersion. As Mao Zedong famously put it, "The guerrillas are fish that swim in the 
sea of the people."'" His point was that controlling the population, the center of gravity in an 
insurgency, iequire. insurgents to operate in and among the population from which they draw 
sustenance (i.e., rcc~~rits ,  ~rifbnnation, food, etc.). Doing so risks casualties, as does challenging 
the counterinsurgent force; which, at least in the early phases of an insurgency, often possess a 
clear advantage in :me, equipment and firepower. The counterinsurgent forces must also risk 
casualtie:; in the process of securing the populatron and denying the insurgents access to the 
support i t  provitles. An inabrlity to provide security and stability puts the counterinsurgent forces 
at a severe dlsadvaniage against the insurgents. 

At present, i t  appears the insurgents are far less casualty averse than are the forces of the United 
States, its Coalition partners, or the indigenous Iraqi government. The extreme examples, of 
course, are insurgent suicide bombers, whose very mission assumes their death, and the local 
police who fail to show up for duty arid run at the first sight of trouble. 

While US forces have shown great skill and courage in the conduct of military operations in Iraq, 
they are generally casualty averse, for several reasons that are unlikely to change. One is that 
!hey come fro= a politicz! cll1tu-e thzt accerds high value te the individual. Thus casualties risk 
eroding support h r  the war on America's Home Front. Another is that the US military has long 
attempted to substitute firepower or technical means for manpower (e.g., the use of precision 
fircs to clear an enemy occupied building; the use of untnanned aerial vehicles for 
reconnaissance). These attempts at substituting "capital" for "labor" are far more successful in 
conventio~nal warfare than they are in counterinsurgency operations. 

'' Jay Bookman, "Ominously, Ammy Recruiting Turribles," Atlanta Journal-Constitution, May 9 ,  2005; and Dave 
Pvloniz, "Army Iiecruitinj: Up for June but Still Down for Year," C!SA Today, June 29, 2005. The Army's Reserve 
C'omponent is experiencing problems with recruitment and retention. The Service's Active Component's problellls 
are, for d ~ e  most part, limited to recruiting shortfalls. 

5 0  Moo 'Tse-tung (hlao Zedong), ilsl~ects of China 'r Anti-J~~punese Struggle (Bombay, India: n.p., 1948.), p. 48. 



Perhaps the strongest ~llcciltive to minimize US casualties is the high cost incurred, in the form 
of training rcplacemeiits and the potential impact on recruiting and retention. Coinparatively 
speaking, the Iraqi insurgents can draw upon a large pool of unemployed (some estiinates run as 
high as 60 percent), rclatively low training standards and requirements, and a culture that, at least 
in the minds of many, seea death as offering the certainty of rewards that far exceed those o f  this 
~ o r l d . ~ '  

Force Ratios. Furl.her compounding the US probleii~ is that counterinsurgency warfare places 
greater denlands on the government's manpower than on that of the insurgents. The 
counterinsurgent tiorces must sccure the population and the nation's critical political and 
cconoiniic infrastructure. The insurgent, on the other hand, has nothing to defend except his 
access to the population. As noted above, an oft-cited (though suspect) irlilitary "rule of  thumb" 
holds that the counteriinsurgent force must outnumber the insurgent forces by a ratio of  10- 15: 1 
in order to be  successful. Although i t  has been argued that applying advanced technologies in 
innovative ways (e.g., US air cavalry units in the Vietnam War) can reduce this ratio, perhaps 
:!:;matically, it ha:s yet to be denloilstrated convincingly. The absenc:e of sizable, capable, 
indigenous Iraqi security forces, the relative paucity of allied forces, and limits on the number of 
US troo;ps that can be deployed for a protracted period are clear disadvantages in a conflict 
environment that is b0t.h protracted and manpowcr intensive. 

For example, current estiinates of insurgent force strength place it at roughly 2 0 , 0 0 0 . ~ ~  
Enlploying the ratio o f  10- 15 counterinsurgent forces for every insurgent would require Coalition 
force levels in the range of 200-300,000. Current Coalition forces number roughly 180,000. Yet 
Coalition governments will almost certainly reduce, not augment, their forces in Iraq over the 
next year. Moreover, although the lraqi Security Forces (ISF) now number over 200,000, it is not 
clear when indigenous Iraqi forces will be available in large numbers. Thirty months after the 
cnd of major combat operations, only one Iraqi Sccurity Force battalion is capable of  conducting 
independent operations (i.e., at Level 1 readiness). However, some 36 battalions are at Level 2 
readiness (i.e., able to conduct independent operations).53 Thus the trends appear positive. 
Reducing US troop strength in Iraq to helow 100,000 by the end of 2006 may be possible. 
However, two key 14ue:ztions remain: Will ISF units be able to reduce the need for US forces 
beforc US public support for the war declines to unacceptably low levels and/or Army 
recruitinyJretention difficulties reach crisis proportions? And Will ISF units prove themselves 
loyal to the new government in Baghdad? 

51  "Iraqis Hope Funds Speed Rebuilding," St. Pctershurg Times, July 19, 2005; Michael O'Hanlon and James 
Steinberg, "l'imc to Announce a Timetable," Washington Post, February 2, 2005; and Steven Stalinsky, "A1 Qaeda's 
Ramadan Greetings: ' l h i s  is Your Festive Season'," New York Sun, October 12, 2005. 

52 "Background Briefing by ,a Senior U.S. Military Intelligence Officer," The Combined Press Information Center, 
June 2, 2005. 

53  Senate Armed Services Comll~ittee, US M~litary Strategy and Operations in Iraq, Septcnlbcr 24, 2005. (icneral 
George Casey described Level 1 battalions as those ". . . capable of going out and conducting operations without any 
othcr support." Level 2 battalions are capable of taking the lead in combined operations with US forces. 



1 don't think that zlnless u greater c[fOrt is tnatle by [he government to 
\\.ill 0o11illur SI I I )POI- I  tlrizt the war ctrrl bt! K'on o~ i t  there. In the ,final 
c~nalv.sis, it is tlieil- war. They lire the o11e.s who huve to win it or- lose it. 
Il'c cirn hck thcm, can give  then^ ey ~iiprnc~lf, we cun send our- men ozit 
tlrcrc as uri~'i.vor,s, blrt t h ~ v  hove to win it . . . . 

j 4 

I'resident John Kennedy 
September 1963 

In war, the center (or centers) of gravity can be defined as the asset, or set of assets, the loss of 
which will dcstroy an enemy's ability or will to continue his resistance, or to prevail in the 
conflict." In conven~tional warfare, the enemy's military forces, his capital, or his industrial base 
arc often secn as his center of gravity.'h This is not the case in insurgency warfare, where the 
population is the center of gravity. In the current war in Iraq, there are c'nree centers o f  gravity, 
which are described below. 

THE IRAQI PEOPLE 
To eventually contrcll the country, the insurgent must control the people. As Mao Tse-tung noted, 
'.The people are like water and the anny is like tish."" Popular support can be achieved without 
the pcople sul>portil~g the insurgents' goals. Such support can be coerced if the insurgents' can 
control the population. Thus cooperation can be effected as a result of insurgent threats, and acts 
of terror and intimidation. [n short, to win, the insurgents need only win the "minds" of  the 
people, not their '.he;lds."'" 

'4 John E:. Kennetly, ~nterview w ~ t h  Walter Cronkite, CBS News, September 2, 1963, available at 
t1ttp:~l~vw~~~.mtholyoke~ei1u~acad/ ~ntrel/kentv.htm. 

5 5  Clz~~lsewitz described the cenler of  gravity as "the hub of all power and movement, on which everything depends." 
A~.t~?!ic! Ec!?evarria I! m!es thzt :I !itera! translatisn cf Clausewitz's views reveals the author focuses his discussion 
on tracing '.the full weight OF the enemy's i'orce to as few centers of gravity as possible, when feasible, to one; and, 
at thc same time, to reduce the blow against these centers to as few major actions as possible, when feasible, to one . 
. . . Reducing the enemy's force to once center of gravity depends, first, upon the [enemy's] political connectivity 
[or unity] itself . . . and., second, upon the situation in the theater of war itself, and which of  the various enemy 
armies app'zars there." C:lausewitz, On War, pp. 485-486, 595-596; Carl von Clausewitz, Vom Kriege, 191h ed. 
(Regcnsberg, Germany: Pustet, 19911, pp. 1009-10. Cited in Antulio Echevarria 11, Center of  Gravity: 
Kecomrnerlt3ations for Joint Doctrine," Joint Forces Quc~rterly, Issue 35, pp. 13-14. 

56 . I'hus, fol- exan~ple, strategic aerial bombardment campaigns dating back to Wor-Id War I1 have often had as a 
niajor objective the destruction of  the enemy's industrial base. In the Second Gulf War US military forces focused 
the bulk of 1,heir efforts on seizing Baghdad and destroying Saddam Hussein's Republican Guard. 

57 M'IO Tse-tung (Mao Zedong), ilqlects ofChirlals A n t i - J q ~ ~ n e s r  Struggle, p. 48. 

'' Of course, the insurgents' cause is greatly aided if they gain the voluntary support of the population by advancing 
a positive message. 



Access to and, if possible, control over the population enables insurgents to deny critical 
intelligerice to cou~iterinsurgent forces. 'l'his is key, since if the counterinsurgent forces know 
who and where the irisurgents are during the early phases of the insurgency, they have more than 
enough military capability to engage and defeat them. The insurgents can also gain critical 
intelligencc concerning the plans and whereabouts of counterinsurgent forces. 'l'his information 
can be obtained willingly if the population supports the insurgents, or unwillingly, through terror 
ancl intimiclation, i f  i t  does not. The insurgents' access to the population also enables them to 
recruit new ~neinbers to their cause, as well as to obtoiii (or expropriate) food, medicine ar~d other 
supplies'. 

Corresplondingly, the Baghdad government's inability to exercise control over its population 
dilutes its strength, denying it replacements for the armed forces, enabling acts of sabotage (e.g., 
against tlie country's oil infrastructure), making taxes difficult or impossible to collect, and 
drying up sources of badly needed intelligence. Thus if the insurgents can gain control over the 
population through fear, popular appeal, or a mixture of both, they stand a good chance of 
winning, although it may take a protracted period of time before the con-eiation of forces shifis 
ciecisively in their f;lvoir. 

It is important to note that, owing to the absence of pcrsonal security, the vast lnajority of the 
population typically remains uncommitted, providing support only when coerced, or when a 
clear winner emerges. As T. E. Lawrence ("Lawrence of Arabia") noted. "rebellions can be made 
by two percent active in a striking force, and 98 percent passively ~ ~ m ~ a t h e t i c . " ~ ~ h e  reason for 
this pass:ivity ainong the population is that, so long as their security is at risk, individuals that 
take sides in an insurgency expose thelnselves to retribution, either lrom the government or the 
insurgents. In Iraq, .this is particularly true for those who oppose the insurgency. The inability of 
Coalition and indigeno1.1~ Iraqi security forces to provide security for the population makes any 
Iraqi's effort to provide active support to the Iraqi govcrnrncnt or Coalition forces a highly risky 
proposition. 

Insurgent access to the population explains why an insurgent movement can cxpand as n whole 
even while i t  sustains heavy casualties. The insurgents simply continue to draw upon the 
rnanpowcr pool to rcple~lish their losses. Moreover, unlike the governmeilt, the insurgents have 
no need to secure the nation's infrastructure or provide security to the population. Hence the 
insurgents are often able to meter their casualties to fit the circumsta!lces of the moment. 
Consequently, the population's security should be the top priority of the Coalition forces, thereby 
denying access to the "sea" which Mao's insurgent "fish" need to survive. 

59 T.E. Lawrence, ''(;uerrilla 'Warfare," Encycloyedirr Britnnniccz, 1950 ed. 



C ~ ~ l t l i r ~ ~ l l y  .jpeakit~g, o11r patience q~lotient is not high. C~~lt~rral ly  
s ~ w l ~ k i n g ,  tho p~rricnce qlrotient of olru enenlies is very high."" 

General John P. Abizaid 
Commander, US Central Command, Jailuary 2004 

There i:; an important distinction to be inadc between insurgent movements that are being 
countere:d principally by indigenous govcri~illcnt forces and those where stability operations are 
dominated by the fcrces o f  an external power. The latter, of course, is the situation in Iraq. In the 
latter circuinstance, it becc~ines possible for thc insurgents to win in a different way-by draining 
the will of the foreign power to the point where it abandons an infant seginlc before it is capable 
of standing on its own and defending itself. In a democracy such as the United States, this 
translates to eroding popular support for the war. 

Thc insurgents cannot hopc to defeat 1JS military forces in open battle (i.e., by moving to Phase 
I11 of tlit: insurgency), or to drive them physically out of Iraq. Thus the insurgents are pursuing 
nn indirect approach. Evcn though they are far weaker than the forces opposing them, the 
insurgents are relying on thc acti\,e cooperation or passive acceptance of a significant element of 
thc indigenous population to hustain them in a protracted struggle. By so doing, the insurgents 
hope to convince thl: American public and its leaders that the war is not worth the cost in blood 
and treasure. Thus the Bush Administration must win the hearts and minds of the American 
people, persuading them that its war objcctivea are worth the sacrifices involved, and that 
sufficient pmg-ess i l ;  being made toward achieving thcse objectives. Recent polling data indicate 
that popular support for thc administration's conduct of the war is waning.61 

THE AMERICAN SOLDIER 
Finally, there is the i4rncncan soldier (or marine).'* These rncn and women must believe that the 
war is worth their sacrifices, that they are being competently led, and that progress is being made 

(10 - rhom Shanker. "U.S. (2o1nmarider Surveys Challenges in lraq Region," New York Times, January 30, 2004. 

6 1 During the period prior to the April 2004 uprisings over 50 percent of  those asked stated that they believed the 
war was worth fighting. Since the11 thc number has gradually declined inlo the low 40s. By  the sumnier of 2005 
over 60 percent of Aniericans Celt the United States was "bogged down" in Iraq, as opposed to "making progress." 
Dana Milbank and C:laudia Deane, "Poll Finds Dimmer Vicw of Iraq War," FV~lshington Post, June 8, 2005, p. A01. 
As the referendum on Iraq's new constitiltion approached in October 2005, Americans disapproved of the job 
President B,ush was doi~:~g by a margin of 66-31 percent, while 63 percent of  Americans believt: some or all US 
troops s h o ~ ~ l d  be withdrawn frmn Iraq. Susan Page, "President Sinking in Ratings," USA Today, September 30, 
2005, p. 1. (Corrcspondingly, in June 2005 51 percent of those surveyed wanted a timetable set for the withdrawal of 
US troops, .regardless of [:he situation there. By a margin of  6 1-37 percent, those surveyed believed the president did 
not have a clear plan for achieving US objectives in lraq. Susan Page, "Poll Points to Increasing Doubts 011 War's 
Progress, R'ush's Rcason~:," USA Tocl'c~y, June 28,2005, p. 8. 

1 7  '- The A m y  and Marine Corps are shouldering by far the greatest burden in fighting this war. Of the two, the Army 
is providing the overwhelming niajority of troops. Hence the use of the term "soldier." 



toward victory. Unlike in Vietnam, the United States is waging this war with an all-volunteer 
military, which gives the Ainericnn soldier a "vote" in the conflict. With over 170,000 tl-oops in 
Iraq ailti Afghanistan, soldiers must frequently rotate back into those war zones. If coniitlence in 
the war effort wanes, these veterans can siinply vote with their feet by refusing to reenlist, while 
prospective new recruits avoid enlisting altogether. At prescnt, Anny and Marine Corps re- 
enlistmcsnt rates are strong. Anny recruiting, however, is down substantially, while the Army 
National Guard a,nd Resenre are suffering from both recruitment and retention problems, 
indicating that US troop levels in Iraq inay need to be reduced substantially.63 

A Key Asymmetry and a Dilemma 
The insl~rgents have a clear advantage when it comes to this fight: they only need to win one of 
the centers of gravity to succeed, whereas the United States must secure all three. 

Making matters evcn nliore coinplrcated for the Coalition, there is a "Catch-22" in combating the 
insurgency: efforts desigrled to secure one center of gravity niay undermine the prospects of 
securlng the others For example, the ronghly 160,000 US troops deployed in Iraq are helping to 
improve security fi3r the Iraq1 people, and train Iraqi security forces. However, the protracted 
deployment of a force this large also appears to be eroding support for the war anlong the US 
public. '9s noted above, frequent rotations of soldiers to Iraq (some are now on their ihird tour16' 
havc led to problcms with e~ilistmeilt and retention rates in both the Active and Reserve 
Components. 

BALANCING THlE CENTERS 
The key to securing the centers of gravity in the current war is to recognize that US forces have 
ovemht.lming advantages In terms of combat power and mobility, but a key disadvantage in 
tenns of' intelligence. If they know who the insurgents are and where they are, they can quickly 
suppress the insurgency. The Iraqi people are the best source of' this intellige~lce. But this 
knowledge can on1:y be gained by winning their hearts and minds-that is, by convincing them 
that the insurgents' defeat is in their interest, and that they can share intelligence about those 
among tlhem who are participating or collaborating with the insurgency without fear of insurgent 
reprisals. 

In short, any strategy for deieat~ng the insurgency inust effect a balance among the three centers 
of gravity in such a way as to enable the intelligence war to be won. Given the absence of 
security and major progress on establishing basic services in Iraq (e.g., electricity, sanitation, 
schools)., declining Arnerican support for the war effort, and the Anny's recru~tment and 
retention problems, tough choices will have to be made. These choices will be elaborated upon 
presently in the discussi~on of strategy. 

"' Ann Scott Tyson, "Recruitir~g Shortfall Delay's Arnmy's Expansion Plans," Wrrsllingfon Post, October 4,  2005 

$4 Andrew LaVallee, "'Big Pig,' E\;crybody's Hero," Wc~shingiotz Post, July 4, 2005. 



IV. COALITION FORCES 

i,> Sobody ill i l / l~ i~r lc~~l  i,s 11.vked to scrcrlfice, except t1.r. 

Army Officer Returning froin Iraq 

;If) to-/i~ino/ogy fur- it i s  'Patr-iotisrn lite, ' arid (hut's whut we 're 
c>.~pe,rierxinl: now in both politirtzl parties. The politicul Icczrlers arc 
ilfruitl to L I ' S ~  the pclblic jor uny real sacrifice, which doesn't speak too 

66 Iliglri). oftire c,itizenry 

Charles Moskos, Pr~fessor  E:r,eritus, 
Northwestenl University 

BEYOND "STRATEGIC IRRELEVANCE" 
Just prior to the 911 I attacks on the United States by a1 Qaeda, the Army found its "strategic 
relevance" being questiol~cd. To be sure, since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the Army had 
deployctl units oil a range of cornmitrnerits around the globe to places like Bosnia, Rwanda, 
Haiti, and Somalia. Yet the Service's well-publicized difticulties in deploying forces to Albania 
during Operation Allicd Force, and the absence of Army units from the battletield during that 
conflict, which wa:; prosecutcd almost entirely by air power, left some questioning its future 
utility. 

In response, in the fall of 1999 thc Amly undertook a process known as transformation. In 
responding to criticism concerning its strategic relevance, the Army argucd that, while ground 
forces might need to deploy more rapidly to a threatened area in the future, there would always 
he a need for "boots on the ground" to secure the victory. 

Following 911 I ,  the Army's assertion that thc United States must ultimately put "boots on the 
ground" was sustai~led during Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, and especial1 y in the 
Second Gulf War (Clperation Iraqi Freedom) and in subsequent post-conflict stability operations 

65 Thorn Sliankcr. "All C)uiet on the Ifome Front, And Some Soldiers Are Asking Why," New Ihrk Times, July 14, 
2005. 

" Shanker, "All Quiet on the Home Front, And Some Soldiers Are Asklng Why." 
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FROM SPRINTS TO MARATHONS 
During thesc contlicts, the small contingent of Army Special Operations Forces (SOF) 
committed lo Afgtiunislan perfonned remarkably well, as dld the multi-division Anny force that 
was central to toppling Saddani Hussein's regime in Iraq in the spring of 2003. Both these 
operations, however, wcre bricf In duration. Faced with the requirement to sustain a large ground 
forcc prcscnce in Afgha~listnri and Iraq to conduct stability operations, the Army again found 
itself challenged. 'This time, concerns stemmed not over its relevance, but its stamina, or ability 
to sustain a large b r c c  in the field over a protracted period of time. Put another way, the Army, 
which had preparcd itself to compete as a world-class sprinter, was now being asked to run a 
marathon. 

THE VIETNAM SYNDROME 
l ' h e  Army that went to war in Afghanistan and Iraq was designed, almost exclusively, with an 
eye toward waging conventional warfare. This orientation was not novel. Indeed, it was 
consistent with the Atmy's cmphasis over the past century. Moreover, the Anny had enjoyed 
great success in this fclrm of warfare and, from an institutional perspective, was very comfortable 
with this approach. This institutional preference was further reinforced by the United States' 
traumatic experie~ilce im the Victnani War, in which the Anny played the central role and suffered 
the nl(>!it, in both n human and institutional sense. Thus in addition to a cultural preference for 
convcnl:ional war, thc .Army became positively neuralgic over the thought of waging a protracted 
war against irregulnr forccs. 

In  its desire to avoid such conflicts, the Army found willing partners in the form of the American 
people and their pc~litical leaders. "No More Victnanis" became a slogan, not just for Americans 
in general, but for the US military-and especially the Arn~y-in particular. '['hus the 1980s saw 
the introduction of the Weinbcrgcr Doctrine, and its stepchild, the Powell Doctrine, which sought 
to avoid h tu rc  ''Victna.msn by carefully choosing America's battlefields, applying ovenvhel~ning 
force when troops were committed, and looking for an carly way out of the conflict. When it 
looked like LJS forces ]might be tied down in an irregular conflict, or incur substantial casualties, 
as occurred, for ex;smple, in Lcbanon in the fall of 1983, US forces were withdrawn before the 
mission could be accon~plished. 

This : h e m  iontinucd i n  ihe 1990s, under the rubric of "Exit Strategies." Planned depioyrrlenrs of 
US forcles to places like Bosnia, Flaiti and Rwanda were debated as much ovcr their withdrawal 
date as to how the nlilitary planned to accomplish the mission. When US forces dipped their toe 
in the waters of stability operations, as in Somalia, they were withdrawn quickly when casualties 
were incurred. 

In thc wake of the Soviet Union's demise, defense reviews conducted by both the Bush and 
Clinton administrations focused primarily on orienting the I IS military for conflicts similar to the 
First Gulf War. It was not until the 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) that the tenn 
"small-scale contingencics" (SSCs) was introduced, in reference to peacekeeping operations. 
Even thcn, it producecl no significant change in the Army's force posture or modernization 
program. In the 2001 defense review, a "1-4-2-1" formula was introduced to guide US force 



sizing ci~ld posture. As i n  previous reviews, the fonnula discounted the possibility of protracted 
ground force stability operations. h 7 

Not suipr~singly, in Anny circles, phrases like "We don't do windows, jungles, cities or 
guerr1ll;ls" were heard, reflecting not only the Service's institutional preference, but clearly those 
of the A.merican people as well. 

THE L 6 P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  BARN  RULE"^^ 
'Shis all changed Lvith thc attacks of 911 1.  Following the successful major combat operations in 
Afghan~stan and Iraq, the United States realized that it could not depart at a time of  its own 
choosing, lcst it nin the risk that the unstable conditions in thcse states might produce regimes 
cLfery hit as hostile to the United States as those that were displaced. 

As in Afghanistan, following the end of major combat operations ~ I I  Iraq, the Army was the 
Service principally confronted with the mission of providing stability untii a new government 
could be elected ,lnd indigenous security forces could be trained. This would have heen 
demanding under conditrons of relative tranquility, as can be seen in the NATO mission in the 
Balkans. It is 11iatic far more difticult in Iraq, where there are active insurgent forces trying to 
fomcnt instability and fn~strate the democratic process and reconstruction 

Thus for the first time since the Vietnam War the Army was faced with the challenge of 
maintaining a large deployed force in the field for a protracted period of time. This presented 
problelns, even for Ithe wcorl(1's best military. 

RUNNING A MARATHON 
The ground forces requiretl to provide the necessary le~rel of stability and security to Afghanistan 
and Iraq clearly exceed tliosc available for the mission. To be sure, in the final analysis, the 
Afghans and Iraqis must shoulder the main burden for providing their own security. But the 
conditions must be created for this to happen. That means having sufficient Coalition forces 
availablc to provide a shitld behind which it becomes possible to establish a stable government 
and create indigenous security forces. Part of the problem stems horn a lack of proper planning 

67 The "1--1-2-1" metric sizes and structures the US military to defend the homeland ("I"), maintain presence in four 
key areas overseas ("4'.), fight two major regional conflicts ( " 2 3  and effect regime change in one of  those two 
conflicts ("1"). I'his metric replaced the two niajor regional conflictlwar metric enlployed by the Clinton 
i2dministration as a force sizirl~g ~llechanisnl. 'The Rush Administration has adopted an additional metric, known as 
"10-30-30." It calls for IJS forces to be capable of  initiating operations against a major regional adversary within ten 
days, of defeating that a~dversary within 30 days, and of "resetting" itself to conduct additional operations 30 days 
after that. Obviously, this metric has no relevance against an enemy waging a protracted irregular warfare campaign. 

68 'I'he "Pottery Barn Rule" has been attributed to Richard Armitage, the Deputy Secretary of  State. The rule is "If 
you break it, you own it," and it refers to the consequences incurred by the United States when i t  engages in regime 
change operations. The argument is that the United States bears a responsibility followirlg the overthrow of  the 
existing regime to insure stability until a ncw regirrle can be fonned and provide for its own security. 



as to how so-called Phase 1V: or post-conilict stability operations were to be co11ductt:d.~' The 
forces called for proved insufficient to execute effectively stability operatiolls of the type 
envisioned by the U S  military. A clear sign of this was the willingness of the US co~nlna~md in 
Iraq to cede respc~nsibilities for stability operations in several key cities to forces hostile to the 
interim governlnel~t.~~) The Army's difliculty in meeting the demands for forces, in the form of 
coinba:t brigades and their supporting elements, is driven by two simple factors: its inadequate 
sizc and the ending, over 30 years ago, of conscription. 

The vollunteer Ar~ny--a euphemism for a professional Arn~y-is based on the presun-lption of 
career service for a substantial percentage of its soldiers. The United States instituted an all- 
volunteer force in 1973, at the end of its direct involvement in the Vietnam War. The volunteer 
force differs from the conscription era force, which drafted young men into the force for several 
years, after which most returned to civilian life. Thus during the protracted Army deployment 
during the Vietnsrn War, many of its troops were drtifiees that were given training, rotated into 
the cornbat theater, and then returned home and left the Service, to be succeeded by another 

7 1 wave of draftees. 

A professional force, on the other hand, faces a very different situation. It hopes to retain most of 
its soldiers for a full c(1reer in the Army. In many respects, today's professional Arnly is superior 
to the clraft era force. For example, in protracted conflicts such as the ones now confronting the 
Arnmy it1 Afghanistan ,and Iraq, draftees might serve once in the combat theater before departing 
the military. Long-temm volunteers, however, might serve a number of tours, as is the case at 
present. It seellms reasonable to assume that a soldier serving his or her second or third tour would 
be Inore effective than a soldier experiencing the conflict for the first time. 

Yet, if i t  rotates its troops too frequently into combat, the Army risks haking many of its soldiers 
decide that a inilitary career is too arduous or too risky an occupation for them and their families 
to pursue. This lends to the question: How often can a soldier be put In harm's way and still 
desire tlo remain in the ~ n n ~ ? ' *  The answer is different for every soldier, but the deployment 
ratio range seeins to be somewhere in between 3: 1 and 5:  1. That is, for every brigade that is 
fonvard deployed in colmlbat operations or in a "hardship" tour, there must exist between three 

h 9 See Thomas E. Ricks, ".Ammy IIistorian Cites Lack of Postwar Plan," W~.rhin,y!on I'ost, Dece~nber 24, 2004, p. 
A011 Michael E. O'Hanlon, "Iraq Without A Plan," Policy Review, December 2004, available at 
htt~:i/policyrevie~v.or~i/decO4iohan1on.htm1; and James Fallows, "Blind into Baghdad," Atlantic Monthly, - 
JanuaryiFebruary 2004. 

70  The prc~blems associated with this approach are discussed in detail in West, iVo True Glory. 

7 1 The reader should note that this is not an argunlent for the return of conscription. It is merely to point out that, 
under a conscription system, the Defense Department can increase the size of its monthly draft calls to match 
anticipated force requirememts. as occurred, for example, during the Korean and Vietnam wars. 

72 
Other fictors in addition to the rotation base come into play as well. For example, if soldiers perceive that they are 

being poclrly led, or engaged in executing a failed strategy, their willingness to persevere may decline, perhaps 
tlramatically. During the Vietnam War, once it became clear the United States was looking for a way out of the 
conflict rather than attempting to win it, there was a heightened degree of cynicism, and a corresponding decline in 
the willingness of soldiers to sacrifice in order to accomplish the mission. The phrase "Why die for a tie?" is 
emblematic of this attitude. 



and five brigades to sustain the rotation. Thus a 3: 1 rotation base would find soldiers deployed 
on  such ~nissions one-third of the time; a 5 :  1 rotation would see theln deployed one-filih of their 
service time. 

For the purposes of this assesslnent, a 4:l deploylnent rat10 is assumed.73 Thus a soldier under 
these circuinstances c o ~ r l ~ l  expect to bc on deployinent six months out of every two years. The 
Army currently has 37 a c t i ~ ~ e  brigades. Using a 4:l ratio, this ineans it could deploy fonvard 
~wughly 0 br~gades at any one tlrnc. 

Not surprisingly, the deployment ratio for National Guard brigades in the Reserve Component of 
the Army is not as favors-ble. I 'he sitnple reason is that National Guard soldiers are civilians who 
have joined the Reserve:; in the expectation that their civilian livelihood and lifestyle will not be 
subjected to nuinerous interruptions. Moreover? because National Guard units do not train 
anywhere near as ti-etlue~~tly as units in the Army's Active Component, once they are called up to 
active service they require a period of intensive training, typically several months, before they 
are ready for dcploymenl:. According to senior Army officials, a more reasonabie deployment 
ratio for National Guaril brigades, then, would be 6:1.'4 But owing to the need for pre- 
deploynient training, the true ratio of deployed brigades to existing brigades is probably closer to 
8: 1 ." The Army National Guard currently maintains 15 enhanced separate brigades, 19 
divisional brigades, one: scout group and one separate brigade, for a total of 36 brigades. 
Assuming an 8: 1 deployment ratio, a maximum of 4 !A brigades could be deployed forward at 
any given time. T l ~ u s  the total number of' Active and Reserve Component brigades that can 
current1 y be sustained is roughly 1 3 !A brigades. 

One only has to contrast this figure with actual Army deployments to see how thin the Green 
Lint is stretched. 

7 1 This as~~umption is based on the author's discussions with senior Army leaders. It also conforms to the rotation 
base ratio used by the Marine: Corps. John Hendren, "Rurnsfild Asks .&111y to Consider Shorter Rotations," Los 
Angcles Tunes, June 25. 2004, p. 10. A study by the Congressional Budget Office concluded that "rotation ratios of 
between 3.2: 1 and 4: 1 span the range expected to be feasible over the long term for active-conlponent units." Holtz- 
Eakin, "l.he Ability ol'tlie U.S,. Military to Sustain an Occupation in Iraq," p. 1 I .  

71 As with the Army's Active Con~poneiit, this ratio is based on the author's discussions with senior Army leaders. 
This also conforins to the conc)usion reached by the CBO. See Iloltz-Eakin, "The Ability of  the U.S. Military to 
Sustain an Occupation in Iraq," 17. 11. 

7 5 It is important to note that whlle there exist some data with respect to Active Component deployrnent patterns, the 
data regarding acceptable Resenre Component rotation rates is sketchy. 



Table I : Army Deployed1"Hardship Tour" ~ r i g a d e s ' ~  

Afghianistan 

Balkans 

1 South Korea 

As Figure 1 indicates, the .Army has some 19 brigades deployed in contingency operations and in 
"hardship" tours.77 Making matters worse, unless the Army is willing to stress its rotation hzse 
further, it cffectivelly has no strategic reserve. 

The dernands for Army ground force deployments in Afghanistan and Iraq are not likely to 
decline substantially any time soon, although the Army inay be able to drawdown some of its 
forces in Iraq in 2006. Secretary of Defcnsc Ruillsfeld summed up the views of most infonned 
observe~rs when he concluded that Iraq represented a "long, hard slog" for the Uilited States 

A RECRUITING AND RETENTION CRISIS? 
Problems have emerged in recruiting, both in the Amly's Active Component and the Reserve 
Component. At the end of Fiscal Year (FY) 2005, the Army had failed to meet its recruiting 
target for thc first time since 1099. Thc shortfall-about 6,700 recruits-is the largest since 
1979. Making inatlers worse, to alleviate the shortfall the Army accelerated the induction of 
enlistecs. This means it will begin the new fiscal year with a smaller-than-usual reservoir of 
enlistees. Nonnally the pool rcprecents around 25 percent of the recruiting targct for the coiiliilg 
year. For FY 2006, however, the pool is sufficient to cover roughly 5-10 percent of the recruiting 
target.'" The shortfi~ll has occurred despite the Amy's  strenuous efforts to avoid it. These efforts 
include ;1 33 percent increase in the number of recruiters, a $130 million boost in the Service's 
advertising budget, a doubling of the maximum enlistment bonus from $20,000 to $40,000, 

76 http://w~,w.~1oba1sec1&.or~/militar~!o~si'~1obal-dep1oyments.htm. 

'' Ibid. 

78 Merno, Secretary of I)efense Donald Rumsfeld to Gen. Dick Myers, Paul Wolfowitz, Gen. Peter Pace, alid Doug 
Eel th, "Global War on Terrorism," October 16, 2003, available at 
1~tt~~:/~wwv~.i1satoday.~011~~ne ws/washin~ton/executiveirumsfeld-memo.11tm. 

70 Tyson, "Recru~t~ng Sl~ortiall Delays Army's Expansion Plans," p 7; and "Army Faces Worst Recruit~ng Slump In 
Years," N e ~ v  York Tlrne, on the Web, September 30, 2005. 



accept~ng a larger nurntw- of hlgh school dropouts, increasing the age at whlch people can enlist 
from 35 to 42, and doubltng the number of Category IV recru~ts accepted ~ n t o  the ~ervlce."'  

Serious retention problenls have yet to materialize for the Active Component, but there are stom1 
clouds on the horizon. For one, A m y  divoree rates are up sharply, an indication that repeated 
deployments are placing severe strains on military families." There are also worrisome pockets 
within the force structure that are suffering fi-om retention problems, chief among them Anny 
captalns, who are leaving at a rate that is roughly a third higher than that of the 1 9 9 0 s . ~ ~  Of even 
greater concern, perhaps, are retention rates for special forces soldiers. 8 3 

Unfortunately h r  the 4rmy, recruitment and retention iigures for the National Guard and 
Reserve are even more discouraging." Compounding the A m y ' s  problem, it will likely soon 
losc the option to deploy many of its Reserve Component forces, as more and more troops reach 
their 24-month call-up llmit set by the Bush ~ d r n i n i s t r a t i o n . ~ ~  The result will be a de .fircto 
decline in the number of' National Guard brigades and reservists that can be deployed to Iraq, 
putting further stress on the Army's Active Component. Thus whiie the adlninistration has 
declare~l that any drawdown in US forces must be "conditions-based," it appears that these 
conditions include not only progress in defeating the insurgency, but also the need to reduce the 
strain on the center of gravity that is the American soldier. 

'" C:att'gory IV recnllts are (hose that sccire between the 1 6 ' ~  and 3 0 ' ~  pcrcentile in the aptitude tests given 
prospective recruits. Lcss than 1 percent of the 2003 and 2005 recruiting classes were Category IV. The new limit is 
4 percent. Secretary of the Anriy Francis Harvey has armounced that the Arnly would ease its requirement that at 
least 67 percent clf every recruiting class comprise recruits who scored in the top half of the Service's aptitude tests. 
Dave Morliz, "Military Offeri~ig More, and Bigger, Bonuses," 7JSA Today, February 21, 2005, p. 2; Eric Schmitt, 
"Army Kecnliting More High School Dropouts to Meet Goals," New York Times, June 11, 2005; Damien Cave, 
"Pentagon Proposes Rise in Age L-irnit for Recruits," New York Times, July 22, 2005; and Mark Mazzetti, "Army to 
Lower Bar Sor l<ccruits,," L o s  Angrlrs Timc~s, October 4, 2005. 

Gregg Zoroya. '.Soltl~er's I l~vorce Rates Up Sharply," USA Tocicry, June 8, 2005; p. 1. Officer divorce rates were 
up by 78 percent in 20134, ovcr 2003, and over 350 pcrcent from 2000. The rates for enlisted sold~ers are 28 percent 
and 53, percent respect~vely. 

8 2 Tom Bowman, "Anny A~nls  to Slow Exodus of Captains," Bultimore Sun, August 28, 2005, p. 1. The attrition 
rate for captalns In 2004 wa:; 13.6 percent, versus the 10.7 percent rate that characterized the mid-1990s. When 
!ieutenants 2rc d d e d  to the :nix, the !sss rate is 3.5 percent f ~ :  the past year, against an akerage loss rate of  7.3 
pcrcent between 1996 and 2004. 

83 '['he Pentagon is offering tlonuses of up to $150,000 to retain key special forces troops. The sliding scale runs 
from $18,000 for a tw~s-ycar comlnitrnent up to $150,000 for a six-year commitment. The military is facing stiff 
compctitic~n from private contractors, who hire fonner special forces troops and then sell their services to the US 
Government at a profit. "Bo~nuses Offered to Elite Troops," Baltimore Su~r,  January 23, 2005; Richard Mullen, 
"Special (Ips Retention a Problem, Witnesses Say," Defense Today, July 21, 2004, p. 4; arid Dave Moniz, "Military 
Offering More, and Bigger, Bo~iuses," US;1 Toduy, February 2 1,2005, p. 2. 

h -1 "L4rmy Faces Worst llecruiting Slump in Years," New York Times, September 30, 2005. 

8 5  Eric Schmitt and David S. C l o ~ ~ d ,  "Part-Time Forces on Active Duty Decline Steeply," New York Times, July 11, 
2005, p. 1; and Mark hhzzetti. "Pentagon Won't Extend Reservists' Deployment," Los Angeles Times, February 3 ,  
1005. President Hush established this policy following the 911 1 attacks, declaring that no reservist would be required 
to serve more than two years on active duty in ally five-year period. Jack Kelly, "Reserve and Guard Dependency," 
iYu.vhington 7mrc.r, Decernber 16, 2004, p. 20. 



NEAR-TERM OPTIONS 
There are several immediate options open for addressing the problem of an overextended Anny, 
while more penmanent, long-term solutions are developed and implemented. One option that is 
already being exercised involves violating rotation base ratios. Soldiers and brigades are being 
deployed more frcqucntly, and for longer periods, than what the .Army believes is appropriate in 
order to attract and retain the number of soldiers necessary to maintain the size and quality o f  the 
force. It  is not clear, even to A ~ m y  leaders, how long this practice can be sustained without 
inducing recruitment and retention problems. Again, the recent announcclnent of a plariliccl 
substaritial drawd'owr~ in US ground force deployments to Iraq may indicate that sustaining 
forces i l t  thcir current lcvels risks "breaking" the Army. 

Another option exercised by the Arnmy is known as "stop loss" and "stop movement". Stop loss 
refers to requiring soldiers to remain in their deployed units beyond the tirne in which their term 
of service is completed. Under stop loss, soldiers are typically required to stay on active duty 
until 90 days after their unit has returned from its deployment. Stop movement refers to soldiers 
whose reassignment to other duties is held up until their unit returns from its deployment. Thc 
Anny ;also tapped into the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) to call up an additional 6,500 
 soldier^,.'^ 

While these actions have enabled the Amiy to meet its troop deployment requirements, they are 
short-term fixes at best. Applied over an extended period of time, these remedies risk "breaking 
the force" as recruitmt:nt and retcntion problems mount. 

Anothe~: possible partial solution is to tleploy US Marine ground forces into Iraq. There are 
currently two Marine brigade equivalents deployed in Iraq, which is the limit the Marines can 
sustain over a protracted period.x7 In short, the Marine option is alrcady being exercised. 

fi 6 After more thcn 3,000 ol' these soldiers requested exemptions or delays and some 400 simply didn't report, the 
Anny decided to suspend the program. Ann Scott 'l'yson, "Army to Halt Call-Ups of  Inactive Soldiers," Wcirhington 
Post, Nov~enlber 1 8, 2005, p. 1 1 . 

$7 Marine combat orgac~izatiorls are significantly different from those employed by the Army. There are 24 infantry 
battaIions in three Marine divisions, and nine more in the Marine Corps Reserve. At present there are two Marine 
regiments in Iraq, along with 2 Marine Expeditionary Units. Roughly speaking, they form the equivalent of two or 
three Army brigades. 



(7Xle ISI;/ are die gtes, erlrs atzd hnntis uf'tjre occupiers, throlrgll \t'liich 
he sees, hctrrs ur~d rlclivers violcnl blows. Go11 l.vilIi~g, wlc (we 
clct~rnlirlc~i to target tllem .strongIj in the coming petioci ht.fbre the 

.YH .sit/rtltion i s  con.sulic/otetl . . . . 

Abu Musab al-Zarqawi 
c. July 2004 

I'll tell pol l ,  one ISF who is /oval and erfectivc is +t10rrh jive rutrrirles. 
HY They kno+v c,~crctly who tl7e.ce people running the insurgency crrc. 

Col. Ron Johnson 
Commander, 24th Marine Expeditionary Unit 

The Coalition's ultir~latc goal, of course, is to rely on indigenous Iraqi forces to provide security 
for thcir own country. T11e premise here is that ultimately Iraqis then~selves must be willing to 
fight to defencl thcir ne~v-found freedom. There is also a sense that the Iraqi people will respond 
rriore positively to efforls by then own countrymen to provide for their security, as opposcd to 
foreign troops. 

Properly trained and equipped Iraqi forces who are well-lcd would also seem to be better able to 
obtain badly needed intelligence on thc insurgcnts from their fellow Iraqis. The reasons for this 
are several. First, indigenous Iraqi troops I-epresent at1 enduring security presence to Iraqis, not 
the ephemeral secu:rity offered by Coalition troops that will someday leave. Second, Iraqi troops 
have a superior unclerstanding of local cultures and customs, enhancing their ability to win over 
thc local populatio~n while minimizing the risk of unintentionally alienating them. Of course, 
Iraqi security force:;' superior language skills are a great asset in this regard. Finally, Iraqis may 
be able to apply techniques that, while unacceptable to Americans, may nevertheless prove 
effective in combating the insurgency. 90 

Aside hotn their porential to help secure thc support of the Iraqi people, Iraqi security thrces can 
also play an important role in sccuring the war's other two centers of  gravity: the American 
people atid the Anlcricari soldier. As  growing numbers of effective Iraqi security forces move to 

8% David li. Sands, "Zarqlawi Wants Sunnis In Control," Wa.thington Times, July 21,2004, p. 1 

8') John F. Bums. "After Falluja, U.S. 'froops Fight a Ncw Battle Just as Important, and Just as Tough," New York 
Times, Notember 8 ,  2001. 

'1 U For exainple, during a rccent combined operation involving US and Iraqi troops, several Iraqis were detained, 
including one who rehscd to rt:vcal his brother's whereabouts-until an Iraqi soldier smacked him in the face. The 
soldier told his Ainerican~ count'eipart, "I know respectable soldiers aren't supposed to do that. But when I asked him 
nicely he said: 'I don't know where my brother is. I think he's in Baghdad.' But after I hit him, he said, 'O.K., my 
brother is in the backyar'd.' So which way is better'?" Juliet Mncur, "From Team Players in War to Competitors in 
Games," New Yo,.k Time.:, October 2. 2005. 



the field, 1JS troa~p levels can be lowered. This will allev~atc some of the burden on America's 
overstretched Amny. It will also reassure the A~nericall people that the country's invol~ernent in 
the war is belng reduced as a consequence o f  success in the field, not failure. 

In the year following the end of major combat operations, progress in trainlng the ISF was slow. 
Initial efforts to field large numbers of ISF, in the form of police, a civil defense corps, and thc 
beginning of a n:constituted Iraqi Anny achieved inixed results, at best. These units proved 
generally unreliable during the Spring 2004 uprisings in the Sunni and Shi'ia palls of the 
countr:y. Some security forccs even went over to the insurgents' side."' 

Several reasons are given for the Iraqi Security Forces' initial substandard performance. One is 
the lack of an Iraqi government to command the loyalty of  these forces, and inspire them to 
perform effectively. These forces were also generally poorly equipped. The train~ng they 
received has been, in some cases, wholly inadequate for the tasks they had been <lsked to 
perform. Many of these units were deployed without adequate backup support (e .g ,  quick- 
reactlor, forces) to provide aid in the event they were overmatched by the insurgents. Finaily. 
cases of corruption among the leadership of these units have been identifiedy2 

What seems clear is that training large numbers of Iraqis to the levels ofproficiency required will 
take a considerablt: anlount of time, as will providing them with the kinds of equipment they will 
need t o  perform their missions. Following thc spring 2004 uprisings, the Defense Department 
increasled its priority in this area, assigning LTG David Petraeus to ovcrsec the training effort. 
Atter leading that effi)rt for over 15 months, General Petraeus was succeeded by LTG Martin 

93 Dempsey. 

Two major challenges must be confronted in building up the ISF: properly organizing, Iraining, 
manning, and equipping the force, and ensuring its loyalty to the new Iraq. The results thus far, 
while mixed, offer some encouragement. In terms of sheer numbers, over 200,000 Iraqi security 
forces o f  various types have been trained to varying degrees o f  readiness This includes over 100 
battalions, of which some 36 are capable of taking the lead in combined operations with US 
forces. 'This is referred to as Level 2 readir~ess.'~ 

0 I Onc concern that must bc addressed is rhe extent to which the presence of US and other Coalition security forces 
induces a "free rider" zffect on the Iraqis. That is to say, so long as external forces are providing security in Iraq, 
there may be less incentive for Iraqis to take on the task themselves. Given the state oT Iraqi forces at present, and 
the recent return of sovereignty to Iraq, this is not an immediate concern. However, over time, as Iraqi forces 
become Inore proficient, this could becorne an issue. During the Vietnarn War senior US ofiicials were acutely 
aware of the prospect that a greater effort on the Americans' part could produce a corresponding lack of effort on the 
part of Soutli Vietnamese lbrces. 

'* Aamer- Madhani, '.In Race to Train Iraq Security Force, GIs Find Trust is Biggest C)bstacle," Chicago Tribune, 
July 14, 2004. 

'93 LTG P'etraeus achieved some notable success in northern Iraq as commander of the Army's 1111~' Airborne 
Division (Air Assault) in stability operations immediately following the initial phase of the war. 

04 The nuinber of Iraq1 12n11y battalions capable of independent operntions stands at one. (This is Level 1 Readiness.) 
There are a total of 116 Army and special police battalions. Josh White and Bradley Graharn, "1)cclinc in Iraqi 



'The ISF hmve begun to take on sollie responsibilities for their country's security. For example, 
the number of co~nbincd US-Iraqi and independent Iraqi operations at thc colnpany level or 
above increased horn about 100 in May 2005 to over 1,300 by October. The latter figure 
represents roughly 80 percent of the total of such operations."' In February, the Iraqi Army's 1" 
Brigade, bth Divi,sion, assuinecl responsibility for a major part of Baghdad, including the 
notorious Haiti Street area. The unit has thus far perfor~ned we.11.'~ Other Iraqi units have 
followed to assuinc responsibilities in other pasts of the country, like Najaf. 97 

While progress is clearly being niadc, obstacles remain. One major proble~n area involves 
providing sufficient logistical suppost to ISF units. Even the I"  Brigade in Baghdad has suffered 
fr-om serious shortfalls ranging from equipment and ammunition to repairs to damaged 
~aci l i t ies ."~ 

There are problem:; regarding insu~-gcnt infiltration into ISF units, especially the police forces, as 
wcll as corruptior~ in the senior ranks.'" Better vetting of recruits and leaders, as we11 as 
proced~:~res being put into place to reduce corn~plion, are cruciai to addressing this critical 
probleni. Yet another concern that must be addressed is the loyalty most Iraqis feel to their sub- 
national group-Shiia and Sunni Arabs, and Kurds-as opposed to the state of Iraq. Given the 
enmity that exists between the Sunni Arabs, who ruled Iraq since the Ottoman Empire, and the 
Kurds and Shiite Arabs, who were the targets of Sunni Arab repression, it is not surprising that 
militias like the Kurdish Peshmerga and the Shiite Mahdi Army and Badr Brigade have refused 
to disband.'"" (Indeed, there is evidence that some elements of these militias have joined the ISF, 
leading to fears that the Coalition ]nay be  arming Iraqi factions for a civil war.''') Given these 

Troops' 14,eadiness Cited," IVoshing~on Eosl, September 30, 2005, p. 12; and Bradley Graham, "Kumsfeld Defends 
Iraqi Forces," Ltilshing,lon I'osl, October 1, 2005, p. 13. 

'I5 Graham,, "Kumsfeld 13efends Iraqi Forces." 

06 Rick Jemris, .'lr;iq's I" Br~gade: Begging for Basics," USz4 Toni~l,v, August 9, 2005, p. 4 

"7 In one of the most cncouraglng exanlplcs if ISF improvement, Iraqi police in Mosul fought off three attacks on 
tlreir headquartcrs in June 2005, a little over half a year after police had fled their posts under attacks by insurgents 
in November 2004. Rowan Scarborough, "General: Iraqi Police Stood Against Attackers in Mosul," Washington 
Timc.s, July 2. 2005. 

'18 Jervts, '.Iraq's 1" Brigade: Begging for Basics;" and Ashraf Khalil, '.Tough Times for 5"' Brigade of Iraq's Army," 
Lo., ilngelus Times, July 12, 2005. 

"" Patrick J .  McDonnell and Solomon Moore, "Iraq to Purge Col-I-upt Officers," Los Angt.1e.v Tin~rs, May I ,  2005, p. 
1 ;  Anthony Shadid and Stcve Fainaru, "Building Iraq's Army: Mission Impossible," Wushington Post, June 10, 
2005, p. 1: anti John J. Imnpkin, "Poor Kecruiting Plagues Police," Ptizshingtorl Times, July 26, 2005, p. 19. 

100 Both Shiitc and Kurdish militias, oltei~ operating as elements of the ISF, have engaged in acts of intimidation and 
retribution (e.g., assassi~iations, ludnappings) in an effort to establish control over parts of Iraq where their group 
predominates. As one Iraqi Defense Ministry official stated, "They're taking money from the state, they're taking 
clothes lrom the state, they're taking vehicles from the state, but their loyalty is to the parties." Anthony Shadid and 
Steve I:ainaru, "Militias on the Rise Across Iraq," W(~slrington Posl, August 21, 2005, p. 1. 

l i) l For example, Iraqi Army forces in Mosul are clomiilated by four battalions made up of Kurdish troops. 
Coa1plaint:s have been received from residents of Mosul alleging that hundreds of Sunni Arabs and Turknlen have 
been abducted by tlresc troops and transferred to secret prisons in Kurd-controlled northern Iraq. A similar 
phenomenon is reported in .;outhcrn Iraq where, by some accounts, the police force is now dominated by Shiite 



circumstances, i t  seerrls likely that i t  will take ycars, and perhaps generations, before ISF 
lneillbers feel greater loyalty to "Iraq" than they do to their own group. This should come as no 
surprise to Americans, who will recall that 72 years after the ratification of their constitution in 
1789, men such as Robert E. Lee still felt a greater loyalty to Virginia than to the United 
states.'02 For this reason alone an extended Coalition force presence-albeit in greatly reduced 
(but not unsubstantial) numbers-will be needed as a "moderating" influence on the various 
factions within the ISF, t:ven after the insurgency is brought under coiltrol. 

It is nut clear whether this renewed emphasis in training m.ill overcome the problenls noted 
above. In any event, if large, competent lraqi security forces are to be fielded, it will likely take 
several years, not months, to acl~ievc."'~ Thus this option also represents a possible long-term 
solution, not an in-(mediate fix for the Anny's deployment woes. 

These guj:, run loose in this country und do stzipicl ~trCff: There's no 
(lutlrority over tkcnz, so yori cr(mJt conie ifolvt~ o t ~  then] Irurd when they 
escalale force. They shoot people, nnd someone e lw has to (feu1 with the 
clfiermath. lt hrippens all over the plcice. "" 

Brigadier General Karl R. Horst 
Deputy Commanding Cieneral, 3"' US Infantry Division 

The US Govern1nr:nt milght obtain some relief for its overstretched forces through outsourcing 
some security activities to private contractors. As in the case of the Marine Corps and the allies. 
however, this option is already being exercised, by some accounts to the tune of roughly 20,000 
personnel-or approxinlntely the number of  allied Coalition forces in 1raq.'" Contractor 
personnel from "private security companies" hail from a variety of nations. To be sure, there are 

militia loyal to the Batlr Organization (formerly the Badr Brigade), the military arm of the region's most powerful 
religious party, the Supreme lCouncil for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq. Shadid and Fainaru, "Militias on the Rise 
.\cross Iraq," Jti~shington PoA:~. August 21, 2005. p. 1; and Tom Lasseter, "hlilitia Backed by Iraqi Leaders Accused 
in tyttacks." Philndeluhin lnq~rir-cr; June 10, 2005, p.  1 .  

Lee was offered colr~~narid of the Union ilriny at the onset of the US Civil War, but instead resigned his 
commission to fight for the Confederate States of America against the United States. 

lo' When asked to provide a timetable under which some 200,000 Iraqi police, civil defense forces, border and 
facility protectio11 guards and soldiers would be trained, LTG Petraeus replied, "I don't think you can put a timetable 
on this." E:ric Schmitt, "U.S. Needs More Time to Train and Equip Iraqis," New York Times, May 24, 2004. The ISF 
rcached a strength of 200,000 in October 2005. However, it remains unclear how well these numbers translate into 
military capability and operation effectiveness. 

104 Jonathan Finer, "Security C:c~ntractors in lraq Under Scrutiny After Shootings," W(r.shington Post, September 10, 
2005, p. 1. 

105 Edward Cody, "Contractor Immunity A Divis~ve Issue," Wlzshington Post, June 14, 2004, p. 1; "The Other US 
Military," Business Week, May 3 1, 2004; and "US Use of Civilian Contractors in War Zones at Record," IVall S~ree t  
Journal, October 20, 20104. 



substantial numbcrs of ,41ncrican and B1-1t1sh. But the ranks of pr~vate security cotnlnanics also 
comprise s~gnificant numbers of Australians, Chileans, Fijis, Romanians, and Ukra~nians, to 
name I~ut  a few ol'the nationalities invo~ved. '~ '"  

It is far from clear, however, whether the use of contract personnel represents a positive step for 
the war effort. Consider that: 

There are clear differences in pay between soldiers and contract workers, with the latter 
typically receiving significantly greater compensation than the fonner. 

Contractors are not under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, or UCMJ, and hence c30 
not operate under the standards that, the military has long argued, are key to good order 
and discipline. There has been no central oversight of the private security companies that 
provide security contractors, and no uniform rules of engagement. 107 

Contract workers generally also enjoy a better quality of life than their military 
108 counterparts, staying in bctter quarters arid being provided with more amenities. 

Contractors enjoy a huge benefit in tenns of the personal freedom they enjoy. For 
example, they are fiee to quit their job at any time; soldiers are not. Indeed, both the 
government and the security cornpanics concede that contract security workers have the 
right to abandon their post if they deem the situation is too dangerous. 109 

Contract security workers also present a potentla1 niilitary problem. They are not integrated into 
the ovcrall US military chain of command, and thus hnction apart frorn the overall 
counterinsurgency campaign being conducted in Iraq. 

One challenge couinterinsurgent fi~rces have in dealing with insurgents is differentiating between 
them and noncombatants. In a coinbat situation, oftentimes the safest thing to do from an 
individual so1dier"s perspective is to shoot first and ask questions later. This, however, risks 
incurring noncombatant casualties and alienating the population. It is for that reason that US 
forces operate under strict rules of cngagement (ROE). The co~itractor security forces, however, 
do not function under the ROE imposed on US and Coalition forces. It is not clear whether thc 

100 Daruel Bergner, "The Other thmy," Nr?w Ibrk Times iMagrrzine, August 14, 2005. 

107 David Barstow, "Security Companies Shadow Sold~ers  in Iraq," New York Tirntls, April 19, 2004, p. 1. 

108 ironica~iiy, p r i ~ a t e  security contractors, who are intended to save the military money, appear to be exacerbating 
the hnny ' s  recruiting and retention difficulties, especially among the special forces. Nathan Hodge, "National 
Guard Chief: Private h4ilitai-y Contractors Stymie Recnlitment," Defense Daily, July 13, 2005. One reason why 
bonuses fix special forces re-enlistments have climbed to as high as $150,000 is the lure of private contractor 
money. l'his, of course, is driven by the military's dcnland for (and willingness to pay for) private contractor 
sewices. In essence, the military is bidding against itself. For experienced special forces troops, even bonuses on this 
scale are o'ften inadequate to induce them to re-cnlist. See Barstow, "Security Companies:: Shadow Soldiers in Iraq." 

'O' David I3arstow, "Sccur~ty Companies: Stlatiow Soldiers in Iraq," iVew Yark Times, April 19,2004, p. 1 .  



contract forces even have standing rules of engagement. This has the potential to undermine US 
110 ef fo~ts  at winning the hearts and minds of the Iraqi people. 

Another issue concerns the degree of responsibility incurred by US forces to protect US nationals 
operating as security forces. For example, are A m ~ y  quick reaction forces established to coinc to 
the aid of IJS and Cloalition forces under attack also obligated to respond to requests from 
security contractors? Doing so not only puts US forces directly at risk, but also increases the risk 
to other Coalition units who may call upon US rapid reaction forces, only to tind that they arc 
con~miitted to defeind security contractors. 

Yet another worrisome issue involves the obligation, if any, of US forces to share intelligence 
with security contractors to enable them to perfonn their job more effectively. 'The problem here, 
of course, is whether the intelligence will remain a secret, or whether the likelihood of security 
being breached will be substantially greater by those who are not subject to military order and 
discipline." ' 

In shod, it IS not clear that this form of outsourcing manpower requirements makes good sense, 
much less whether it should be expanded in an effort to solve the challenge confronted by the 
Thin Green Line. Recently. the Iraqi govcmment has taken steps to impose rules requiring all 
security firms to be registered and limiting the possession of weapons only to those who have 
been licensed.' " 

LONG-TERM OPTIONS 
No near-tenn option, or combination of options, aside from a dramatic decline in the insurgent 
threat, is likely to provide the kind of relief requii-ed to bring Army force commitments in line 
with its force structure and rotation base. This leads to a consideration of long-term solutions 
which, either singly or in combination, might offer a remedy. Of course, these longer-tenn 
options piit the Anny in a race against time, in which its ability to execute long-term initiatives 

110.  rhere ;ire indications that security contractors have alienated both US troops and Iraqis. As one US intelligence 
of'fiicer stated, "Those Blackwatcr [security contractor] guys, they drive around wearing Oakley sunglasses and 
pointing their guns out of car windows. They have pointed their guns at me, and it pissed me off. I~nagine what a 
guy in Falliijah thinks." [Fallujah is where rour US security contractors were killed and their bodies mutilated by 
Iraqis, setting off a confrontation between US and insurgent forces that led to two major battles.] Michael Duffy, 
"When Private Armies Take to the Front Lines," Time, April 12, 2004. A year after the initial Fallujah battle, 16 
American security contractors were arrested by marines after they allegedly twice fired on a Marine pc~sition in 
Fallujah. Iraqi ofticials stated that, on average, security contractors kill a dozen civilians a week without probable 
cause. This has thc potential to create enonnous problems for Coalition forces in a society where the killing of a 
family me:mber or tribal member is likely to trigger a "blood feud." Yet security contractors are under no  obligation 
to exercise restraint in the use of deadly force. The Marines later cited the group in a letter that read, in part, "Your 
convoy was speeding iliioilgh i:alli~jah a ~ l d  iiririg silois indiscrimirlateiy, some of which impacted positions manned 
by US Marines. Your actions endangered the lives of  innocent Iraqis and US service members in the area." Adrain 
Blomfield, "Shootings May Lead to Security Guard Curb," London Daily Telegraph, June 11, 2005, p. 1 ;  and T. 
Christian IMiller, "Contl-actors Say Marines Behaved Abusively," Los Angeles Times, June 11, 2005, p. 1 .  

I I I Security contractors are generally cut off from access to US military intelligence. Duffy, "When Private Armies 
Take to the Front Lines " 

112 Oliver Poole, "Iraq t13 B r ~ n g  Private Arm~es  Under Control," London Daily Telegraph, September 9 ,  2005, p. I .  



competes with the demands for the Army to reduce its forward deployments or risk "bieaking" 
the force in the fonn of a catastrophic decline in recruitiiient and retention. At present, the 
following options ;Ire under consideration for relieving the stress on the Thin Green Line. 

Option I: Grow the Army 
This opt~on, which has substantial support ail~ong some ineinbers of Congress, would add an 
addit~onal six brigades to the active Army force structure over the next t ~ v o  years. The Army has 
already recluested and received approval to increase its size by some 30-40,000 troops as a 
temporiiry measure to facilitate other options. This option, however, would make the increase in 
troop strength permanent ant1 orient it on filling out new brigades."' Assuming a rotation base of 
4: 1, this would increase the Anny's forward deployed forces by 1 % brigades. 

Option 2: Redeploy the Army 
The Aimy has redeployed one of its two brigades from South Korea to Iraq. The brigade will 
relocate to the United States upon completion of its tour in Iraq, and the Army will be rclieved of 
maintaiming one brigadc that is currently a hardship tour for those soldiers ass~gned to it. '  l 4  

There has becn soiiie discussion of the Army reducing its force posture in Germany in favor of 
115 periodic rotations t~o austere East European "lily pad" bases. Whatever its strategic merits, this 

initiative would actually incrc~~se  the strain on Anny deployments by creating a rotation base 
requirci-nent for the lily pad bases wherc there is not one at present. Until the Army's rotation 
base problem is resolved, this initiative would best be deferred. 

The resillt of' these initiatives would be a net decrease in demand for one Active Anny brigade 
from contingencylhardship requirements. 

Option 3: Restructure the Army 
The A m y  structure today is very much a close representation of the Army that came out of  the 
Cold War, with its primary focus on waging large-scale conventional war against a similarly 
cquippec-l and structured enemy (i.e., the Soviet Anny). Consequently, there is potentially much 
to be gained by "rcbalaneing" the Anny, shifting the primary emphasis fro111 conventional, open 
battle to accord grenter pricxitj: on stability operations. 

The Amiy is taking steps to do just that. For example, it is reducing its emphasis on firepower 
(field antillery) and on air threats (air defense) by converting soldiers in many of  these units to 

! 13 I t  may also require an additional 20-30,000 soldiers be added to the force to provide the necessary combat 
support and combat senlice support. 

114 Kay Drlbois and GI-nerd Richard Cody, "Tlefense Department Special Briefing on Announcemerit of New 
Locations for The Al:tive Duty Arniy's Modular Brigade Combat Teams," July 27, 2005, available at 
htt~:i!mv.defei~~eIink.n~itranscriptsi2005itr20050727-352 1 .httnl. 

115 Ann Scott Tyson, "New [IS Strategy: 'Lily Pad' Bases," Christi~rn Science Monitor. August 10, 2004. 



positions that are mort: relevant for a new era in warfare, such as intelligence, special forces, 
civil affairs, and inilitary police. These steps, in co~nbination with Army efforts to leverage the 
capabilities of' its sister Services (e.g., the Air Force ior fire support and air defense), and the 
exploitation of technollogy to substitute for manpower in certain instances, could realize a 
substantial i11creas.e in the number of Army and National Guard brigades.' " 

If  these and related initiatives are successhl, the Army anticipates an increase in the number of 
its Active brigades from 34 to 43-48, or an additional 9-15  brigade^."^ This would yield roughly 
an additional 2 to 3 brigades for forward deployment. 

SUMMARY OF OPTIONS 
The Anny's long-term initiatives for addressing the challenge of establishing a rotation base that 
can sustain indefinitely its current deployment level and maintaining a strategic reserve, if 
executed as planned, would provide much-needed relief to the forces current comprising the Thin 
Green Line. 

Taken as a whole, these initiatives would increase the Army's active brigade combat teams from 
the 33 that existed at the time of the Second Gulf War to between 43 and 48. Given a 4:l active 
force rotation base, this represents roughly an additional 2 to 4 brigades available for forward 
deploy~nent at any one lime The Army National Guard would undergo a similar conversion that 
extends to 34 of its brigades. The total nu~nber of brigades available for forward deployment 
would increase frotn around 13 to between 15 and 17. 

Other Army initiatives would reduce current forward deployment requirements by three 
brigades, two from1 the IVatlonal Guard (from the Balkans) and one from the Active Component 
(from South Koreai). 'This would leave a requirement for 16 bngadcs to be forward deployed in 
contingency operailons or hardship tours. Since between 15 and 17 brigades would be available 
for dcployrnent at any given time, this would establish a sustainable rotation base. However, it 
would likely take [he rest of this decade to accomplish. Furthermore, it would not provide any 
extra brigades to folnn a strategic reserve. 

If i t  is deterniinecl that the Army should also increase the number of brigades in its force 
structure through a 30-413,000 augmentation of its end strength, this would add an additional six 
brigades to the Active Co~nponent, boosting the rotation base level by an additional 1 % brigades, 
to between 16 anal 172,. Alternatively, in conjunction with the Army's other initiatives, this 
would create a modest strategic reserve. Of course, the required number of forward deployed 
brigades could be reduced significantly, if and when indigenous forces in Afghanistan and lraq 

I I6 Government Accountab~l~ty Office (CiAO), "Force Structure: Preliminary Observat~ons on Army Plans to 
Implement and Fund blodula~r Forces," GAO-05-443T, Testimony before Subcon~mittee on TacticaI Air and Land 
Forces, House Armed Services Committee, hlarch 16, 2005. 

117 The Army's restructuring effort will create forn~ations called Units of Action, or UAs, that roughly approximate 
today's brigade combat team fonnations in terms of their size and capabilities. 



hecome capable of providing t'or their country's stability, enabling the fonnation of  a more 
robust strategic reserve. 

RISKS 
In theory, the A,~-my's approach to atldressing thc proble~ns associated with an inadequate 
rotation base will work. However, there are significant, unavoidable risks associated with the 
Anny's approach. 

To  succeed, the P,rmy must n ~ a k c  i t  through this transition period n;ithout "breaking" thc force- 
i.e., without stressing the Active and Rescrve Con~ponents so severely that recruiting and 
retention probleir~s emerge that threatcn the forces' effectiveness. 'This is the central, and as yet 
unanswerable! qu'cstion the Ariily  nus st confront. 

Success also  inp plies training indigenous Iraqi and Afghan forces to take on a greater share of  the 
burden for stabiii,zing their own countries. To the extent this occurs, it could prov~de significant 
near-- to mid-tenn relief for forward deployed Army units. Over the longer term, it would enable 
the Army to increase the size of its strategic rescrve available for major regional conflicts and 
other contingency missions, and perhaps also enable the Army to reduce its force structure so as 
to facilitate its inoderni~ation. 

As diilicult as i t  will be under the current circumstances for the Army to pass through this danger 
zonc on the path toward its restructuring (and perhaps expansion as well), there are plausible 
contingencies that woultl place immediate and substantial deployrrient demands on the Army's 
overstretched force structure. Ainong these are the following: 

Aiffrjar Rcgiorzal War. The situation with respect to North Korean and Iranian nuclear 
aiiibitions remains tense. If an argument can be made that intervention in Iraq was 
necessary to preclude the possibility that a hostile Third \Yorld regime would acquire 
weapons of mass destruction, then one cannot discount the prospect of a conflict with 
cithcr or both of these states. Either contingency would likely place significant, 
iinmcdiate demands on the Active Army, with the National Ciuard feeling the ripple 
effects shostly thereafter. 

Homclafld Dcfirtse. According to the Department of Homeland Security, there is a 
significant risk of u major terrorist attack on the United States this year or next. Should 
such an attack occur, the demand for National Guard forces to provide security at key 
hcilities could compromise both near-term deployments and the Guard's longer tenn 
restructuring. tlerc thc indirect effects would be felt by the Active Component in tcnns of 
reduced Guard participation in overseas deployments. 

Jlorizontul E.~r~rr/ation. Islamic insurgents are trying to destabilize Pakistan, Saudi Arabia 
;and other hluslini states. Of particular concern are threats to Persian Gulf oil production 
and the security of Pakistan's nuclear weapons. For example, if radical Muslims 
destabilize Saud~  Arabia, the demand for ground forces to secure vital oil production 
l'acilities could be great. While one might assume that therc woultl be substantial support 



from the ~nternational coinlnuility for such a mission, i t  is not clear whether it would take 
thc form (of political cheerleading or military commitment. As noted above, the supply of  
~vell-trained ground forces among America's traditional allies is quite limited. 

Ally 11c:fbclion:i.. The United States' Chalition allies may not prove willing or able to 
sustain their current force commitments for the duration of  the "long, hard slog" in Iraq 
envisioneld (accurately, in this author's estimation) by Defense Secretary Rumsfeld. If 
not. the Ariny would be hard-pressed to makc up for significant defections, such as would 
occur if the Australians, British, Italians, Poles or South Koreans withdrew their forces. 

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED? 
If the ISF training effort proves successful, and Iraqi forces assume security responsibilities 
commensurate w ~ t h  their numbers, i t  may be possible to reduce US ground forces in Iraq from 
the current level c)f 160,000 thousand, to perhaps 100,000 by the end of 2006. 

Vigorous efforts xhoultl be make to enable a substantial drawdown in US force levels. The Army 
silnply cannot sustain the force let,els desired to sustain the momentum needed to break the back 
of the insurgent rr~oven-~ent. 

Anny and Marine forcc reductions are necded to reduce the stress on two of the war's centers of 
gravity: the American soldier and the American people (who haven been conditioned to equate 
success with the drawdown of  US troop levels). However, merely substituting ISF units for US  
forces does not address how momentum in counterinsurgency operations can be maintained. 
Accomplishing this will require a signiiicant shift in US strategy and organization. This matter 
will be addressed presently. 



TRAINING FOR COUNTERINSURGENCY 

hi providing guidance fhr the 2005 Quadren~lial Defense Review of the US military's overall 
posture, Defcnse Secretary Do~lald Ru~nsfeld observed that the anlied forccs were principally 
(one might say ccsccssi~vly) oriented on traditional, or conventional, warfare. At the sanie time, 
the military secrr~ed relatively unprepared for potentially disruptive challenges to US security 
(c.g. ,  challenges :;tcmming from breakthroughs in technology), catastrophic threats (e.g., covcrt 
nuclear or biological attacks on the American homeland) or irregular warfare of the type waged 
by radical Islamists and insurgents. 118 

Reorienting conventional forces to deal with insurgents is a challenging process, involving as it 
does not only the restructuring of ground forces to deal with a very different conflict 
environment, but cultural and cloctrinal change as well. Counterinsurgency is a light 
infantryman's war, yet the bulk today's IJS Anny and Marine Corps forces are hardly light. 
iviaking things more difiicult still, their doctrine, particuiarlq in the Army's case, accords little 
c~nphasis to counierinsurgency, courtesy of the "Vietnam Syndrome" that purged much of this 
kind of training from thc rnilitary in the wake of its traumatic experience in Vietnarn three 

119 decades ago. 

Compounding the US military's challenge is its training infrastructure, which although widely 
considered to be tlie world's best and a "core con~petency," has becn focused almost entirely on 
preparing US forces for the conventional warfare in which they excel, but which is generally 
irrelevant for current conditions in Afghanistan and Iraq. 120 

' I R  Jason Sher~lian, "US Revises Threat Scenarios," I ) g f ~ n . v e ~  h'c\v./.r, November 22, 2004, p. I .  

119 - rhe Anny is ttlking steps to update its cc~untcrinsurgency doctrine. See Department of the Army, 
C:o~intrrirv~suyc~t1cy 01)crotiorls. t313-07.21, October 2005 (draft). Following the United States' experience in 
fighting communist insurgents in Vietnarn during the 1960s and 1970s, there emerged a strong desire aniong the 
.'merica!! peop!e, their political leaders, and the military itself to avoid involvement in such conflicis in tile furure. 
ITence the pllrasc "No More Vietnams." Even before US involvement in Vietnam ended, President Nixon set forth 
the Nixon Doctrine, which called for the United States to support friendly regional powers opposing insurgent 
forces, but not to plan on deploying US combat troops to assist them. With the 1980s came the Weinberger and 
Powell Doctrines. l'hey essentially advocated applying overwhelming US force to del'eat the enemy promptly, and 
to facilitate rapid US disengagement. War against irregular forces was to be avoided. When the Marine Corps 
barracks in Beirut was attacked, the US quickly withdrcw its forces from Lebanon. Where US advisors were 
involved in counterinsurgency operations, as in El Salvador, strict limits were placed on their numbers. The pattern 
persisrcd through tilc i"i9Os. When U S  troops were d~spatched to conduct peacekeeping operations in Ilaiti, Somalia 
and the Balkans, there were demands for "exit strategies," lest American forces become bogged down in a Vietnam- 
like quagmire. Again, following the "Blackhawk Down" engagenlent in Mogadishu, US forces were soon 
withdraw1.1 from Somalia. 

120 For a discussion on h i y  efforts to make NTC training Inore relevant to counlerinsurgency missions, see 
Richard Whittle, "In the Arnly's Sandbox, No Playing Nice," Dolla.~ Morning News, October 9 ,  2005; and Toin 
Gjclton, "Milita~y Planners Scrambling to Prcpare for new Counterinsurgency Challenges Being Faced in the 21'' 
Century," National Public Radio, November 5 ,  2004. 



Issues relat~ng to doctrine and training beg the question of how the US military inight be best 
cml7loyed as part of an overall strategy for counterinsurgent threats. It is to this issue that we now 
turn our attcntion. 

TRAINING 
'l'hc US military has, for several decades, relied on high-fidelity training centers to provide its 
service niembers with an important advantage over its adversaries. Training facilities like the 
A m y ' s  National Training Center (NTC) and the Air Force's Red Flag exercises at Nellis Air 
Force Base honed the skills of solciiers and airmen. Thcse facilities, however, were optimized for 
conventional warfare, not the irregular insurgent warfare that characterizes the ongoing wars in 
Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Put ;ulother way, the requirement to train both individuals and units for counterinsurgency 
operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, and to support training associated with the conversion of 
forcc stnictures to those more :c!cvnr,t f ~ :  counterinsi;rgencj: operations, has challenged a 
traiil~ng infrastructure that is optimized to dcvelop soldiers and units for conventional warfare.''' 
The 4nny.s N'I'C', for example, was designed with conventional military operations in mind, not 
insurgency warfare. Moreover, the Iraqi insurgency is urban in its charactcr. Yet, neither- the 
Army nor the Marine Corps has sufficient urban warfare training facilities to provide training for 
all tl~ose units who require it. Those urban warfare training centers that do exist do not replicate 
the urban environment in its hll form, as they lack the dense concentrations of high-rise 

122 buildings, and subterranean features like sewers and subways. Consequently, Army and 
Marme units cannot receive the kind of high-fidelity training in irregular urban operations that 
they have come to e~?joy in training for conventional warfare. Nor can they train on a scale (i.e., 
brigade-lcvel) comparable to that conducted at the NTC. 

As counterinsurgency warfare is typically protracted in nature, US forces may find theruselves 
cngaged in this form of conflict for the better part of this decade, and perhaps a major part of the 
next. Thus the US military could benefit substantially from creating the necessary infrastnicture 
to support high-fidelity counterinsurgency training. 

To be sure, both the Arniy and Marine Corps are trying to adopt their training to prepare soldiers 
and marines, and their units, for combat operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. For example, a 
rcmarkablc transformation has occurred at the Army's NTC at Fort Irwin, California. Until very 
recently, the NTC was optimized for training Army brigades in combined arms, mechanized 
warfare. Now the NTC has taken on the form of warfare that confronts GIs in Iraq. The training 

'" 'The: Secrctary of Defense I)onald Rurnsfeld has directed the military to place increased emphasis on irregular 
warfare, which he sees as a major challenge to US security. Sherman, "US Revises Threat Scer~arios," p. 1. 

I22 - I'his is riot to say the Army is ignoring the problem. Over the past several years, the Anny has improved the 
urban -warfare training at the Joint Readiness Training Center at Fort Polk, Louisiana. The number of "villages" at 
the training center has been increased from four to 18, and sevcral hundred Arabic speaking "civilians" populate 
them. The training time has lengthened, as well, with some units staying up to a month. Ann Scott Tyson, "US Tests 
Near Ti~ctics in Urban Warfare," Christian Science iI.l~t~itor, November 9 ,  2004. p. 1. 



area, which is the size of Rhode Island. has no front lines. Insurgents plant improvised explosive 
devices (IEUs) and employ car boinbs. Amly units must convoy their supplies distances 
approaching 100-miles, while belng subjected to attacks by insurgents. A dozen Iraqi "villages" 
dot the landscape, populated by Iraqis and Iraqi-Americans who participate in the training. lJS 
troops must recruit men from this population for the Iraqi security f'orces, negotiate with local 
leaders, defend aga~nst  an array of roadside bombs, car bombs, suicide bombers, and mortar 
attacks."' The International lied Cross has even been invited to participate in the training 
involving mock detainee operations. 

EIowcver, a more coherent, focused, long-term approach is needed to bring the US military's 
training infrastructure for irregular wars, like counterinsurgency, up to the standards of its 
convcntional warfare training facilities, and to meet the dramatically increased demand for such 
training. Training fdcilities must not only be adapted, they must operate at a higher capacity. This 
is all the more true givcn the de facto expansion of the active force created by large call-ups of  
National Guard brigades, and by the rapidly growing requirement to train the forces of  partners 
in irregular warrare je.g., iraqi Security Forces; the Afghan iu'ationai ~ n n y ;  etc.). 

C'ompounding the challenge of shoring up its high-fidelity training competitive advantage, the 
insurgents in Iraq are the beneficiaries of perhaps the world's best training center for insurgent 
warfare. Put another way, the Iraqi insurgents are in the world's finest high-fidelity "training 
centerv--Iraq itsclf--24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. And they are being 
'.trainedn by the world's best " o P F o R " ' ~ " ~ ~ ~  IJS military. Since insurgent forces are not 
rotated in and out of combat, but are constantly in the field, the Army and Marine Corps must 
find ways to avoid having the combat skills of units rotating back to the United States atrophy. 

At some point, these soldiers and marines may rotate back to Afghanistan or Iraq. If they are sent 
back 1nto the area where they were previously deployed, this training gap may be mitigated. The 
effectiveness of unit operations might be enhanced, perhaps dramatically, if a major portion of  its 
members remained together over successive deployments. 'There is some debate as to whether 
such ''unit manning," as envisioned by the Army, actually produces greater unit cohesion, or that 
the gains in unit cohesion are worth the costs of creating it.I2' However, there would seem to be 
significant benefits to be derived from unit manning and rotation if, as part of  the Army and 
Marine Corps rotatinil sequences, units that had operated in a particular area of Afghanistan or 
lraq returned to those same areas in their successive deployments. 

'" Stephcn J. IIzdges, .'Mock Village Helps GIs See lraq Reality," Chicago Tribune, December 14, 2004, p. 1; and 
Richar1.1 Whittle, "111 the Army's Sandbox, No Playing Nice," Dallas Morning News, October 9 ,  2005. In addition to 
training at the NTC:, other training areas have been modified to assist soldiers and marines prepare for deployment to 
lraq. At Fort Carson, for example, Colorado, the US Army's 3IU Armored Cavalry Regiment-which recently 
conducted operations in Tal Afar-underwent training similar to that found at the NTC. Sarah Raxter Moyock, 
"Marines Learn I-low to Fight for Allah," London Sl~nri~ry Times, December 12, 2004. 

124 "OI 'FOR is a term used by the US Army to denote the units stationed at its training centers that serve as the 
opposiilg force to the units being trained. 

See Pat Towell, Forging fhe Sword: Unif-Mmning in fhe US' Army (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and 
Budgetary Assessments, 2004). 



For this to happen, retention rates must remain high. For retention rates to remain high, a rotation 
base must be established that encourages high retention rates. At present, the rotation base for 
Army (in pal-ticular) and Marine Cotps forces deployed on hardship/cornbat tours appears 
wottti~lly inadequate to sustain high retention rates. This could pose serious problems over time, 
both for US military cffcctivcness in Afghanistan and Iraq, and thr the US military's training 
infrastructure. If, in this protracted conflict, the US military is not able to deploy units that 
contain a significant number of veteran soldiers and marines, the training gap between them and 
their adversary may widen.'16 During the Vietnam War, when US forces had a high perccntage 
of draftees in their ra~iks who were tiischargcd after a few years' service, including one year in 
Vietnam, it was said that the United States military had "one year's worth of experience in 
Vietna~ii ten times over," whereas many of the communist guerrillas they confronted had a 
decacle or more of experience. A similar phenomenon could occur in today's volur~teer military if 
retention rates decline. 

Should this occur, it w ~ l l  place greater stress on the military's training infrastructure to make up 
the difference, as the training irlfrastrxture will have to prepare a higher percentage of "green" 
troops for counterinsurgency warfare. The implications for US military effectiveness could be 
striking. In the past, training at the Army's NTC, the Air Force's "Red Flag" exercises and the 
Navy's "Top Gun" training provided US service members with an important competitive edge in 
combat, especially as they were often matched up against opponents with less experience and 
inferior training. But, i t  is far from clear that the "training gap" will favor US forces in 
Afghanistan and Iraq over time. 

L L S ~ ~ ~ 9 9  TRAINING 
Tactics are clearly important in military operations. Soldiers and marines must be  proficient in 
individual and small-unit training on tasks such as detecting and handling IEDs, conducting 
convoy operations, clearing urban structures, and manning checkpoints. But counterinsurgency 
train~ng is even more challenging. Soldiers and marines must also be trained in unconventional, 
or at least traditionally peripheral, tasks that are not central to the "fire and maneuver" or "move, 
shoot and communicate" that form the core of conventional combat operations. Among these 
tasks are those that focus on: 

Possessing an appreciation of cultural norrns; 

Maintaining fire power restraint; 

Undertaking civic action with local government and civic leaders; 

Operating (and perhaps inrcgratingj with iocal security forces; 

Providing security and other forins of support to reconstnlction efforts; and 
- 

ILb One reason this nlight not happen is if enemy insurgent forces are suffering severe casualties, or experiencing 
sitbstantial defections. This could increase substantially the perceritagt: of inexperienced insurgents in their ranks. 



Possessing sufficient language skills to enable the actions described herc. 

It is not clear huw well individual soldiers and marines, or small units, can be "trained up" for 
these tasks prior to their deployment to the coinbat theater. Training in soine skills inay bc 
relatively easy. There are, for example, ongoing programs to provide US forces with an 
appreciation of Afghan and lraqi customs and cultural norms. Here in America, police trai~iiiig 
emphasizes rcstraint in the use of force. These techniques may be applicd to train US troops in 
tirepower restraint. On the other hand, US forces operating with local security forces can be 
critical to ari el'fective counterinsurgency campaign, as deinonstrated by the Army's Special 
Forces in the Buon Enao program and the Marine Co~nbirlecl Action Platoons (CAPS) initiative in 
~ i e t n a r n . " ~  Yet othcr than personal experience, and relying on well-crafted "lessons learned" 
reports, it would seem difficult to conduct training in these types o f  tasks beyond basic military 
skills (e.g., patrolling). Similarly, building the necessary confidence among local lcadcrs and the 
population in general, so as to promote civic action, enhance security, and thus win their "hearts 
and mirids" is likely to be, at least in part, a function of  US troops' "people skills." Yet even for 
those possessing the necessary cultural awareness, building up a level of confidence and trust 
with local Iraqi religious and civic leaders can only occur over time. This cannot be "pre-loaded" 
at a IJS n~ilitary training facility. 

Finally, the ability to prepare US forces through training also depends on how counterinsurgent 
forces choose to prosecute the war. For example, a strategy that ernphasizes periodic sweeps 
through an area is far less likely to provide the level of contact that "secure and hold" operations 
would. Familiarity can breed trust, as well as contempt. If the local population trusts Coalition 
forces will provide it with s e ~ u n t y ,  it becomes easier to ob ta~n  the intelligence that is critical to 
defeating the ~nsurgents. The choice between a strategy that emphasizes periodic sweeps and onc 
that places h ~ g h  priority on sustained presence in an area could have a sigr~iticant influence on 
the type of skills most needed in the force, and thus on what inlght constitute an optimal training 
program. 

127 Andrew F. Krep~nevich. The Arrlt) and P'iefn~lrrr (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopk~ns [Jniversity Press, 1986), pp. 70- 
73 ,  172-177. 





VI. STRATEGY OPTIONS 

What is the United States' strategy for achieving its war aims'? The basic problem is that the 
LJnited Statcs antl its Coalition part~icrs have found it difficult to settle on a stra;:egy for achieving 
their objectives and defeating the insurgents. On the political front, they have: been working to 
create a democratic Iraq. But that is a goal, not a strategy. On the military front, they have sought 
to train Iraqi security forces and to turn the war over to them. As Prcsidcnl Bus.1 has stated: "Our 
strategy can be summed up in this way: as the lraqis stand up, we will stand down."12%ut the 
president is describing a withdrawal plan, not a strategy. Where is the plan of action for defcating 
the insurgents and achieving America's overall security objectives? 

Without a clear strategy in Iraq it is difficult to draft clear inetrics for gauging p::ogress. This may 
be why some senior political and military leaders have made overly optimistic or even 
contradictory declarations regarding the war's progress. In May of 2004, for ex ample, following 
the insurgent takeover of' Faii~ljah, General Richard R. Myers stated, "I think we're on the brink 
of success here."12" Six months later, before last November's offensive to recapture the city, 
General John Abizaid. thc commander of all US forces in the Persian Gulf, sailf, "When we win 
this fight-and we will win-there will be nowhere left for the insurgents to hide."'3" Following 
the city's recapture, Lieutcnant General John Sattler, the Marines' co~nmander, declared that the 
Coalition had "broken the back of the insurgency."'3' Yet in the subsequent months, insurgent 
activity remained undinlinished. Nevertheless, eight months later Vice President Dick Cheney 
asserted that the insurgency appeared to be in its "last throes" while Lieutenant General John 
Vines, commander of the multinational corps in Iraq, conceded, "We don't se:e the insurgency 
expanding or contracting right now."13' Most Americans agree with this: less optimistic 
assessment: nearly two-thirds believed the Coalition was "bogged down."133 

I 'P  Ckclrge W. Bush, "Presidt.nt Addresses Nation, Discusses Iraq, War on Terror," Fort Bragg, NC, June 28, 2005, 
nv;iilable at http~~!www.~hitchouse.g~~~!ne~~eleases!2005!06!2005~628~7.h~. 

12'9 General Richard Myers, "Operations a11d Reconstruction Efforts in Iraq," Tcsti~nony befor': the House Armed 
Services Committee, May 2 1, 2004. Available at 
littp:llcot~~mdocs.liou~.govlco~~~n~itt_eeslsecurity/has 142000.000lhas1420000f.htm. 

I30 John Valceailu, "Abiznid Visits FaHu.jah, Calls Battle 'Decisive'," Amrric~rri Forces InJbrrnation hretwork, 
November 15, 2004, available at http:llww\v.defenselink.millnewslNov2004/n11 152004420041 1150l.html. 

I i l  Lieutenant General John Sattler, USMC, Uel'ense Department Operational IJpdate Rriefing, November 18, 2004, 
avai1abI.e at http:llw~w.defc1~seIir1k.m~transcripts~2004~tr2004 11 18- 1606.html. 

"%ieutenant General John Vines, Briefing on Security Operations in Iraq, June 21, 2005, available at 
http:lla:ww.defenselink.n~itranscrigts2005tr2005062 1-308 1 .html. 

133 Dam Milbank and Claudia Deane, "Poll Finds Dirniner View of Iraq War," PVashington P o ~ t ,  June 8, 2005, p. 
A01. 



Nor  Iias there bcen a significant nat~onal debate on strategy. Many adm~nistration critics, for 
cxa~nple, 1~1vc offered as their alternative "strategy" an accelerated withdrawal timetable. 13' 

7 hey see Iraq as another V ~ e t n a ~ n  and advocate a s i ~ n ~ l a r  solution: pulling out US troops, turning 
thc war over to the new lraqi government, and hoping for the best.'" 

Hut the costs of such premature discngageinent would likely be calamitous. A weak lraqi 
national govcrnlnent would likely find it difficult to sustain order, especially since most security 
forces' loyalties remain with their ethnic or religious factions. indeed, the national government 
would almost certainly find itsclf in the midst of a bloody civil war. Shiia and Sunni Arabs 
would probably receive signiticant external support, with the former allied to Iran and the latter 
receiving support from the Arab world, which is overwhelmingly Surini. If this were not enough, 
Turkey has long threatened to invade Iraq's northern region to prevent the formation of an 
inde1,endent Kurtlish state."" An Iraqi civil war might play out in parallel with a rapid increase 
in the size of the radical Islamist movement, whose efforts to destabilize the region would likely 
incrttase, perhaps tlrarnatically. A11 this would occur in close proxirnity to the global economy's 
cnergy core. Over 10 percent of the world's proven oil reser~.es and nearly all of its spare 
production capacity resides in this area. 

If America is determined to prevail in this war, then US and Iraqi forces should concentrate on 
providing security and opportunity to the Iraqi people, thereby denying insurgents the popular 
support essential to their success. Since counterinsurgent forces are not able to guarantee security 
to a l l  of Iraq simultaneously, they should start by devoting manpower and resources to certain 
key arcas and then broadening the effort over time-hence the image of an expanding oil spot. 
Thc "oil spot strategy" can succeed, but it will require a protracted commitment of US resources, 
a willingricss to risk inore casualties in the short term, and an enduring US presence in Iraq, 
albeit at far lower force levels than the present. If US policyniakers and the American public are 
unwilling to make such a commitment they shouid be prepared to scale down their goals in Iraq 
significantly. 

) Y  sclldlcrl @-.., L .- Edivdid Ke~uiedy~ Spcech ai Johns Hopitins University SAIS, January 27, 2005; Senator Russ Feingoiti, 

Press Release, September 9, 2005; and John Hendren, "War Criticism and Concerns Both Growing," Los Angeles 
Tirnes, June 17, 2005. 

135 Senator Edward Kennedy, Interviewed by Wolf Bliizer on CNN, June 26, 2005. 

I i h  T'ulin Daloglu, "Turkey's Neighborly Interest," IYashington Times, October 19. 2005; Tulin Dalogu, "Turkish 
Anti-American Sentiment," I!V~rshington Times, August 23, 2005; and "Much Ado, Nothing New on Iraq Front," 
7ilrki.rl1 L)trily ,Ve~vs, July 27, 2005. 
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137 
'11CC~'S.S. 

LTG Thornas Metz 
Colnlnandtng Geiicral, Multi-National (:orps Iraq, August 2004 

Empires and Insurrections 
hlsurgencies are nearly as old as warfare itself, so there is no shortage of  past strategies to 
explore. The Romans suppressed insurrections with such ferocity and ruthlessness that it was 
said they would -'make a desert and call it peace."lix The Roman suppression of the Jew~sh  
insurrection of 66 AD offers an example. Not only did the Roman Army besiege and c-lestroy 
Jcnisaiem, the Romans then pursued the remnants of the city's defenders to the remote mountain 
fortress of Masada. There they laid siege to this small rcrnnant of the I-esistance until it too was 
destroyed. Faced with ll~nited manpower, Rome sought to make an example of those who 

l il) challenged its authority. 

Although they too could be nithless at timcs, the British often rnaintained order through a c-livic-le- 
and-c-onquer strategy. T h ~ s  involved supporting one of several factions vying for power. In rctum 
for t111s support the favored group was expected to respect Britain's interests in that part of the 
world. For example, in Iraq following World War I the British were confronted with a rebellion. 
Ulti~~lately, London found it best to support one of Iraq's competing factions-the Sunni 
Arabs-in t h e ~ r  bid for power. In return, the Sunnis were expected to respect Brita~n's interests 
in the reglon. 140 

G ~ v e n  [IS political culture and war objectives, neither of these strategies is attractive. The 
liorniun approach 1s clerirly at odds with American values, and thc Brttisli strategy Icads to a 
client-sponsor relationship with a nondemocratic regime-hardly what the Rush Administration 
hopes to foster in Iraq. However, Britain also pursuec-I more classical counterinsurgency 
stratcgics, with Malaya being the prime case. T h ~ s  strategy, centered around "oil spot" principles, 
~vi!! be r!:ihorlted upon present!y. 

117 Sig il:hristenson, '"iv'anred: ii Few, Good Soiciiers," S m  Antonio Express-News, August 8, 2004. 

I18 'I'acitus, The Agr~colii. Chapter 30, available at http:iiwww.~utenber~.or~ldirsietext05/8i~~rl0.txt. 

139 For 3 more detailed discussion of Iinperial Rome's strategy for dealing with insul~ections, see Appendix ( 2 :  The 
Roman.; and Cou~ller Insurgency. 

I40 I'eter Sluglett, "l'he British Legacy," in Michael Eisenstadt, ed., U.S. Policy in Post-Saddnm Iraq: Lcssonsfrotn 
the Hviti,~h Experiencc~ (Washington, DC: Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 2003), pp. 3-14. 



LLRome Litej7: America7s Vietnam Experience 

JVc'l-c going l o  go ahead and take the fight to the encrry ~uin,g: e v e ~ t h i n g  
In ollr al-sctzrrl nc>Itpvsaty to yo trlzend ~rnll win this fight. We 11~111  we a 
.~lei lgei~nrnrncr  to cnl.vh u 1+~~1lnllt."' 

MG Charles Swannack 
C,'ommander, 82"d Airborne Division, November 2003 

A greatly lnodified approach to the Roman strategy is an attrition strategy. Perhaps the most 
l'amous example ot  thls is the US "search and destroy" strategy in the Vietnam War. The strategy 
placcd priority on k~lling Insurgents at a rate that exceeded their ability to generate replacements. 
The logic behind thls approach is that by relentlessly grinding down the enemy's forces. the 
counterillsurgents reduce the slze of the insurgent force and ultimately break its back. Winning 
over the population's hearts and minds was accorded much lower priority. The strategy 
ultilnately failed, but it evidently continues to exert a strong puii on the US military, as 
evidenced by statements like that of one senlor Atmy commander in Iraq, who declared, "[I] 
don't think we a ill put much energy into trying the old saying, 'win the hearts and minds.' I 
don't look at ~t as one of the rnetrics of success."'42 US forces have recently increased offensive 
operations in western Iraq, which, like the search-and-destroy operations in Vietnam, have 
produced some insurgent casualties but had a negligible effect on overall ~ e c ~ l r i t ~ . " ~  

THE "OIL SPOT" IN IRAQ 
binally, there is the oil spot strategy. In contrast to a strategy that emphasizes direct attrition o f  
insurgent forces, the oil spot strategy focuses on the indirect destruction of insurgent forces. It 
docs so by establishing security for the population precisely for the sake of winning hearts and 
minds. In thc 1950s, the Bntish used it successfully In Malaya, prior to granting that country its 
i~ldc~el~dence. ' "  4'Thc approach was also effective in the Philippines against the Huk 

145 lnsurgcnts. Attempts were lnade to apply this strategy during the Vietnam War, but the 
execution was generally unsatisfactory. (See Appendix D: Security C)perations in Vietnam.) O f  
the strategies presented here, thc oil spot strategy offers the best chance for achieving America's 

141 Dave Pliloniz and Toni Squitieri, ''Military's New Strategy Rclics on Old Favorites," IiS,4 Totlay, November 30, 
2003, p. 15.  

I ' t L  Sig Christenson, "Wanted: A Few Good Leaders," Son .4ntonio Express-Nen..~, August 4 ,  2004. 

I43  Patrick J. McDonnell, "U.S.. Iraq Launch Assault on Insurgents Near Border with Syr~a," Los Angelrs Times, 
June 18, 2005. 

I44 See John A. Nagl, C o u n t c r i ~ r t n c  Lessons.from A4crlaya and Vietnum: Learning to Ecil Suly~ with rr Kr~ift. 
(Wesport, CT: I'raeger P~tblishers, 2002), pp. 71-76. 

Rober-t B. Asprey, War in the Shadows: The Guerrilla in History (New York, NY: William Morrow & Co., 
(Revised and Updated) 19941, pp. 536-37. 



war objectives. The proceeding discussion offers a "first cut" at an oil spot strategy for lraq 
adapted to address the unique circuinstaiices of that country. 

Givt:n the war's threc centcrs of gravity and the limits on US forces in Iraq, an oil spot approach 
in which operations are oriented around securing the population and then gradually but 
inexorably expantling control over contested areas holtls promise. Coalition forccs and local 
militias, such as the Kurdish peshmerga, now provide a high level of security in 14 of' Iraq's 18 

116 provinces. These coinprise the country's true "Green Zone" (the tenn normally used to 
describe the heavily fortified part of Baghdad where [IS headquarters are located). In these areas, 
most people can lead relatively normal and secure lives. The rest of the country--the "Red 
Zone"-is made up of' the generally unsecured provinces of Anbar, Niiiewah, Salah ah Din, and 
Baghdad, each of which has a sizcable or dominant Sunni Arab popul ;I t '  ]on. 

' lhe  oil spot campaign should start by enhancing security in the Green Zone. Priority for 
reconstruction efforts should go here, to reward loyalty to the government and to mini~nize 
.'sccunty prel-nlum" expenses on these projects.'47 As progress is being made in these relatively 
secure areas, efforts can be undertaken to expand the Green Zorie by conducting security 
"offensives" into unsecured regions. This process will likely take considerable time to work 
through; hence the i~nage  of a gradually expanding oil spot. 

A key clement in any counterinsurgency strategy is to achieve a balance among the war's centers 
of gravity. A way must he found to increase the Iraqi people's security while, at the same time, 
not overtax either the US military or American popular support. 'This seemingly presents a 
dilemma of "doing more with less." But a superior strategy, well-executed, can do exactly that. 
The strategy elaboratetl upon below can achieve progress at substantially lower US force 
deploynlents than is currently the case. It does so by employing these forces more effectively 
than they have been to date. Specifically, it calls for: 

Expanding the embedding of US troops in newly formed ISF, to enable thcm to take on a 
greater responsibility fbr defeating the insurgency, and to do it more quickly; 

Retaining thc best US cominanders in Iraq, to increase US force's cffectiveness; 

Curtailing the relatively ineffective sweep operations that hare chziracterizec! =any US 
operations of late; and 

Focusing the ovcrall military effort on providing security to the Iraqi people. 

146 At this point in the war, local ~nilitlas are a necessary evil. W h ~ l e  they provide security, their loyalty is to t he~ r  
group, not the natlon or the government in Baghdad. Eventually, these forces must bccome loyal to the regirne or be 
replaced by those that are. 

147 The security premium is that portion of a reconstruction project that is spent to provide protection against 
insurgent threats to reconstruction workers or attelnpts to sabotage the project. 



EXPANDED EMBEDDING 
To  stabillire declining popular support at home and relleve stress on the Anny, US and Coalition 
forccs must accelerate the fielding of capable Iraqi seci~rity forces. First pr~ority must go to 
creati~lg local security forces. These units are comprised of police forces (both local police and 
para~n~l~ ta ry  forces. to include Quick React~on Forces (QRFs) and Iraqi national guard units 
optiinized for local security operations). There are three reasons for this. First, local hecurity 
forces are the enduring "face" of the government to the Iraqi people. If the people have 
confidence in their local sccurity force, a major victory will have been won against the 
insurgents. Second, Coalition forces, owing to the way they are structured (primarily for major 
combat operations) and their relative lack of familiarity with local cultures and customs, are 
unsuited to take the lead in this important mission.'4x 

As tor Iraq's army, to the extent the Iraqi people are more comfol-table having Iraqi security 
forccs protecting them than fhreign troops, embedding Coalition forces into ISF units may also 
increase the public's willingness to cooperate with counterinsurgent forces. 

'The fielding of the ISF can be accelerated by embedding US soldiers and marines in Iraqi units, 
and providing LJS and Iraqi QRF to support the Iraqis, if needed. Some embedding is already 
taking place. Each 11-aqi Anny National Guard battalion is provided with a 10-man advisor team. 
with two Americans for each company.'4" 

It is not clear that this level of embedding is optinlal, or even acceptable, given the need to 
alleciate stress on the two centers of gravity represented by US public support for the war, and 
the ilmerican soldier. For example, MG Peter Chiarelli, Commander of the US Army's lS' 
Cavalry Division, achieved remarkable levels of progress in stabilizing parts of Baghdad. A key 
factor in the division's success involved training ISF units to assume responsibility for securing 
parts of the city. General Chiarelli embedded over 540 US Soldiers with seven Iraqi battalions- 
an average of over 75 Americans per battalion.'" This would seem to indicate that to achieve the 
kind of success realized by the 1" Cavalry Division, the embedding effort should be far Inore 
extensive than called for in current plans. Furthennore, some of the US Army's best soldiers 
should be assigned to this initiative.'" Expanded embedding will enable ISF units being formed 

'" For example, American forces in Iraq have, on average, only one or two interprctcrs per coinpany (aboul 150 
troops). Thomas X. Elaninies, "Lost in Translation," New York Times, August 25, 2005. 

140 Eric Schmidt, "U.S. May Add Advisors to Iraq's Military," New York Times, January 4, 2005; and Tony Perry, 
"l'lie Nation," Lox rlngc?le.s fimcs, November 18, 2005. 

150 Special Ilefense Ilepartnient Briefing, MG Peter W. Chiarelli, "Security Operations in Baghdad," January 5, 
2605. Otner commands have not been willing, or able, to provide anything like the enibetiding effort undertaken by 
the 1"  Cavalry Division. For example, one Iraqi battalion being trained in October 2005 had but 10 Marines. 
Anthony Castaneda, "Iraqi Forces Thrust into Ma.jor Role in IIaditlia," Sun Diego Union-Tribune, October 27, 2005. 

"' There is sonie evidence that the US military is struggling to get its better officers arid rion-commissioned officers 
to serve with Iraqi units. This should not be surprising. ISF units often live in conditions that would be viewed as 
intoler;.lble even for enlisted American soldiers. Moreover, service with an Iraqi battalion is not likely to be as  
career-enhancing as senlice in a comparable US military unit. Author's discussion with US Army General Officer, 
October 12,2005. 



to cleploy sooner and perfonn Inore effectively than would otherwise be possible. By advising 
and mcntoring Iraqi officers and non-commissioned ofiicers (NCOs), the development of these 
leaders--which takes far longer to achieve then the training of rccruits--can be enhanced and 
accelerated. Embedded Americans will be able to effect better liaison with US units, enhancing 
co~nbined operations between the two forces. Iraqi leaders and soldiers will likely operate with 
increaseti contidcncc, in the knowledge that should they find themselves in a difficult spot, the 
American military will respond aggressively to support them-and ensure the safety of the 
einbeddcd Amcrican soldiers. Expanded embedding can also facilitate the identification and 
advancement of capable Iraqi officers, as well as weed out the substandard ones.'52 There is 
sornc risk here, since embedded US personnel are likely to suffer more casualties than they 
would in all-US 

By concentrating Iraqi tbrces In generally secure areas and in those few areas selected for 
security "offensives," and by closely coordinating the efforts of US and Iraqi army units with 
those of the national and local police, the oil spot strategy minimizes the risk that newly trained 
Iraqi units will firid themselves in over their heads against insurgent forces without adequate 
support. The payoff is the accelerated developmelit of capable Iraqi units-which will yield a 
significant net decrease in US support requirements. 

To bt: sure, success will not come easlly. The challenges associated with training Iraqi security 
forces are well d~cu inen ted ."~  However, as noted above, the poiential payoff in terms of 
securing the w~ar's three centers of gravity is compelling. 

Finally, there is no pressing need to train regular Iraqi Army units organized priinarily for 
conventional warfarc so long as US forces are present. Moreover, achieving US war objectives 
requires maintaining a long-term presence in Iraq, albeit at far lower force levcls than exist 
today. Thus fielding an Iraqi military to defend the country from overt aggression only increases 
the Iraqi government's incentives to requcst the withdrawal of US forces, while at the same tirne 
retarding the developtnerlt of forces opLimlzed to defeat the insurgency. 

152 HE! n!i!! pro:xising ! r q i  leaders be pro~noted and the incompetent sacked? Arab arniies in general, and the Iraqi 
.4rn1y in particular, have long been characterized by an officer corps whose composition is based far more 011 

political reliability than professional competence, while the NCO corps has been effectively non-existent by western 
military stantlnrds. Yet effective Iraqi leadership will be needed. Overcoming the barricrs to achieving it is one of  
the key challenges confronting Coalition forces. See Kenneth M. Pollack, Arabs trt Wlzr: Military EJjctiveness 
1948-1 Y91 (l~.incoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2002). 

153 Interestingly, during the Vietnam War, US Marine Combined Action Platoons, which combined a niix of marines 
and local security furccs, generally suffered fewer casualties and provided a more enduring level of security than did 
a l l - h e r i e a n  ~nilitary units participating in search-and-destroy operations. See Krepinevich, The Army cmd Vietnam, 
p. 174. 

154 Moreover, one probleni that has plagued US units in Iraq, and that no doubt creates problems with the embedding 
program, is the lack of interpreters. Few Americans speak the languages that predominate in Iraq. Making matters 
worse, those Iraqis who are willing to serve as translators are high-priority targets for the insurgents. Worse still, 
civilian contractors working under US government contracts often outbid the military to get the most qualified 
translators. IIam~nes, "Lost in Translation." 



EMPLOYING THE BEST US COMMANDERS 
I-Iistory has shown superior leaders are "force multipliers," who greatly enhance the 
effcctivcness of the troops under their command. As the examples of Ulysses S. Grant, Robert E. 
Lee, Dwight D. Eis'enhower, Douglas A. MacArthur and George S. Patton demonstrate, time and 
again, ~vhen  exceptiional commanders have emerged in wartime, their talents are exploited to the 
fullest. 'Thcy are promoted and given greater responsibilities. And they remain in the combat 
theater. For this reason, the US military should end the pernicious practice of rotating highly 
successful senior military and civilian leaders in and out of Iraq as though they are 
interchangeable parts.'55 General officers and colonels who are successful should be  promoted 
and retnincd in Iraq for an extei~ded period. Those who prove the~nselves marginal or 
unsatisfc~ctory should bc rotated back home or replaced. Generals and senior field-grade officers 
(i.e., colonels) who have demonstrated exceptional competence in dealing with insurgents in 
Afghanistan and Iraq, and who have been recalled to stateside duty, should be returned to the 
combat ;:one as soon as possible.'5" 

Exceptional com~nandcrs can iiteraliy do more with less. A classic example familiar to students 
o f  the A~nerican Civil War IS that of Robert E. Lee, whose Anny of Northern Virginia typically 
dcfeatcd the larger and hetter-equipped Army of the Potomac for two years-until Washington 
found in U.S. Grant a superior gcneral of it own. 

Given the American public's concern over casualties, the value of experienced commanders in 
regard to this mattes is worth noting. During the Vietnam War, for example, those commanders 
who servcd longer than six ~nonths (the typical command tour) suffered substantially fewer 
casualtie:< than their less experienced counterparts.'57 

You ciln go ~hrnug-h ~he.se lowtl.~ uqr~in and czgain, but you catl't get 
rcsrr1l.r rrnlcss you urrl h r r ~  to strry. ""' 

Colonel Stephcn Davis 
Commander, Marine Regimental Combat Team 2 

155 - I'hcre ic, evidence that rapid personnel turnover is hindering reconstruction efforts as well. Between July and 
Septen~ber of 2005, the six major US agencies for reconstruction lost some or all of their senior staffs. Paul Richter, 
"Rapid Pcrsu1ult.1 Shifts fIindcr LJ.S. Efforts to Rebuild Iraq," Los Angcles Times, November 17, 2005, p. 1. 

l i 6  To be w e ,  even exceptional commanders must be monitored for "combat fatigue" or "burnout" Some 
conlmanders, like Patton, MacArthur and Grant served in the field for extended periods with llttle or no loss of 
efkct~veneis .  Others did e~entua l ly  experlenct: a decline. One of the marks of a great leader is to select the right 
people, and to know how hard they can be pushed, and for how long. 

157 Krepinevich, The .4my ~lnil Vietnclm, p. 206. 

'jR Craig S.  Cmith, US and Iraq Set U p  Effort to Block Insurgents' Routes," New York Times, October 3,2005 



Coalition forces' effectiveness can also be increased by putting them to better use. The greatest 
opportunity here involves reducing drainatically the number of large-scale sweep operations in 
Iraq's four generally unsecured provinces. It is tempting to think that the military might deal a 
seric~us blow to the insurgents by inflicting causalities on them, or by trying to reduce the 
infiltration of jihadists from Syria. But there are two problems with this approach. First, 
counterinsurgent forces are clearly insufficient, either to secure the border against very low 
numbers of infiltrators, or to maintain an enduring presence in the area. 

Second, any forces engaged in these operations are unavailable for the higher priority missions 
of fiirther securing the true Green Zone anci supporting oil spot ol'fensives (to include being 
involved in the training of, and embedding with, Iraqi security forces). Simply stated, by 
cinploying forces more effectively within a superior strategy, greater progress can be made at 
lower force levels. 

'I'here is increasing concern among senior US comlnanders that the jlhadist use of car bombs 
represents the greatest deterreni to voter turnout for ihe "uecember 2005 eiections. A series of 
sweep (i.e., "whack-a-mole") operations are intended to reduce this threat by disrupting the flow 
of  jilladists from Syria into Iraq. 'The geographic tocus is along the Syrian-Iraqi border, and in 
the areas west and northwest of Baghdad. These operations, numbering well over half a dozen in 
the Illst six months, have yielded some success in disrupting the supply of foreign jihadists into 
Iraq. 

There are several problen~s, however, that prevent these operations from accomplishing their 
lnission. First. the jihadists have no need to infiltrate either cars or explosives. Both are widely 
available within Iraq. Second. the nunlber of jihadists necessary to execute car bomb attacks at 
an increased level of intensity is not great. This combined with the length of Iraq's border and 
the severe shortage of adequate border security forces and the insurgent infrastructure in Iraq's 
western and northwestern provinces inakes it unlikely that sweep operations can effectively limit 
infiltration. Moreover, not all car bombs are be driven by suicide bombers. Some car boinbs can 
be triggered froni abandoned vehicles. Others can be driven by unsuspecting drivers, and the 
bombs detonated remotely. I 5.) 

Perhaps most worrisome, however, is the inability of 1SF and Coalition forces to provide an 
enci~lr~ng level nf security in those areas targeted for sweep operations. Whether i t  be Operation 
Spear, Quick Strike, Lightening, Iron Fist, Matador, Scimitar Sayaid or IVew Market, the results 
have been predictably the same. Iraqi and US forces enter an area, kill some insurgents, detain 
suspects. and soon depart. When US and Iraqi forces move on from an area they have occupied, 

159 See Sabrina 'I'avernise, "Along the Syria-Iraq Border, Victory is Fleeting in an Effort to Root Out Foreign 
Fighters," New York f i m ~ s ,  June 26, 2005; Andy Mosher, "After Striking Rebel Route, Marines and Iraqis Pull 
Rack," Cl'ushington Post, June 22, 2005; 1311en Knickmeyer and Jonathan Finer, "Insurgents Assert Control Over 
Town Near Syrian Border," lVushington I-'ost, September 6 ,  2005; Alex Rodriguez, "US Targets Infiltration 
Routes," Chicago Trihunt,, September 7 ,  2005; Jim Carroll and Dar~ Murphy, "Iraqi Insurgents are a Moving 
l'arget.," Chri.rtiirn Science Monitor, September 25, 2005; Bradley Graham, "Forces Bolstered in Western Iraq," 
LVushitlgtot~ Post, September 21,  2005; and Jonathan Finer, "US Troops Sweep into Empty Insurgent Haven in 
Iraq," IVushington Post, September 1 1,  2005. 



the insurgents quickly move back in to re-establish their network.'""he ei-fect is similar to 
sticking one's list in a bucket of water. The water level is changed--until the fist is withdrawn, 

161 whereupon things rcturn to their previous state. 

Take Operation Matador as an example. One of the largest operations since the assault on 
Fall\!jah in Noveinber 2004, it involved over 1,000 marines. Over 100 insurgents were killed and 
nearly half as many detained for questioning. However, most insurgents had fled the area in 
advance of the operation. As one Marine ins-jor put it, "That was the fi-iistraling piece: coming up 
here ti,r a fight and not finding 

Operation Quick Strike, conducted in August. again saw the hlarine Corps execute an offensive 
around IIaditha, in western Iraq, which had also been a principal ob-jective of Operation New 
Markct the previous ~ a ~ . ' " ~  Once again, the Marines were unable to stay and provide pennanent 
security to tlic area. One Marine major stated the simple facts: 

It's a matter of  available forces. It's t!?e tnith. we don't have  the f i r c e s  
liere to  lcave Marines back in every city. There will be  insurgents to flow 
back  into the cities . . . . We're  k ind  of a s i d e ~ h o w . ' ~ "  

The (operation that has garnered the most attention, however, involved over 5,000 US and Iraqi 
troops converging on the city of Tal Afar, to the west of Mosul, in September 2005, a year after 
an earlier offensive was undertaken to oust insurgents from the area. Initially there were claims 

165 of as many as 200 insurgents killcd, with hundreds more detained. This figure was later 

160 Tavemisc, "Along thc Syria-Iraq Border, Victory is Flccting in an Effo~t to Rout Out Foreign Fighters." As one 
Arniy lieutenant observerd, "Every time we do a mass invasion [i.e., sweep], it seeins like most of them are gone." 
'I'oln Lasseter, "In Falluiah, iZ Grueling Trial By Fire," Pliil~dt.lpliia Inqrrirer, November 13, 2004, p. 1. 

I61 FOI a d~scussion of the frustrat~on felt bv US l n ~ l ~ t a r v  officers with regard to \ween oueratlons. see Elaine M. 
Grossman, "Officers I" Iraq: War Tactics 6 ~ f e r  Little prospect of ~ucce is , "  Inside tllAe Penlcrgon, September 30, 
2004, 11. I .  

I62 Another Marinc major Lvas more direct: "Where the [expletive] are these guys?" he asked. Solomon Moore, 
"First the Insurgents, then Mnrincs," Los Angeles Tirnt:.~, May 14, 2005, p. 1 ;  Ellen Knickmeyer and Caryle Murphy, 
"US Ends Iraqi Border Offellsive," Ir'c~shinglon Post, May 15, 2005, p. 24; Solornon Moore, "Marines Wrap Up 
Assault in West Iraq," Lox Angcdes Times, May 14, 2005, p. I ;  Ellcn Knickmcyer, "Looking for Battle, Marines Find 
that Foe has Fled," Cl'rr.rlliti,ytott Po.stj May 16, 2005, p 10; Mark Mazzetti and Solomon Moore, "Insurgents 
Flourish in Iraq's Wild West," Los ilngcies Ti~nes, May 24, 2005. 

163 Antonio Castaneda, "US Offensive Strikes Back at Insurgents in IIaditha," IJSA Torlny, May 26, 2005, p. 6; 
"About 1,000 US 'lroops Launch New Anti-Insurgent Offensive in Western Iraq," Houston Chronicle, May 25, 
2005; ,.lnd Sabrina Tavernisc, "10 Insurgents Are Killed in New Round of Battles in Iraq City," New York Times, 
May 20, 2005. 

I64  Kiiiiberly Johnsor~, "Towlls Le f  Vulllerablc After Being Secured," USA loriu.)i, August 12, 2005, p. 4. The 
insurgents modus oj~errrndi is to leave a small rear guard to fight advancing US forces, while the majority of  their 
men move on to ather towns lacking any effective ISI: or US military presence. Torn Lasseter, "Few Signs o f  Enemy 
Turn Up in Search," Mic~mi Hemld,  August 8,2005. 

165 Thc US c o m n ~ ~ n d  declared that 1,534 insurgents had either been killed or detained-a number roughly equal to 
the insurgents' estimated strength. According to the military's spokesman, Major General Rick Lynch, this is proof 
that the insurgents did not depart the area in advance of  the offensive. Yet only recently some 500 of the 757 
suspects detained in ongoing operations around the nearby city of Mosul were released due to a lack of  evidence. 
Thus i t  appears that many detained Iraqis prove not to be part of the insurgency. Since 2003, roughly 40,000 people 



revl.;ed down to around 15(1 . ' ~"  Ironically, the insurgents responded with a series of attacks in 
Baghdad that killed 152 Iraqis, again raising the question of whether 1JS and Iraq1 troops  night 
be Ixttcr employetl by placing greater emphasis on improving security through sustained 

167 prcsence. 

Indications are that ISF and US forces inay not he able to remain in Tal Afar in numbers 
sufticient to establish lasting security. As Colonel EI. R. McMaster, the commander of the US 
Anny's 3" Arlnored Cavalry Regiment, the principal US force involved in the operation noted, 

Is there enough force here right now to secure this area permanently? No. 
Are there opport~inities for the enemy in other areas within our region? 
~ e s . ' ' '  

As in the case of  othcr offensives, thc insurgcnts had nlostly departed the area in advance of the 
~peration.'~"orne US troops began to refer to sweep operations as "Easter Egg ~ u n t s . " ' ~ ~ )  
Nevertheless, the offensives have continued. In early October the Army and Marine Corps 
dispatched a force of over 1,000 to the border town of Sadah, south~vest of Tal Afar, as part of 
Operation Iron Fist. Once again,   no st insurgents appeared to have slipped away in advance of 
the Americans' arrival. Once again, i t  appeared that the insurgents would only filter back in to 
Sadah once US and Iraqi forces departed.'7' 

To be sure, these operations do yield some positive results, however ephemeral they may he. 
S o ~ n c  insurgents are killed, or captured. Some insurgent operations are disrupted. There is also a 
chance that insurgent leaders might be captured, or killed, and some have.I7' However, the same 

have been detained by Coalition forces-ovcr twice the number of  insurgents estimated to be in Iraq. This also 
raises concerns that some of  the "insurgents" killed in the operation may have bcen noncombatants. Ellcn 
Knickmeycr, "US Claims Success in Iraq Despite Onslaught," rl'crshington Post, September 19, 2005, p. 1. See also 
Melik Kaylan, "Why Haven't We Mined Iraq's Borders8?" FYc11l Sfreet Journczl, September 17. 2005, p. 14. 
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172 IJS conii~~anciers also assert that 80 percent of a1 Qaeda's netuork in northern Iraq has been "dcvastated." 
However, ~t 1s not clear whether this 1s true or, if it is, what role sweep operations played in ach ie~ing  this result 



can also bc said of similar operations that proved relatively ineffective in the Vietnam War, and 
in the early stages of the Malayan and Huk insurgencies of the 1940s and 50s. 

FORCE EMPLOYMENT 
Idow shoulcl counterinsurgent forces be employed'! The answer lies within the concept behind oil 
spot operations. In an oil-spot strategy, "offensives" consist of efforts to expand the true Green 
Zone by securing, over time, more and more of the Red Zone. Areas selected for oil spot 
offensives should be accorded priority in the allocation of securlty and reconstruction resources. 
Sincc forces and resources are l i m i t e d a n d  because laying the foundation for enduring security 
in each currently unsecured area will take considerable time, likely half a year or longer-oil 
spot offensives are typically protracted in nature. 

Each offensive begins with Iraqi anny units and their embedded US advisers sweeping through 
the target area and clearing it of any major insurgent forces. These units then break up into 
smaller formations and take up positions in iowns (or, in ilie case of cities, sectors) in the cleared 
area and provide local security. National police then arrive and begin security patrols and the 
vetting and training of local police and paramilitary security forces. As these efforts get 
unclenvay, Iraqi anny units transition to intensive patrolling along the oil spot's periphery to 
deflect insurgent threats to the newly secured area. A QRF made up of US or Iraqi army units 
deals with any insurgent penetration of the patrol zone. 

Iraqi and US intelligence operatives begin the process of infiltrating local insurgent cclls and 
recruiting local Iraqis lo support their efforts. While initiatives aimed at infiltrating the 
insurgents' infrastructure have, to date, produced spotty results, by committing Coalition forces 
to providing an cncl~lr~rig level of security, the oil spot strategy gives US and Iraqi intelligence 
forces the time needed to succeed. 

To this end, the United States should help the Iraqi government establish an Iraqi Information 
Service ( T I S ) , ' ~ ~  whosc purpose is to gather intelligei~ce on the insurgents and penetrate their 
~nfrastructure. The IIS should divide Iraq into regions, sectors, areas, and local grids to focus 
their efh-ts ,  with prioritization going to those areas that have been secured by, or targeted for, 
oil spot offensives. Although US and other Coalition forces should monitor and support this 
effort. the Iraqis themselves. given their superior level of cultural understanding, must lead it. 
Howzver, given the unsettled state of Iraqi politics, American intelligence agents should embed 
in Iraqi Information Service units to support and monitor their activities. 

Rowail Scarborougtl, "2 i l r l r ~ y  Colonels Optiinistic About I'rogress in Iraq," Washington I'ime.~, September 17, 
2005. 

171 Iraqi currently has three branches to its intelligence services, the National intelligence Service, and [he 
intelligence services of the Defense and Interior Ministries, which are coordinated through the National Intelligence 
Coordination Comniission, cliaired by the Iraq's National Security Advisor. Consisting mostly of  passive 
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in a meaningful way. See Horzou [laragahi, "Baghdad Spies Live on Edge," Los Angeles Times, September 18, 
2005; ,and Walter Pincus, "Analysts Say Iraqi Agencies Unlikely to Follow U.S. Rules," Lt/nshi)lgton Post, May 10, 
2004. 



THE CENTRAL ROLE OF THE LOCAL POLICE 
Local police forces are the most important security forces in addressing Phase I and Phase I1 
insurgencies, such i l S  the cine confronled in Iraq. For this reasoil they merit pal-tlcular attention. It 
is impossible to o~:ei-state the important role local security forces play in counterinsurgency 
operations. 

BACKGROUND 
The role of local and national police forces in oil spot operations is to provide an enduring 
sccurity presence, vvhich uill prove invaluable to gaining the intelligence needed to defeat the 
insurgency. Simply stated, in low-level insurgencies, such as the one in Iraq, if the Coalition 
knows ~ h o  the insurgents are, and where they are, the insurgency will be defeated, as the 
Coalitiorl (i.e , the ]Iraqi Ciovernment, the United States and their allies) has an ovemrhelining 
advantage in m~litnry capability. The key to gai~iing that information is wlinning the intelligence 
war and the key to winning the intelligence war is human intelligence (HUMINT), which is most 
likely to come from the Iraq1 people. The people will be willing to provide such intelligence if 
they share the Coal~tion's objectives, if they believe the Coalition will prerrail, and ~f they feel 
secure fi-om retribution for acts of collaboration. 

The police have p1a:yed a key role in winning the intelligence war. For example, throughout the 
Malayan Emergency during the 1950s, it became apparent that soldiers were not the primary 
means of defeating thc insurgency. Rather, it was the police. The government expanded the 
police program eno~mously--the police force grew from 9,000 to 45,000. A part-time Home 
Guard augmented the police effort, and in time it grew to some 50,000 members. Military forces, 
by comparison with the situation today in Iraq, were small, topping out at 55,000 troops. 174 

A similar pattern occurred in the Philippines following the Spanish-American War, where the 
United States confronted an insurrection led by Eniilio Aquinaldo. William Howard 'raft, 
appointed by President William McKinley as the civilian governor of  the Philippines, 
dcempha:,ized the military's role in suppressing the insurrection. He relled instead on civil 
government buttressed by a constabulary police force and the growing Philippine Scouts. The 
C'ongress authorized Generill ,Arthur MacArthur to recruit a body of native troops, not exceeding 

174 There are currently roughly 160,000 US and 20,000 Coalition troops in Iraq. Iraqi Security Forces nuniber 
approximntc?ly 200,000, of which roughly half are police. (The police iriclude the Iraqi Police Service (IPS), Special 
Policc (SI'), Iiniergeiicy Kesponse Unit (ERU), Border Forces, Highway Patrol, and Dignitary Protection.) Projected 
police force strength is 195,000, to be achieved by August 2007. At present there are roughly 67,000 IPS, 10,000 SP 
conlinandos, 1,200 Mechanized police, 7,000 public order police, 300 ERU members, 17,000 Border Police, 1,300 
in the Highway Patrol, and 600 personnel in Dignitary Protection, for a total of 104,400. Department o f  Defense, 
hfenszrring Stability rrnd Sec~~rit~ in Iraq, October 2005, pp. 37-43, available at 
~\vw.defen!;clink.m1lipubs/1005 101 33p~blication_OSSRF.pdf. Thus while some two-thirds of the Malayan 
Countennsurgent forces were police or paramilitary forces, the percentage of thcsc forces in Iraq tuday is 
subs tan ti all:^ less. Moreover, some police force elements (e.g., the SP commandos) might, in fact, be structured to 
operate Inore like military units then police, or even paramilitary security forces. 



12,000. callcd "Scouts." to be commanded by American ofiicers. These i~idigcnous forces 
quickly became central to what became a successful US counterinsurgency c f f o ~ t . " ~  

THE POLICE 
7 he local police are the Coal~tion's principal and enduring interface with the population. As 
such, they represent the govcmnient's commitment to providing lasting security for the people, 
and are an indispe~~sable element of any oil spot strategy. Other forces---the lraqi Army, Iraqi 
national guard, national policc, and Coalition forces-will spearhead oil spot operations by 
dr iv~ng off the main insurgent forces and responding quickly to address any insurgent threats to 
local security forces. However, it is the local police forces, established under the security 
umbrella provided by other 1SF and Coal~tion forces, which will do the most to win the 
confidence and support of indilridual Iraqis. 

Other police units are less concerned with local security matters and more focused on broader 
operations, tc! include national intelligence gathering, fozzing part of the vanguard for oil spot 
offellsives, policing the nation's transportation network, protecting its oil infrastructure, and 
insuring the conipetcnce of local police forces. 

The border police are responsible for monitoring and colitrolling traffic across Iraq's borders. 
Sincc the vast majority of insurgents are drawn from inside Iraq, the border police are not nearly 
as critical to counterinsurgency operations as the national and local police.'76 

THE POLICE IN OIL SPOT OPERATIONS 
As discussed in the main body of this assessment, top priority in oil spot campaigns is accorded 
to population security as an indirect means of attriting the insurgents7 strength, and eventually 
dcfeating them. Since counterinsurgent forces are not sufficiently strong or numerous to secure 
the entire country simultaneously, it must be accomplished sequentially. The oil spot strategy 
accounts for this by establishing enduring security in a relatively small area to enable 
reconstruction, political r e fom and training of indigenous security elements, to include local 
policc forces. 

Once an oil spot offensive establishes security over an area. national police arrive and begin 
security patrols and the vetting and training of local police and paramilitary security forces. The 
national police also begin the process of infiltrating local insurgent cells, while training members 
of the local police to do the same. 

175 Asprey, ~ V ( I I -  irz rhe Si~adorvs, pp. 130-3 1. 

170 To  be sure. most of the radical Islamist jihadists in Iraq are foreign infiltrators. However, given their small 
nun~bers (in the hundreds) and Iraq's long borders, the resources required to secure Iraq against this trickle of 
irifiltrators exceeds those available to the Coalition. Even if the resources were available, they would be  better 
employed building LIP the national and local police. 



Thcsc security operations facilitate reconstruction, offering Iraqis the promise of a better life. As 
the local police forcc is recruited, trained, and its loyalty established, i t  gradually takes on 
increased responsibility from thc national police and other security forces within their 
jurisdiction. As they (lo, the local police provide the first endur-ing ''face" of government to the 
local inhabitants, and offer the promise of enduring security. Ovcr time (depending on the local 
circuinstances, i t  inay take a year or two to stand up capable local police forces in an area), the 
sustained security provided cnsures that the benefits of reconstruction will endure, and not be 
sabotaged by the insurgents. Finally, enduring security will help convince the local population 
that the government is serious about protecting them. 

Oncc. local police forces are ready to assume principal responsibility for local security, main 
force units move on to expand the oil spot. However, a QRF must remain in the initial oil spot 
Lone to insure local police forces are ncvcr without prompt support. If need be, some small main 
force elements (e.g., Iraqi national guard companies or platoons; national police cadres) may 
remain to insure security is maintained, and to evaluate the local police force's performance. The 
net effect of this security web buiit around t'he iocal police is to create an irreversible process 
leading to the progressive isolation and discrediting of the insurgents' cause and-equally 
important-their ability to coerce the population. 

It is important to understand that the local police force mission is not to eliminate random 
violeilce (e.g., car bombs; homicide bombers) entirely. As the radical Islamist attacks in London 
and their campaign against Israel show, cvcn undel- relatively favorable circumstances, this is not 
possible. But these attacks can be made more difficult. More importantly, as the national and 
local police begin to infiltrate and eliminate the local insurgent infrastructure, the insurgents' 
capacity for targeted violence (e.g., attacks on individuals collaborating with the government) 
will be reduced cirasticaily. This is critical, since it is the threat of targeted violence that deters 
people from act~vely supporting the regime (e.g., by providing intelligence), not random 
violence. Indeed, the latter actually encourages people to come forward with information, so long 
as they bclicve themselves secure from insurgent acts of retribution. 

POLICE REQUIREMENTS 
Both Iraq's national police and the local police will initially be starved for l e a d e r s h i p  
competent, incnrr~.~ptib!e individuals who can organize, plan and motivate, and who support the 
vision of a unified, democratic Iraq. A process must be established to identify and vet leaders, to 
evaluate their perfonance,  and to remove those that do not meet established standards. At this 
stage in the conflict, i t  is far more important that Iraq's best leaders are in the national police 
force than in the army, as the national police are critical to intelligence operations and for 
enhanced training of the local police, two of the highest priorities in the oil spot 

177 Coalition members are training Iraqi police forces. However, it is expected that the Iraqi national police will 
require additional training in areas that are unique to their circumstances (e.g., liaison with the Iraqi Intelligence 
Senrice; local population customs and practices, etc.) 



Con.uption is a major probleni in  Iraq. Good leadership can help reduce corruption. Corruption 
iniglit be further limited by offering national and local officers highly competitive pay, and by 
establishing ways to identify and punish corruption (e.g., embedding trusted national police 
officers in local police force; by embedding USiCoalition ofiiccrs in Iraq's police forces; by 
providing civilians with a "hot line" to report acts of cornlption; and by establishing a speedy 
and effective rneans for con~inniiig acts of corruption and renioving those responsible). 

Obv~ously, the national and local police forces must be well trained; however, it would be a 
1nist;ike to train them along the lines of IJS police forces (although the FBI would be a better 
"fit" for the national police than niunicipal US police forces would be for the Iraqi local police). 
The principal challengc confronting lraqi police is not so much traditional crime or criminal 
proccss. Rather, the challenge is more akin to defeating an organized crime family that 
occasionally confronts the police directly in significant numbers (i.e., in the dozens). Thus local 
police operations are more similar in nature to undercover operations (e.g., penetration of 
suspicious groups) and paramilitary or "SWAT" team operations. In any event, the national and 
local police must be confident that, if they are ever at risk of being overtvhelmcd by insurgent 
forces, a Q R F  will promptly come to their aid. Should the insurgents ever overrun a police 
station in B sccurc arca or in an area targeted for oil spot operations, the psychological damage to 
the pcipulation will extend far beyond the local coininunity. 

I t  would be worth studying lsraeli national and local police operations against what amounts to a 
Palestinian insurrection employing similar tactics (e.g., homicide bombers) to those encountered 
in Iraq, to idcntify tactics and skills that might prove useful to lraqi police forces. Similarly, the 
succcss of the Italian police in eroding the mafia's influence in Italy might be studied to learn 
from thcir infiltration tactics and intelligence operations. 

The iiational and locaI police must work to maintain the confidence and support of the local 
population. The Iraqi people are a center of gravity in this war, and police tactics that involve the 
indlscriniinate use of force or flagrant vioIations of individual rights and liberties will only work 
to the insurgents' advantage. This is particularly true in Iraq, whcrc the historical relationship 
betwcen thc police and the people has been one of exploitation of the latter by the former. In 
short, thc Iraqi policc have no historical "line of credit" with the Iraqi people: they will have to 
earn i t ,  over time, through their performance. Their training must reflect the new circumstances 
under which thcy must operate. 

As for equipment, national and local police units should be equipped more like SWAT teams 
than likc US municipal police forces. This means not only relatively more firepower but force 
protection as hell. They niust also be able to provide intelligence quickly to IraqiICoalition 
security services and have a clear and reliable line of communications to the QRF assigned to 
come to their relief. 



BORDER POLICE 
Thc border police would logically be accorded far lower priority than either the national or local 
police. There are two reasons for this. First, the pr-incipal threat to Iraq is internal, in the f o n  of 

178 some 20,000 predolninaiitly Sunni insurgents. If that element of the insurgency call be 
defecltcd, the fbreign jihadist threat becomes inuch Inore manageable. 'The converse, however, is 
not tnie. Sccond, i t  is not currently possihle to seal Iraq's borders securely enough to stop the 
in tiltration of foreign fighters at their current numbers. This does not mean that the border police 
should be ignored, only that they are not, like the national and local police, central to the oil spot 
strategy's success at this point in time. 

SUMMARY 
Although they alone are not sufficient, the national police and local police forces are the most 
critical Iraqi security fbrces for defeating the insurgency. They are central to securing the active 
support of the Iraqi people, the war's center of gravity. 

Iraq's national and local police have traditionally repressed the Iraqi people morc than they have 
protected them. This fact, combined with the Coalition's lack of skill in training national and 
local police in countries threatened by insurgency means that standing up an effeetive Iraqi 
police force will prove difficult and time-consuming. The need to identify effective Iraqi leaders 
to lead the police forces only increases the challenge, while lengthening the time needed to field 
capable units. Nevertheless, given their central role in the oil spot strategy, the national and local 
police should rcceive top priority (along with Iraq's intelligence service) for talent and resources, 
to include manpower, training, equipment, and Coalition force embedding. 

Ijyou tuik to olir comtnunder.~ in thefield, they '11 tell you wc 're winning. 
Rut they rrcognize . . . . This is not going to he won bv the militclry. The 
.frlutrt~tion theri, is that we ure findlng . . . tr bunch cf ~in~mnploycd 
peoplr. We huvc<not been uhie to get this reconstnrction thing going the 
way it needs to. i Y 

LTG Lance Smith 
Deputy Comlnanding General, CENTCOM 

Reconstruction or civic action is often a key factor in defeating an insurgent movement. Winning 
the hearts of the people involves giving them a stake in the future of the existing political system. 

l i X  Jonathan Finer, ' 'Alni~ng Insurgents in Iraq, Few Foreigners are Found," IF'ashington Yo.ct, November 17, 2005, 
p 1 .  

170 "CkNI COM Deputy Says Success in Iraq Demands More Jobs for Iraqis," Inside the Pentagon, October 14, 
2004, 13. 1 . 



This can be (lone through political refonns (e.g., giving the people a voice in choosing their own 
government), social reforms (e.g., increasing the oppol-tunities for social mobility), and econoinic 
reforms and progress. It is this latter issue that falls under the rubric of reconstruction. Put 
another way, reconstruction is a critical element of the offensive campaign to defeat the 
insurgency. I t  is central to giving the Iraqi people a sense that the government is both willing and 
able to improvc their lives, and the lives of their children. 

l'he challenge of reconstruction in Iraq is exaccl-bated by the ongoing violence in that country, by 
illadequate planning for post-conflict operations, by a shortage of funds, and by the old regime's 
practice of masking high uncniployme~it by putting as many as half of Iraq's workforce on the 
state payroll and covering the cost with oil revenues. I Y O  

The result has been the emergence of  a "reconstruction gapn-the difference between the 
number of reconstn~ction projects planned, those undertaken, ant1 those cornpleted.'81 The 
principal cause of this gap involves the funds that have been diverted to cover security costs for 
thesc projects, which have turned out to be far higher then originally anticipated. ivlore than 25 
percent of rcconstruction funding has been spent oil security costs related to the i n ~ u r g e n c y . " ~  
'I hus while 93 percent of the roughly $30 billion in US funds for reconstruction have been 
allocated, only 1,887 of the 2,784 projects undertaken hove bccn completed.'83 Making matters 
worse, the US Special Inspector General for Iraq Recol~struction estimates that $650-750 million 
will be needcd annually to operate and maintain these projects a f e r  they are 
1)roblems with poor managclnent and graft have also hobbled the reconstruction effort.ln5 

More reconstruction funds will be needed; however, the administration has yet to request them 
from Congress. If and when that happcns, Congress will likely demand a plan to reduce security 
costs and graft. The fonner, at least, might be reduced by applying the oil spot strategy. 

I 8 0  "'I'ransition to and From t-lostilitics," Defense Science Board 2004 Summer Study, September 2, 2004; Borxou 
Daragahi, ''Iraclis L.ook at Cuts in I'ayroll,'' Los Angeles Times, June 6 ,  2005, p. 1; and Jonathan S. Landay and John 
Walcott, "Iraq Rcconstructiu~~ EShrts Overcome by Ongoing Violence," Knight Ridder Newspapers, October 16, 
2004. 

I S 1  Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction, b1e.ssage Jrom the Special Inspecfor General /Vr Iruq 
Hrcon.str~lction, Report to Congress. October 30, 2005, p. 3. 

1x2 Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction, ,bfessrrgr j'iotn the Special Ins~>ecror Grnerul $ 1 1 -  Iraq 
Re~conctritction, p. 3 .  According to the Anny Corps of Engineers, security costs were originally estimated at nine 
percent of a project's total projected cost. Rick Jenris, "Iraq Rebuilding Slows as 1J.S. Money for Projects Dries 
Up," I!SA Todcl~., October 10,2005, p. I .  

I" Special 111spector General for Iraq Reconstruction, illes.rcige j rom the Special Inspector General /2~r  Iruq 
Rrcon.~truction, p. 9 ;  and James Glanz, "Funds Fade, Deaths Rise and Iraq Rebuilding is Spotty," New York Times. 
Octobsr 3 1. 2005. 

164 Special Inspectnr General for Iraq Reconstruction, hfessage porn the Special Inspector General for Iraq 
Recon.>tr~lctlon, p.  4. 

185 For example, estimates are that Iraq loses some $2 billion a year in stolen oil. American officials report that there 
is almost no oversight of a contractor once he is awarded a job. Craig Smith, "Even in Iraqi City Cited as Model, 
Rebuilding Efforts are Hobbled," Arew York Times, September 18, 2005, p. 1; and Alex Rodriguez, "Graft Holds 
Back Ficonomy," C'hicc~go T r i h u n ~ ,  September 25, 2005. 



Consistent with the oil spot strategy, the reconstnict~on campaign should be focused aliilost 
- - 

exclusively on areas that have been secured by the government or are in the process of being 
secured (i.e.. the focus of oil spot operations).'R6 The reconstruction effort is, by necessity, 
"preferential" in nature. The Iraqi population in the Green Zone or in the areas targeted for 
offensives (i.e., the oil spots) should be accorded priority in reconstruction prc~jects, owing to 
several factors. First, they should be rewarded for their loyalty to the effort to create a democratic 
Iraq. Scconcl, as a practical matter, reconstiuction in the Green Zone will result in rcduced 
sccurity prerniurn costs, since the area is relatively secure when compared to the four provinces 
that comprise the Red Zone."' Finally, projects in the Green Zone are more likely to be 
sustained over time: again thanks to better levels of security. 

l'he reconstruction campaign should place priority on those projects which are most important to 
the population. But other factorslnietrics are important, as well. For example, emphasis should be 
given to projects that can be conipleted relatively quickly-to demonstrate the government's 
willingness and ability to improve the lives of its citizens. This is especially important in areas 
that arc targeted for oii spot offensives. Projects that employ large numbers of Iraqis-and thus 
which reduce unemployinent--should also be given priority. Iraqis who are earning a living 
wage whlle also actively participating in work that will improve their lives are likely to be less 
prone to seek Income by planting IEDs. "Stand alone" projects that do not require the support of 
a national infrastructure should also be accorded priority, as they are less likely to be victimized 
by acts of sabotage against the provincial or national infra~tructure . '~~ Again, this holds true 
p~~rticularly in relatively unsecure areas, such as those targeted for oil spot offensives.ln9 Finally, 

I kh For an insightful discussion on the role security forces might play in reconstruction efforts, see I "  Cavalry 
Division, Dc/>c~ting the Irc~cli In.surgo~c)i (Baghdad, Iraq: May 2004). 

IH7 . I'he lack of security in Iraq has seen a progressive increase in the cost of protecting those engaged in 
reconstruction projects, and the projects themselves. Following the spring 2004 uprisings, for example, the United 
States shifted $3.4 billion away from water, electricity and oil infrastructure projects to pay for ISF training and 
equipment. James Glanz, "Security Vs. liebuilding: Kurdish Town Loses Out," New York Times, April 16, 2005, p. 
1. Overall, roughly $5  billion of the $18.4 billion allocated for reconstruction has beer1 allocated to the 1SF. T. 
C'luistian Miller, "Violence Trumps Kebuilding in Iraq," Los Angcles Times, February 2 1 ,  2005, p. 1. Moreover, in 
some cases contractors \xlerc: forced to allocate one quarter of a project's budget for security. Erik Eckholm, 
"Rethinkillg Reconstruction: Grand U.S. Plan Fractures Again," New York Times, April 17, 2005. In one case, 
involving the installation of power generators in Kirkuk, 141 of the 323 workers involved in the project were there 
to provide security. Caryle Murphy and Bassam Sebti, "Power Grid in Iraq Far From Fixed," IYc~shington Post, May 
i ,  2005, p. i .  

18s The Iraqi planning minister, Barham Salih, alluded to this when he stated, "It is now clear that these 
megapsojects, though essential, have not succeeded in providing quickly enough for Iraqis' basic needs like 
electricity, water and sanitation." James Glanz, "Iraqis Press Donors for Billions More in Iieconstruction Aid," New 
York Tines, July 19, 2005. This call present some difficult choices. For example, Inany Iraqis are angry over the 
inability to provide reliable electrlc power. Repairing the existing national infrastructure is proving difficult, 
especially in the Face of insurgent eCCorts at sabotage. Many enterprising Iraqis have come up with a local solution to 
the problem: thousands of small generators. One wonders if this "local" strategy might have proven more effective. 
Murphy and Sebti, "Power Cisid in Iraq Far From Fixed," p. 1. 

IS9 Thc problems associated with an emphasis on large projects linked to the national infrastructure and contracted 
out to rrrajor constructior~ firms in lieu of emphasizing local projects that maximize employment and provide near- 
term benefits (to provide som~ething tangible upon which the people can rest their hopes for a better life) are well- 
represented by the story of Abdul Mohammed Sabeeh. Mr. Sabeeh, a resident of Baghdad, has become known in his 
local community as "Minister of the Generator." "I should be called the minister of electricity," says Sabeeh, 
"because I do the job better than the real guy." What Sabeeh has done in the face of Baghdad's frequent blackouts is 
to create his own local electri'c company. Starting with orie generator, Sabeeh sells electricity to local residents. His 



owing to its doininiint role in the lraqi economy, the nation's oil infrastructure should remain a 
I 90 priority concern in the reconstruction effoi-ts. 

In developing reconstruction metrics, it is not the nuinber of reconstruction projects started- 
rather, i t  is the nuinber conlpleted and that endure (i.e., that are not sabotaged by thc insurgents) 
that matter. Few thlngs are as discouraging to the population (or injurious to the govern~nent's 
reputation) than having a ~najor reconstruction project (e.g., school, medical aid station, sewage 
lines, etc.) completed, only to see i t  undone by the insurgents in short order. For this reason 
reconstruction projects must bc intimately linked to security operations and intelligence 
operations. 

OIL SPOT: INITIAL OPERATIONS 
By playing a key rolc in establishing enduring security, local police forces will help convince the 
local population that the government is serious about protecting them. The overall objective, of 
course, is winning pcoplc's active support, to the point where they begin providing the 
government with intelIigence on insurgcnts who have gone to ground in the securcd area. Once 
thc population sees the benefits of security and reconstruction, local elections can be  held. Given 
limited nlilitary and financial resources, the targets for oil spot offensives must be  carefully 
chosen. Two important targets are the areas around Baghdad and the northern city of  Mosul. 
Both are key political and economic centers that border relatively secure areas. A s  Iraq's capital, 
Baghdad has great symbolic value. Both are also within the operational area of US forces, the 
Coalition's most capable. Operations analogous to the oil spot approach were undertaken by the 
US Army's First Cavalry Division in late 2004 and early 2005, in portions of ~ a ~ h d a d . " '  These 
operations have apparently been continued by the Army's 3'" Infantry Division, which replaced 
the Cavalry Division in April 2005. 

Amcrican and Iraqi forces might refine their choice by targeting those areas where they can find 
tribal allies. To fac~litate tribal support, the Coalition should design reconstruction efforts to 
insure that cooperative local sheiks receive "credit" in the eyes of their tribes for the 
reconstruction project. This will create incentives for the tribe to help ensure that reconstruction 

clients now nun~ber over 100 Ynchi !. Drezze.n., "?.~lnnir?g On! nf Power 2nd Patience, !raqis Turn to Mr. Sabeeh," 
ilk11 Street Journal, February 9 ,  2004, p. 1.  

190 The insurgents have made sabotaging Iraq's creaky oil production and distribution infrastructure a priority, and 
have been generally successful in their efforts to limit its recovery, especially in northern Iraq. In 2004, there were 
over 250 acts of sabotage against Iraq's oil iriliastructure. James Glanz, "Insurgents Wage Precise Attacks on 
Baghdad Fuel," Nwv York Times, February 21, 2005, p. 1. The problem became so severe that early in 2005 steps 
were taken to form three dedicated oil security battalions to protect the critical oiI production and distribution assets 
around Kirkuk, which was producing at only two-thirds of its 1.2 million barrellday capacity. David Axe, "lraq 
Establishes Oil Security Force," Wa.vhinpton li'mes, March 24, 2005, p. 16. An absence of security also encourages 
smuggling. The Iraqi government's policy of heavily subsidizing fuel prices creates a high incentive for corrupt 
individuals to smuggle the fuel abroad, where it can be sold at market prices to realize high profits. Howard 
LaFranchi, "Why lraq Oil Money IIasn't Fueled Rebuilding," Clrristian Science Monitor, July 14,2005. 

I'll Author's correspondence with MG Peter Chiarelli, commanding general, 1" Cavalry Division, August 8, 2005; 
and MG Peter Clliarelli and Major Patrick Michaelis, "Winning the Peace: The Requirements for Full-Spectrum 
Operations," Military Rclie~r*, July-August 2005, pp. 4-1 7. 



succeeds, and it ]nay help persuade them to provide intelligence on potential acts of sabotage or 
even to activcly support security operations. 

Once local police forces are ready to assume principal responsibility fbr local security, ]nost Iraqi 
and US anny unlts, along with the national police, should deploy to expand the oil spot further. 
Howrever, some quick rcaction forces must remain in the 111itial oil spot area to insure the local 
po l~ce  habe prompt support if needed. 

Although expanding the oil spot, protecting key national infrastructure, and consolidating 
previously secured areas are the counterinsurgent forces' top priorities, Iraq's four unsecured 
provinces cannot sirnply be abandoned to the insurgents. Small, extended patrols of  US and lraqi 
special oper-ations forces in the Red Zone can provide intelligence and early warning of 
significant insurgent activities, while denying insurgents sanctuary and limiting their ability to 
rest, refit, and plan. If the insurgents occupy a major town or city, as was the case with Fallujah, 
and attempt to establish their rule over the area, US  and lraqi forces should mount a "punitive 
expeditioii" io defeat therri. Siill, such operations must always remain subordinate to the overall 
oil spot strategy oriented on protecting the population, not pursing insurgent forces. 

Importantly, given growing concerns over Ammy recruiting problems and declining popular 
support among Americans, it should be possible to execute the strategy, including the Baghdad 
and Mosul offensives, with substantially fewer than the 160,000 US troops now in lraq, for 
several reasons. First, substantially ~ncreasing the number of embedded US advisers In Iraqi units 
will enable them to become inore capable more quickly. Second, curtailing ill-advised sweep 
operations will cnable US i'orces to be employed more productively. Finally, retaining and 
assigning capable senior US oi'ficers in lraq for extended periods can dramatically enhance 
military efkct i~eness ,  even at lower force levels. 

By enabling a reduction In LrS force levels, this strategy yields salutary effects for the war's 
other two centers of gravity. It will allay the American people's concerns that Iraqis are not 
shouldering their fair sharc of the war burden. Clearly, it will also reduce the strain on an 
overextended Anny and Marine Corps. 

THE GRAND BARGAIN 
General Sir Gerald Templer, Britain's high commissioner and director of operations during the 
Malayan insurgency in the 1950s, observed that the political and military elements of 
counterinsurgency must be "completely and utterly i n t e ~ ~ e l a t e d . " ' ~ ~  So, too, must they be in Iraq. 
While the military operations take the foml of the oil spot campaign, political efforts should aim 
to strike a "grand bargain" with the Iraqi people. 193 

'" Asprey, Warm (he Shr~~kovv.~, p. 570 

193 Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad has made a version of the "grand bargain" (his term is "national compact") a key 
part of overall US strategy in Iraq. See Zalrrlay Khalilzad, "Iraq's Compact with America," Ct'c~ll Sireei Journal, 
August 3 ,  2005, p. 10. 



As the oil spot gladually expands, it will progressively isolate the ~nsurgents and reduce their 
ability to coerce the population. But security operations are only one eleinent of an overall 
strategy to defcat the insurgency. In conjunction with the Baghdad and Mosul security 
offensives, and follow-on offinslves to secure the areas north and west of  Baghdad, the United 
States and its Iraqi allies should attempt to develop a grand bargain among the Iraq people that 
lays the foundatior~ for the gradual development of  the broad base of support needed to sustain an 
l r q  clemocl-acy 

The grand bargain cuts across key Iraqi religious and ethnic groups and across key family and 
tribal units. Its underlying assumptions are that there are significant elements of each major 
ethnic ~uid religious group that are willing to support the vision of a democratic, unified Iraq; that 
a sufficiently broad coalition can be formed, over time, to achieve this end; and that the United 
Statcs is willing to undertake a long-term effort to insure the grand bargain's success. The Kurds 
will likely be the easiest to win over. They want the irisurgency defeated and a long-term US 
presence to protect them against Shiite dominance or a Sunni restoration, as well as against 
external threats from Iran and Turkey. A small, but significant, Sunni elcmcnt rnay alsci want the 
insurgency defeated, if it can be assured of a long-tenn US presence to hedge against both Shiite 
domination (and retribution) and lranian doniirlation of a Shiite-led government. Like the Kurds, 
most Shiites want the insurgency defeated. Some are also wary of Iranian attempts to subvert 
Iraqi independence:. These Shiites inay also acccpt a long-tenn US presence to guard against 
Iranian subversion and to minimize the risks of a civil war that would threaten their natural 
advantage in numbers in an lrayi democracy. 

The grand bargain does not seek to win over any principal Iraqi group entirely, only a substantial 
clement of each on the way to gaining a critical Inass in support of the objectivcs of a unified, 
democratic Iraq. S ~ n c e  defeating the insurgency is but one step toward achieving these 
ohjcctives, each group would have an incentive to retain some residual US forces as "&wests" 
beyond the insurgency's defeat. Such a presence would both moderate the danger that the young 
deinocracy would fall into civil war, and reduce the risk of external subversion, coercion or 
aggression. iZ long-term US rnllitary presence also is critical to achieving the United States' 
broader security objectives, which include offenng a "third way" alternative apart from despotic 
and radical Islamic rcgimes to people in the region, and to stem the proliferation of  nuclear 
weapons. 

Stitching this coalition together requires a keen awareness of Kurdish, Arab Shiia and Arab 
Sunni interests, and those factions within each group that might participate in the grand bargain. 
It also requires a good understanding of Iraqi tribal politics. In many areas of Iraq, the tribe and 
exterlded family are the f'oundation of society. Unlike in most Western socictics, they represent 
an alternative of sorts to the government. To some extent, the Iraqi nation can be viewed as a 
super tribal structure. Thc nation docs not replace the tribelclan but emulates it at a higher level 

194 of abstraction. Thus the extended familyltribe can function as a key source o f  regime 

194 Perhaps the clearest example of this tribal influence is Sound in Saudi Arabia, where the state is named after a 
family-the IIouse of Saucl. Saddam's Hussein's rule to a great extent represents the dominance of a familyltribe 
and its tribal allies over other tribes. 



? 7 legitimization. Illis can be seen in Saddam's use of his family, extencled family and tribal 
relations to sustain his rule. Saddain helped restore tribal identity in Iraq as a means of using the 
sheiks to solidify his grip on power outside of his immediate group (which dominated Satldam's 
sccurity service and Special Republican Guards). Saddam gave allied tribal leaders money and 
significant autonomy over their areas in exchange for their fealty and help in controlling the 
countryside. Such alliances may prove important to the coalition today even though 
tribalifamilia1 ties are far less binding among the urban populations that characterize Iraq. (Over 
two-thirds of Iraq's population resides in urban areas.) 

Indeed, some tribal leaders' authority inay be eroding as a consequence of the attraction that 
radical Islainism holds for many Iraqi youth. Thus, it  may be possible to win the support of some 
sheiks by playing to their fears that the insurgents' success will pernlanently eclipse their 
privileged role in Iraqi society. 

There are roughly 150 tribes in Iraq of varying size and influence; at least 75 percent of Iraqis are 
l o <  . . 

members of these tribes."> Moreover, t'here are roughly 20-30 large tribes or federations- 
qnbila--that number inore than 100,000 each. The qabila are segmented into clans, houses and 
extended filmilies.'" At least two tribal coalitions led by Sunnis-The Iraqi National League for 
Chiefs of Tribes and the lraqi Tribal National Council-might be the foundation of the Sunni 
element of a grand bargain.'"' 

An effort should he made to exploit divisions among what appear to be homogeneous extended 
families and tribes, but whose rivalries often go back many generations. How might penetration 
achieved? Alliances formed that will support the grand bargain? It requires systematically 
mapping of the hunian terrain on which this war is being fought. The primary emphasis is on 
social data, which involves the mapping of: 

Family, clan and tribal structures to develop an understanding of the principal groups and 
their location and, if possible, disposition toward the Coalition; 

Fissures within tribes, clans and families, to include "Old Guard" leaders and younger 
generation "hot hcads;" 

- Eistories sf the !oyr?!ties and ''blood feuds"'" 8vvithin and among tribal groups, with 
jx~rticulnr emphasis on unresolved feuds; 

1"s Stephen J. (Iilain, "Stronghold Can Backlire: Iraqi Tribes are Key Source of L.oyalty, Rebellion," IVall Street 
Journ~rl, May 23, 2000. 

1'16 Iraqi tribal infonnation available at http:llwww.answers.com/topic/arab-tribes-in-irag. 

197 Council on Foreign Relations, "Iraq: The Role of Tribes," Background QU, November 14, 2003, available at 
h t tp : / /~v~~v.cf r .o r~ubl ic ; l t ion l76X 111raq.html. 

198 "As a result of mistakes, American soldiers killed Iraqi people in the tribal areas. Immediately they traded off the 
tribal d u e  of 'sharaf.' Sharaf means 'honcr.' 'If you kill a cousin of mine, I'm honor-bound to lull one of you.' And 
this introduced a very tleadly, vicious circle of blood revenge, which is very, very difficult to resolve." Deborah 



Ilnresolved feuds with the new Iraqi government or Coalition forces; 

Political inclinations of dominant familiesltribes, and their sources of power and 
legitimacy; and 

7 3 frib;~l ties to familiesltribes in other countries (e.g., Iran, Syria, Turkey) with an eye 
toward both foreign powers' ability to influence events in Iraq and the Coalition's ability 
to work with these tribes to bring pressure on Iraq's neighbors. 

A key factor in a tribe's disposition rnay center on the tradition of blood feuds within Iraq's tribal 
culturc and in its socicty in general. In tribal culture, if a member of one's extended family 
(/chain) is killed, the other members of the family are obligated to avenge the death. Thus the 
killing or injuring of a tribal member by Coalition forces may inadvertently trigger a blood feud 
with that tribe. A high priority for the Coalition-especially with those tribes it seeks to cultivate 
as allies--must be to minimlzc the risks of becoming involved in blood feuds. Where a blood 
feud exists, stcps must be taken to end it, if possible, in accordance with tribal concepts of 
h I"' onor. Thus Iraq's tribal culture reinforces traditional counterinsurgency doctrine that 
advocates the minimum use of force and maximum reliance on local police forces, who know the 
local population best, to provide security. Minimizing the number of blood feuds between Iraqi 
goven~mcnt and US forccs and the tribes, while maximizing them between the tribes and the 
insurgents, may pro1.e an important metric of progress in the war. 

The potential benefits of tribal alliances are substantial, with the greatest being the prospect of 
making progress in winning the intclligence war that is key to defeating the insurgency. Accurate 
tribal mapping can guide the formation of alliances between the govemment and certain tribes 
and fiunilles; improve vetting of military recruits and civil servants; anti enhance intelligence on 
thc insurgents' organization and infrastructure. It could facilitate the grand bargain by identifying 
the Kurd, Sunni, and Shiite tribes that are most likely to support a unified, independent, 
dernocl-atic Iraqi statc. In return for their support, tribal allies should receive more immediate 
benefits, such as priority in security and reconstruction operations. 

There are risks in making allies of tribal goups.  Tribal alliances are often ephemeral, and the 
Coalition must be prepared to shift allegiance between rival tribes rapidly. There is also the risk 
of trihes emerging as alternatives tn the govemment, althong? this concern pdes  in comparison 
to the danger posed by existing ethnic militias such as the Kurdish peshmerga, and Shiia groups 
like the Badr Brigade and Mahdi Army. Taking on one tribe as an ally may make enemies out of 
rival tribes that heretofore were neutral. I t  will take diligence and expert diplomacy to make this 
element of the strategy work. 

Arnos, "Influential tribal leader of A1 Anbar province in Iraq proposes to open talks between US officials and tribal 
chiefs," National Public Radio. August 2, 2004. See also Amatzia Baram, "Post-Saddam Iraq: What Follows a U.S.- 
Led Intervention." Poli~:), Wutch, April 9 ,  2002; and Richard Engel, "Fractured Iraqi Constitution a Product of its 
History," NBC News. October 14, 2005, available at http:llw~vw.msnbc.rnsn.comiid/96X7670/. 

'" Johun Plesner, Foreign Power- urrd Arab C'u1tur.e: Whut is an "Honor-Shume Culture? How Might it mutter to 
U.S. t7orelgn Policy.? (Cambridge, MA: Long-Tenn Strategy Project, 2004). 



A THREE-PHASE APPROACH 
As progress is made in crafting the grand bargain and the t h t  oil spot offensives are co~npleted. 
the strategy would enter its second phase. Phase I1 would see a significanl reduction in [IS force 
levcls-from 100-120,000 to perhaps as few as 60,000, reflecting the growing strength of the 
Iraq1 go~etnment and security forces, and declining insurgent strength. The most capable lraqi 
units would see embeddcd ITS advisers begin to phase out. Over time, ,as thc insurgent threat 
shrii~ks to an insignificant problem, the third phase of the strategy would be implemented. Phasc 
I11 \\~ould see the withdrawal of the US military units and most advisors, save for a residual US 
military presence. numbering perhaps 15,000-30,000 troops, to deter predators such lrun and 
Syria from subverting or coercing the infant Iraqi democracy. This US security umbrella ~ , o u l d  
also eliminate Baghdad's need to pursue costly nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons 
programs. Importantly, a residual US presence would also discourage internal Iraqi factions from 
contemplating a civil w:tr or attempting a coup to overthrow the government. 

Rebellions cun he murle by twy,,fcrcent clctive in u striking.force, and 98 
percc'nt ,utrssivcl~1 syny~athetic. 

T. E. Lawrence ("of Arabia") 

How long will the insurgency in Iraq last? How long will the United States and its Coalition 
allies need to maintain a sizable troop presence in Iraq? This is a critical question, as it affects 
the war's three centers of gravity. First, owing to the Bush Administration's equating of success 
in the war to bringing US troops home, rightly or wrongly reductions i n  troop strength have 
becoiile an iinportant measurc of success in the ~n inds  of the American people. This i~npression 
has been solidified by rnany administration critics, who generally call for an accelerated troop 
withdrawal, or at least a timetable for pulling American forces out of Iraq. The question, of 
course, is critical to the Arniy's ii~stitutional health, given its growing recruiting woes. Finally, 
the Iracji people arc anx.ious to have foreign troops depart their country (:although Washington 
should hope that a significant residual force is permitted to remain as a "guest" of Iraq). 

Unfoi-tunutely, no definitive answer can be provided to this important question. As the 
adiniiiistration has aptly put it, any troop drawdown must be .'conditions-based."20' Other than 
saying that insurgencies are typically protracted affairs, there is not much more one can say in 
terms of how quickly the insurgents can be brought to heel. One might ask why some 
conventional wars have been long, while others have been short. There are myriad factors that 

LOO I .  E. I,awrence, "The Evolution of a Revolt," p. 22, available at http:/hv~vw- 
c~sc.arin~.mi1l~arlldownloadi~sip~bs/lawrence.~df. 

LO1  . The: Hush Administration appears to equate troop reductions solely to progress in defeating the insurgency. 
Again, however, other conditions that may require a drawdown are those associated with maintaining Arnerican 
domestic support for the war effort, and the need to avoid a recruiting crisis in the Army. 



are involved in determining the length of a conflict, which are difficult to predict in advance, and 
even during the conllict itself. I n  short, the ability to predict the length of a war is not very good. 
Many thought the war in 1914 would be over "before the leaves fall." Yet the war dragged on for 
over four years. Many thought the war on the westeiu front in 1940 would be a long stalemate, 
yet i t  was over in six weeks. The Filipino insurrection which at times seemed intractable 
collapsetl when its charismatic leader, Emilio Aquinaldo, was captured. 'The Greek insun-cction, 
which appeared to have a chance of success, collapsed when its sanctuaries and principal source 
of aid through Yugoslavia were cut off. The Huk rebellion, which seemed to pose a scrious threat 
to Filipino security, withered when Ramon hlagsaysay, a charismatic government leader, took 
the helm in the Philippines. The tide was turncd rather quickly in Malaya when classical 
counterinsurgency doctrine was adopted. 

Many insurgcncics last a decade or more once they reach Phasc I1 operations, for two reasons. 
First, it  often requires a major effort for the insurgents to shifi from guerrilla warfare to open 
battle against government forces. Moving from Phase I1 to Phase 111 operations thus takes a 
considerable amount of time to bring about. Aitemariveiy, for the government to re-estabiisn 
security and restore people's confidence, it must typically engage in the time-consuming process 
of rebuilding security throughout the country. Oftentimes, the government must institute reforms 
that will pre-empt the cause the insurgerits are espousing to mobilize support. This process also 
tends to be time-consurning. For an examination of several insurgencies that had relatively brief 
durations, see Appendix F: Short Lived Insurgencies. 



il runll~t~,. cfoc~.\ plot gillc V O L I  cupnbifity. It gives yozr n~~rnber.~.~"' 

Donald Rumsfeld 
On ISF Force Lcvcls, February 2005 

To clatc, both the Bush Administration and its critics have, at times, focused on problematic 
metrics for measuring success in the war. Critics, for example, often use insurgent strength to 
gauge progress, or the lack thereof. However, in the ease of Iraq, it does not appear that 
attempting to count the enemy wou!d he a particu!ar!y useful measure of his strength or US 

70 i progrcss in thc war.- This metric runs the risk of encouraging a "body-count" approach to 
704 gauging success, as occurred in Vietnam.- Traditionally, the surest way to reduce insurgent 

strength is to win thc licarts and minds of the population, and deny the insurgents access to the 
people by providing them with security. Once insurgent access to the people is denied, the 
insurgents' recruiting s'ource dries u p h i s  forces are attrited indirectly. This f o i ~ n  of attrition is 
~nuch  more likely to bt: sustained than the direct approach that puts prirnary emphasis on killing 

'@' h1;irk blazzetti, "lIo\v Will the 1J.S. Know When to Pass the Baton'?" Los rlngelr?~ Times, February 3, 2005. 

"" While the administration: has shied away from focusing on irisur-gent force levels, it does appear to have placed 
emphasis on rrictrics that gauge the infiltration rates of foreign jihadists into Iraq, and those that are killed. The 
rationale for adopting these metrics seems to stem from the conviction that the foreign jihadists are primarily 
responsible for the more spectacular attacks that generate media attention-and the misperceptions as  to the true 
level of security in Iraq. 'I'he data indicate "progress" in that the number of foreign fighters entering Iraq has 
declined, along with the number of suicide attacks. Howevcr, Inore than twice as many foreign jihadists appear to 
ha:,= infi!t:a:ed =:.e: the !a:;: six months as have been killed or captured. It is not clear how accurate the data are 
regarding infiltration, as Coalition forces do not have the capability to secure the country's borders. Thus it is 
unclear whether these ~netrics are all that useful in gauging progress toward securing the war's centers of  gravity. 
Uradlcy Ciraham, "Zarqawi 'Hijacked' Insurgency," Wl~shirzgtorz Post, September 28,2005, p. 17. 

"4 There are concerns that recent US sweep operations in unsecure provinces like Anbar and Ninewah are being 
evaluated "using body counts as a benchmark." Ellen Knichneycr, "US Claims Success in Iraq Despite Onslaught," 
FVa.n.vhington Post, September 19. 2005, p. I .  

205 . rhe  sweep operations (as opposed to emphasis on oil spot operations) that often characterize US operations in the 
unsecurc provinces have proven ineffective in helping the Coalition win the critical intelligence war against the 
etlellly. One survcy found that over 400,000 US patrols had generated only 6,000 intelligence reports at the brigade 
level, according to an Ariny intelligel~ce director. Yet in one month, August 2005, over 3,000 tips were provided by 
Iraqi citizens on insurgent operations. This would seem to indicate that sweeps and patrols are not particularly 
effective in securing badly ~necded intelligence. It also indicates that the Iraqi people are willing to provide tips, 
provided they feel secure enough to do so. Department of Defense, Meusurirzg Stubility urzd Security in Imq, p. 19; 
and "IJS Faces (iap in 'I~~telligence War' in Iraq," Christitrn Science Monitor, November 5, 2004. 



Historically, i t  has often becn exceedingly difficult to obtain an accurate assessment of  insurgent 
force lcvels. Unlike the counterinsurgcnt forces, niany insurgents are not "hll-time" pa~ticipants 
in the conflict. Solme "insurgents" engage in hostile activities not because they are "true 
believers" (e.g., are devoted to the Ba'atliist, radical Islamist, etc. cause), but because they are 
coerced into participal.ing (e.g., owing to the absence of security), or co-opted (e.g., unelnployed 
Iraclis who will plant ail IED for a k c ) .  

It IS also t e ~ n p t ~ n g  to 1:ieasure the nu~nber of combat incidents as a slgn of ~nsurgent strength, and 
the lack thereof as a sign of their weakness. 'This must be done with care, however, as a lack of 
insurgent act~vity does not nccessar~ly mean success for the counterinsurgent forces. For 
example, the combat ~ n c ~ d e n t s  around Fallujah in the sulniiier of 2004 were q u ~ t e  low. Yet this 
was hardly a measure of the counterinsurgcnt forces' success. Rather, it was a clear signal of 
their ~mpotence, as the ~nsurgents had occupied the city and the Coalition proved unwilling to 
challenge thein. 

Conversely, a large number of insurgent attacks may reflect their weakness, and not their 
strength. A rash of attacks might result from insurgents' fears that they are losing the war and 
must do something dramatic to reverse their fortunes. Consider, for example, the spike in 
insurgent activity around the time of the January 2005 elections. 'These attacks were motivated 
out of insurgent fear of a successful election, not their growing strength. This was borne out by 
the decline in insurgent activity following the elections, which showed that the surge in attacks 
was a spike in activity, arid not a function of increase insurgent strength. 

Ne\~ertheless, it is worth tracking the intensity of insurgent activity, not necessarily to get a sense 
of whether progress is being made in defeating them, but rather in attempting to understaild their 
priorities and the trends in their behavior. For example, combat incident trends could provide 
insights on the pattern of enemy attacks. Are the insurgent's increasingly operating in larger 
b ~ o u p s  (possibly indicating a shift to a higher phase of insurgent operations)? Or are the 
insurgents breaking down into smaller units (indicating, perhaps, that their efforts to put greater 
pressure on the govt:rnrnent are failing)? What are the insurgent's targeting? Are they 
emphasizing attacks on US forces (hence directing their focus on the non-Iraqi centers of  
gravity)? 011 the national infrastructure (to demonstrate the Baghdad regime's impotence)? On 
the Iraqi people thelnselves (indicative, perhaps, of  the insurgents' determination to block 
cooperation with the government)'? 

Insurgent incidents ~riight be examined in terms of' their effects over time. For example, do 
insurgent sabotage attacks significantly retard reconstruction efforts? Do attacks on Iraqi 
government officials enjoy a growing rate of success? Or are trends pointing in a different 
direction? 

These data may also be examined to determine the oil spot strategy's success. For example, if the 
illsurgents are moving away from attacks on government officials, or if these attacks are 
experiencing a Fir lower success rate, then efforts to protect key government officials may be  
paying off. 



To thc exteiil that US casualties erode support for the war among American soldiers in particular 
and the Ai~icrican public in general, they are an important metric in gauging progress. Ilowever, 
given the current casualty rate, which is well below that suffered in Vietnam, i t  is ~ i o t  clear that 
this is the case. Rcrnarkably, the support of those inost in danger--American soldiers and 
marines-remains strong. Both the Amiy and the Marine Corps are exceeding their reenlistment 

206 rates. Ironically, it is the Anny's recruitment efforts that are experiencing difficulties, an 
indication that Americans in general are increasingly reluctant to serve. 

As tor the American public, it is not clear that its support is linked to the casualty late. Unlike in 
the Vietnam era. no US cit~zen risks becoming a casualty in Iraq unless they volunteer for 
military servlce. To be sure, the ,American public might, at some point, become horrified by the 
level of  US casualtics. Still. this might just as eas~ly  lead to a redoubling of the American 
people's detennination to see the war through to a victorious conclusion, 11s to stimulate demands 
for a troop withdrawal. 

Arguably, two other factors weight more heaviiy in the minds of Americans than the current 
casualty rate. One is the --free rider problem." As the insurgency progresses through its third 
year, it seems likely that an increasing number of A~nericans will be expecting Iraqi citizens to 
demonstrate thcir willi~ngness to fight thc insurgency in defense of' the govemnient they have 
chosen. Similarly, if US soldiers and marines believe that the Iraqis do not want to fight for their 
own fr-eedoin against undcinocratic insurgent movements, they niay become increasingly 
I-eluctant to make sacrifices on behalf of what are perceived to be ungrateful beneficiaries. This 
reinforces the importance of  fielding capable Iraqi police and military units. 

Until recently, the Uniled States has been attempting to measure its effectiveness in standing up 
the ISF almost entircly in terms of inputs-that is, the number of lrayis trained and equipped, as 
opposed to focusing on outputs-how these newly fonned units are performing in thc field. 
Pentagon briefings have habitually cited the size of the ISF which, as this chapter's introductory 
quote from Secretary Runlsfeld indicates, does not necessarily translate into combat 
effe~tiveness.'~' 

Sccond, more broadly, the American people (as well as the Anlerican Soldier and the Iraqi 
people) must believe that progress is being made toward bringing the insurgency under control 
anti defeating it. P1.1t another way, are American lives and treasure being sacrificcd tc  bring the 
United States closcr to achieving its objectives? Are the lraqi people shouldering their fair share 

106 "The Anny, Navy, Air Force, and Marines are all on track to meet or exceed the~r reenl~stment goals for the 
year " George W Hush. "Prt.s~dent's Weekly Radlo Address," August 13, 2005. 

207 - rile recent Defense Department report to Congress on the subject of measu.ring the effectiveness of 
counterinsurgency opcrotions in Iraq depicts progress in standing up the ISF primilrily in terms of the numbers of 
Iraqis trained and equipped. Kecently, however, the metrics have been expanded to include assessing the readiness 
of Iraqi battalions for operations, to include operations Independent of USiCoalition forces or those in which the 
Iraqis take the lead. Another metric looks at how many lraqi forces are taking on their own area of responsibility 
from USiCoalitiori forces. These expanded metrics are a step in the right direction. However, as will be discussed 
below, they do not provide the kind of tight linkage desired between ISF capabilities and securing the war's centers 
of gravity. See Department of Defense, Mc~asuring Strrbility andsecurity in I r q ,  pp. 27-32. 



of the burden? One way of measuring such support IS through public opinion polls. These polls 
have generally shown a decline in public support for US troop deployments to Iraq, and a 
growing skepticism ~ I I I  tile Bush Atiministration's con~peteiice to bring the war to a successful 
conclusion. 

TOWARD BETTER METRES 
There are other, less problematic, mctncs that could prove usefill in measuring the war's 
progress and takrng the pulsc of the war's centers o f  gravity. One concerns the Coalition's ability 
to destroy the insurgent command structure. To be sure, the Iraqi insurgents are hardly a unified 
group; however, as evidenced by ,4bu Mussab al-Zarqawi, the insurgency has leaders 
nonetheless. If the insurgents cannot protect their own leadership from being killed or captured, 
they are likely losing the ir~telligence war that is key to defeating the insurgency.208 This will 
probably discourage rccruitmcnt. as p~ospective recruits will infer that an insurgent movement 
that cannot shield the identity and location of its leaders can hardly be expected to protect its 
footsoldiers. 

The '-leadership" metri~s cuts both ways. The Iraqi government must minimize the assassinations 
of government officia~ls and religious leaders. From the population's perspective, if  the 
government cannot even protect its own, it is difficult to see how i t  can protect individual 
citizens from insurgent coercion and retribution.20Y 

Another useful metric ~nvolves insurgent defections. If insurgents are defecting in increasing 
numbers, or (better stlll) as a growing percentage of the overall Insurgent force, this would likely 
indicate that the government is winning over the "truc believers;" i.e., that hard-core itlsurgents 
are coming to believe that thelr cause is no longer worth fighting for. Success here also indicates 
that the counterinsurgent forces are winning the intelligence battle. Since winning that battle will 
very likely mean that ind~vidual citizens are stepping fonvard to provide information, it also 
ineans that the "hearts and mi~ltls" of the Iraqi people are being won over-and that a critical 
center of gravity is being secured. Sirnilarly, a true rncasure of a defector's status in the insurgent 
movement is the quality and quantity of "actionable intelligence" he  provides to government 
forces. 

208 The 1JS cornrnand keeps data on the number of senior jihadist leaders killed or captured. Thom Shanker and Eric 
Schmitt, "Terror Command in Fallujah is Half Destroyed, US Says," New York Tirnes, October 12, 2004. However, 
this data was not highlighted in the Defense Department's recent assessment to C:ongress. Rather, emphasis was 
placed on the political process. The Sunni Arab community's higher voter registration rolls arc sccn as a great 
success in the political dir~~ension of the conflict. However, it is far from clear that Sunni registration represents 
anythirlg Inore than an effort 011 their part to supplenient the insurgency with participation in the political process as 
a means to achieve their objective of a return to dominance in Iraq. Department of  Defense, ~Weas~rring Stability and 
Security in Irrrq, pp. 6-8. 

LO9 Of course, as with many nietrics, one must be carefiil in interpreting them. If, for example, the government were 
so thoroughly infiltrated by insurgents, it may no longer be necessary for the insurgei~ts to target government 
ofiicials. Or, if the insurgents believe US popular support for the war is weakening, they may intentionally shift their 
focus away from targeting governnlcnt officials and toward those targets (e.g., US troops) that are most likely to 
influence US domestic support for thc war. 



Another useful metric that links counterinsurgency operations to the intelligence war and the 
centers of gravity involves combat incidents between insurgent and counterinsurgent foi-ces. The 
focus here is not on the number of offensive opcrations that Coalition forces launch relative to 
the insurgents; rather, il: is the number of contacts that are initiated by Coalition forces relative to 
those initiated by the enemy. This metric is not intended to measure combat outcomes in the 
traditional (conventional) sense; that is, the goal here is not to measure insurgent forcc attrition. 
Rather, i t  is a surroga~te for determining progress in the intelligence war, which itself' is a 
sui-rogate for getting a handle on the population's disposition. A positive trend in this metric 
indicates that the popu1,ation is providing "actionable" intelligence on the identity and location of 
insurgents. If the trends Favor the Coalition, it would be an indication that the initiative is passing 
from the insurgents to thc counterinsurgent forces. 

A subset of this metric, the percentage of contacts with the enetny initiated by Iraqi forces, is far 
superior to counting Iraqi troops in determining thc Iraqi security forces' effectiveness. If the 
percentage of contacts with the enemy that are initiated by Iraqi forces is increasing, and if their 
share relative to that of other C o a i ~ t ~ o n  forces is aiso growing, it wouid indicate that Iraqi forces 
arc truly assuming Inore of the burden for Iraq's security and also winning the people's support. 
Positive trends in this metric could also encourage greater US popular support, since it would 
also onablc reductions i,n US troop deployments, thereby alleviating concerns about Iraqis acting 
as -'free ridcrs." 

Still :inother useful measure is the percentage of "actionable" i~itelligencc tips received from the 
population relative to those gained through lnilitary surveillance (reconnaissance aircraft or 
sccurity forces patrols, for example) and government intelligence operatives. A positive trend 
would indicate that thc people share the Coalition's objectibes and feel secure enough to 
volunteer infinnation on the insurgents (i.e., that the "hearts and minds" of the people are 
increasingly on the countennsurgellt's side). 

Another ~1sefi11 surrogate for measuring whether or not the government and its Coalition allies 
are making progress in winning the hearts and minds of the Iiaqi people involves IEIjs, or 
~inproviscd explosive dcvices. A usehl metric would be the ratio of IEDs detected versus those 
detonated. To capture t h ~ s  trend, IED intercept figures would have to be broken down by type. 
For example, the percentage of IEDs intercepted could be a function of govcrnmentlmilitary 
s~irvc~!!a!~c:e, tips from t ! ~  c~vi!ian pnpnlation, shoddy emplacement by the insurgents, improved 
countcrinsurgent methods of detect~ng IEDs, a reduction in unemploynent (leaving fewer Iraqis 
who are willing to plant an IED for a fee), changes on the conduct of operations,'"' or myriad 
other factors. While improvements in IED detection may stem, to some extent, from Coalition 
technical countermeasures (e.g., Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (LJAV) surveillance), the key here is 

210 For example, sweep or "uihack-a-mole" operations involving Coalition forces deploying into areas with which 
they are generally unfamiliar, and which lack security, offer rich opportunities for insurgents to emplace large 
numbers of  IEDs with little risk of  being caught. On the other hand, operations whose goal is establishing an 
enduring level of security will, over time, make emplacing an IED a progressively more difficult and dangerous 
proposition. Insurgents confronted with oil spot vice sweep operations rrlust contend with local police and 
intelligence forces, and a population that has both a stake in the future (thanks to sustained reconstruction) and a 
suflicier~t sense of security to report cases where IED er~iplacement occurs. 



to track the level and ~:ffectiveness of civiliail involveinent i l l  dealing with this Son11 of  insurgent 
attack, so as to gauge how effectively the counterinsurgent forces are securing the Iraqi people's 
confidence and support. Again the metric is linked back to one of the war's centers of  gravity: 
the Iraqi people. 

The Coalition might also employ "market nletrics" to assess progress. For example, the 
insurgents have exploited both the unemployed and the criininal element for support. They often 
pay Iraqis to plant IEDs and dcclare bounties for the killing of Iraqi governmetlt  official^.^" This 
indicates that thc insurgency may be strugglitlg to expand its ranks and must buy support. Given 
these circumstances, it would be helpful to keep track of the "market" in this aspect of  the 
conflict. What are thc insurgents offering to pay those who will plant an I E D ? ~ "  What kind of 
bounty are they placing on the lives of their enemies, and how does that price change over tirne? 
The assumption behind these "market" metries is that the higher the insurgents' price, the Sewer 
pcople there are willing to support them. This reduction in support could indicate the Coalition's 
success in improving security, in reducing unemployment, and in strengthening the popular 
commitlnent to the new regime, all of which would leave fewer people vulnerable to persuasion 
or  coercion by the  insurgent^.^" 

21 1 Insurgcnt leaders reportedly have dcvcloped a pay scale depending on the target: $1,000 for a Shiite, $2,000 for a 
~ncrnbcr of thc Iraqi National Guard and $7,000 for an American, which is an enticing amount money in a country 
with an average household income of $164 per month. "Bounties offered on Aniericans in Iraq," As.rociatt,d Press, 
November 19, 2004, available at ht~://abcnews.~o.co1~'lnternatio11a1iwireStow'!id=25389; and Gary Langer, 
"Poll: Iraqis Report Better Postwar Life," ARC Npws, March I ,  2004, available at 
l~ttp:~labcnews.~o.corni'lnte~.national/sto'id79272&uae= 1 .  

"' Therc is some e\'idencr: that ~t is possible to track the IED market, and that the US command is doing so. 
According to one sourcc. the cost to the insurgents to involvc themselves in attacks on US forces increased in 2004. 
Richard A. Oppel, Jr., "In Northen] Iraq, the lrlsurgency has 'Two Faces, Secular and Jihad. But a Corn~non Goal," 
New Yurk Times, Decernbcr 19. 2004. The potential to reduce the ranks of "casual" insurgents by lowering 
unemployn~ent and improving security would seem to be significant. As one Anny lieucenant colonel explained, "I 
hae met two guys now who say, ' I  don't love you and I don't hate you. Rut somebody's offered me $200 to set up a 
r~lortar or a [roadside bonib], and there's a bonus if we kill you." The problem, as one US general noted, are the 
large numbers of  rnen whcl "are young, uneinployed, [and] without hope." Doug Struck, "US Using Cash as  a 
Defensive Weapon," IVn.~hi~?gion Post, July 26,2004, p. 14. 

213 A rise on the price paid to those individuals planting and detonating IEDs may be indicators of US success in 
mecting importar~t objectives, such as econornic growth (which, by reducing unemployment, may reduce the number 
of individuals willing to "work  for the insurgents), a greater sense of  sccurity (making it more d i f f ic~~l t  for 
insurgents to gain access to people for the purpose of "cmploying" them to attack the counterinsurgent forces), o r  a 
stronger sense of popular conlmitnlent to the new Iraq regime (leaving fewer people vulnerable to being co-opted by 
the insurgents to perform these tasks). 

Of  course, the price could cirop at the sanle tirne the number of  IED attacks is increasing. This would be far more 
worrison~c. Here it scems likely the price would drop because Iraqis are attracted to the insurgent movement in ever- 
increasing numbers. Should that become the case, the increased supply of  "true believers"-those who act out of 
conviction-would reduce the need to hire individuals to conduct these attacks for money. In economic terms, the 
dcmand would be reduced relative to tlie supply of  individuals available and, hence, the price would drop. The 
market does not appear to work with respect to car bombs, whose drivers are often on a suicide mission. The 
payment in this case is 110t monetary, and it must be assumed that these killers are acting out of some sense of 
conviction or purpose, no matter how depraved they appear to be. This points out tlie importance of winning the war 
of ideas occurring within the Islamic World. 



Given ~ t s  importance to the overall success of the strategy advocated earlier 111 this report. soiiie 
"reconstruction metrics" must be developed to measure whether the Coalition's efforts to provide 
the lraqi people with a bctter life are succeeding. Soine popular mctrics, such as those that 
measure the nutnber of reconstruction projects started, or the money spent on such projects, 
gaugc intent more than results. Indced, they may more accurately measure failure if the projects' 
benefits are rollcd back by insurgent sabotage. In  this case, the Iraqi people will be the victims of 
their false hopes. 

Sevcral other reconstruction metrics suggest themselves as more relevant. One metric is the 
number of projects that have been completed and slrstained beyond their completion. This more 
accurately reflects the benefits that reconstruction is intended to provide to the Iraqi people. One 
inight rcfine this metric to include projects that are quickly completed, especially in those areas 
targeted for oil spot offensives. Here the idea is to show the people an immediate improvement in 
their lives-and one that is not ephemeral, but that will be sustained. 

Two other usehi  reconstruction n~etrics that the number of Iraqis employed by the projects, and 
tlie percentage of "stand alone" projects relative to the whole. Taking the latter metric first, i t  
seems likely that rcconstructioii efforts that are not linked to the national infrastructure have a 
greater likelihood of being sustained over time, since they are dependent upon local security 
conditions, rather than nationwide security. The population is also likely to have a greater stake 
in a local project than one that depends upon events outside of their immediate area-and Far 
beyond their ability to 

The nutnber of Iraqis employed is useful as a surrogate for gauging tlie struggle for Iraqi -'hearts 
and minds" (and, hence, the intelligence war at the center of this conflict). Employed people 
generally have a more optimistic outlook on life, have a greater stake in the success of the 
existing order, and have a source of incollie that reduces the temptation to "work" for the 
insurgency (for example, by planting an IED.) 

TO sum up, the metrics chosen to gauge progress in the war must be chosen carefully, lest a false 
picture of the conflict emerge. These metrics must be linked to the war's centers of gravity and 
provide some indication of how well the strategy chosen is enabling tlie Coalition to secure them. 
The metrics should be scrutinized to determine if progress toward achieving them might induce 
important ~ec~nd -o rde r  effects, bcth positive and negative. They must also be revisited 
periodically to dctermine whether they remain relevant to the ongoing conflict.*15 

214 For example, it may initially prove more effective to provide oil spot offensive targets with electricity from 
portable generators rather than trying to link the area to the national electric grid. Such an approach might be 
expected to provide electricity Inore quickly, while employing local lraqi labor. The neighborhoods relying on these 
generators for power would likely be more protective of them than they would of the elements of a national grid 
(e.g., power lines, transformers, etc.), since the generators would be their "stand-alone" source of power. This 
distributed forin of power generation might also better withstand insurgent efforts to disrupt it. Consider also, that 
destroying a major transformer in the national electrical grid can leave thousands without power, while destroying a 
single local generator would put perhaps a few hundred in the dark. 

215 For a discuss~on of the selection '3nd use of metric, see Sanies G .  Roche and Barsy D. Watts, "Choosing Analytic 
hleasures," The Jollrtlnl ofStrriteglc St~irllcs, Vol. 14, No. 2, June 1991, pp. 165-209. 



Unfortunately, based on the recent Defense Department report to the Congress 011 the iilattcr of 
inetrics, the [.IS effort in lraq seeins weighted more towards problematic illetrics than those that 
are likely to provide the best sense of progress (or lack of same) in the war. There is no 
discussion, for example, of eil~ploy~nent as a key metric, or of those ~netrics that link security 
operatioils with winning the intelligence war. There is little discussion in the report on how the 
~netrics employed are linked to the war's centers of  gravity. Given this, it is not surprising that 
senior spokesinen in the Bush Administration, the military, Congressional leaders and the media 
have a difficult time evaluating America's pl-ogcss in the war. 

H'ur is ( I  series c!f'cutastrophe.~ tlzut r-e.rults in u i~ictory. 

Georges Clemcnccau 

Hoav arc the Unitcd States, thc new g o ~ ~ e m m e n t  of Iraq, and their coalition partners firing in 
their war against thc insurgents? A recent Defense Department report to Congress provides some 
insights.*'' The rcport "reflects measures and indicators currently in use" for the purpose of 
"assessing progress toward achicving objcctive in ~ r a ~ . " ~ ' ~  These objectives includc creating an 
Iraq that is at peace with its neighbors and serving as an ally in the war on radical Islainism; and 
which maintains security forces capable of preserving internal stability and a government that is 
representative of the people and rcspective of human rights. 

In assessing progress toward these goals, the report examines political, economic and security 
trends. The Defciisc Department e~nploys some mctrics that are a~iewed as suspect or incon~plete 
in the preceding analysis on choosing mctrics. It also uses inetrics that are quite sensible from 
this assessment's perspective. Finally, soine key inetrics cited above are not employed. For 
examplc, there are no metrics to addrcss two of the war's three centers of gravity-the American 
people and the American soldier. The focus is entirely on the situation in Iraq. Given that 
maintaining a balance among the three centers of gravity is crucial to winning the war, this 
represents a fundamental-and potential fatal flaw in DoD's efforts to gauge progress. This 
section elaborates on these matters, and comes to some tentative conelusions regarding progress 
in the war. 

POLITICAL STABILITY 
The Defense Department tends to take a rather short-term view of the process needed to create a 
stablc democracy. While it rightly cites the process involved in standing up an Iraqi government 
as important, and cites progress toward that end as an indicator of success, the fact remains that 

216 Department of Defense, Mec~sur~ng S[ubili/y and Security 111 Iruq. 

' I 7  Department of Defense, Merwuritzg Stubilify andSec~~r i f y  in Iraq, p.  2. 



builcling a democrat)/ involves much more than holding an election and standing up a 
government. It  requires building institutions that, over time, are seen as the repositories of 
regime legitimacy. It .also requires the peaceful transfer of power between competing groups 
through actions taken at the ballot box, not by force of anns. Given the length of time it took to 
create a stable deinocracy in the United States-some argue i t  did not occur until after the 
Amcrican Civil War----and the long history of hostility and mistrust between Iraq's principal 
ethnic anci religious factions? it appears the time line for success here must be measured, not in 
months, or even years, but decades." lY 

Another inctric employed to gaugc progress is the level of participation in the political process. 
Again, the results are generally encouraging, especially when viewed from a short-term 
perspective. The DoD notes that most Sunni Arabs believe it was a mistake to boycott the 
January 2005 elections, and argues that their growing intent to participate in the political process 
is a change for the better. This may be true; however, this may also reflect a Sunni desire to -'talk 
and tight," to exercise some leverage in the political process by ~~o t i ng .  while also exercising 
leverage through the use of violence. In sho~t ,  Sunni participation may be seen by that 
community ,101 as an alternative to violence, but as a useful adjunct to it."" 

Similarly, the Defense Department also cites the growth in mass media outlets within Iraq as a 
positive d e v e l ~ ~ m e n t . ~ " '  Certainly, an independent and robust press is characteristic of a 
democracy. However, the press also needs to be examined in terms of whether it is advancing or 
retarding the effort to win the "war of ideas" against the insurgents. 

ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
According to DoD's inctrics, Iraq's economy "is showing signs of continued recovery," although 
growth remains "substantially dependent on the performance of the oil sector, as it accounts for 
over two-thirds of Gross Domestic Product (GDP).""?' The recovery has also been aided by the 
rapid increasc in the price of oil. However, metrics associated with the continued repair of Iraq's 
decrepit oil infrastruct~~re. thc security of its pipelines and related production and distribution 
network, and the progress toward reducing graft and corruption in the oil sector arc not provided. 

Crude oil production and exports have remained flat in recent months, which may indicate that 
the oil sector security situation has not improved appreciably. Given its central role in the 
nation's economy, this can not bc viewed as an encouraging trend.222 

LIX Departrnerlt of Defense. hlerrsurin~ Stc~bility clnd Security in Iraq, pp. 4-5 

7 1 9 Departnlerlt of Defense, hfeirsuring Stctbi l i~ und Security in Iruq, pp. 7-8. 

"' Department of Defense, h..ler~sur~ng Stcrbility clnd Sccurify in Iraq, p. 8. 
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Electrical generation remains a "good news, bad news" story. While dellland has increased to 
roughly 200 percent of its prewar level, indicating eco~lomic recovery, generation continues to 
lag well bchind.22bA:s with the oil sector, the electricity infrastructure is a prime target for 
sabotage by the insu:t-gents. As with the overall economy, the situation is improving, but 
gradually. What nceds to be assessed is whether progress in  these key areas is occurring fast 
enough. That is, will econo~llic recovery proceed rapidly enough to win the Iraqi people's 
support for the new government, or will they view the lack of progress as an indicator that the 
govcn~n~ent  is incapable of providing for its people? Related to this is the question of  whether 
the .4merican people see the progress as being sufficient to merit their continued support for U S  
involvement in the enterprise. 

A striking ornissiotl in the report is the absence of data on the country's employinent rate. The 
insurgents are willing to pay substantial sums (by Iraqi standards) to people to engage in a range 
of  actions whose intent is to subvert the country's new government and undermine the US 
centers of gravity. It would seem that the morc lraqis who are going home tired, with money In 
their pockets after a hard day's work, ihe fewer the Iraqis that would be susceptibie to being 
lured by insurgent offers to hire them for nefarious purposes.224 

SECURITY INDICATORS 
This section comprises the majority of the Defense Department's report, as well it should. 
Without security, progress on the political and economic fronts becomes exceedingly difficult, if 
not impossible. Not sulprisingly, when the lraqi people are polled, security is at thc top of  their 
priority list. 

The report rightly citcs the 1SF's importance in securing the three centers of gravity (although it 
does not discuss the 1SF in this light). The metrics enlployed to gauge 1SF progress center on the 
size, number anti readiness of the 1SF and its units, and their ability to assume more 
responsibility for defeating the insurgency. The DoD notes that nearly 200,000 ISF troops were 
trained in October 2005, out of a projected requirement of 3 2 5 , 0 0 0 . ~ ~ ~  "A key measure of 
progress 1s the growth in the number of operational units and in the percentage of these units 
capable of taking the lead in co~iibat operati~ns."~'' That number has grown from 5 battal~ons in 
August 2004 to 88 in September 2005."~ According to DoD figures, progress has been made 
here as well. One Iraqi battalion is fully operational, and some three c!oze~~ are capable of taking 
the lead in combined operations with US forces.228 The ISF, which did not exist In any 

227 Department of Ilefense, hf~clsrinng Stability rltld Sc.curity in Iraq, p. 15. 

224 Of course, secur~ty plays a cruc~al  role here as well. The greater the security in a givcn area, the greater the risk 
an ind~vidual nlns in hiring himself out to the insurgents. 
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significant cffcct~ve fonn in the spri~lg of 2004, has assumed an increasing level of responsibility 
t'or providing security to the Iraqi people. The ISF now has the lead for planning and executing 
counterinsurgency operations in an area the size of New Jersey, and is responsible for security i n  

220 
an area covering 87 square miles in Baghdad, ant1 450 squarc miles in other parts of Iraq. 

These data are encouraging. I Iowever, they do not link ISF efforts w ~ t h  the intelligence war-the 
key to defcating the insurgency and securing the support of the Iraqi people. For example, there 
are 110 data provided as to how many contacts with insurgents that are ~nitiated by Iraqi forces as 
opposed to by the insurgents (although data on attacks and casualties are providecl).230 The data 
pro\rided show that ISF casualties arc increasing, while Coalition force casualties have decreased 
on an average daily basis over the past 18 months. This would seem to sustain the argument that 
the [SF are assuming greater responsibility for conducting counterinsurgency operations, but 
other factors inay explain the trend as well. 23 1 

There is one metric that does f i t  this definition: the number of intelligence tips received from the 
Iraqi people. This number increased dramaticaiiy from iviarch of 2005 through June of 2605 
(fro111 483 tips to 2 , i  19). By August the number had grown to 3,341. Yet there are some issues 
with respect to this data that need to be resolved before it can be relied upon with a high degree 
of conf iden~e."~ 

l'he same can be said with respect to polllng data that explores how secure Iraqis feel in their 
neighl~orhoods. 'The suwey indicates that Iraqis feel "very safe" in most parts of the country; i.e., 
the 14 provinces that are generally secure. Unfortunately, the data provide only a "snapshot" of 
lraqi public opinion. They do not tell us what the trends are; i.e., whether Iraqis feel more secure 
now than they did six months ago, or a year ago. 'Thus it is not possible to say that the trends are 
positive or negative. Of concetn, only 26 percent of Iraqis residing in Baghdad felt "very safe" 
(as opposed to "not very safe" or "not safe at all"). The situation in Mosul is even worse; nearIy 
three times as many Iraqis in Mosul felt "not safe at all" as opposed to "very safe."233 Thus the 

'7 0 
-- Llcpartmenl of Defense, hfc.n.surit~g Sfability and Security in I r q ,  p. 17 

2111 blult~nationnl Corps-Iraq. Lhtn cited in Depattrnent of Defense, Meclsuring St~~bility and Security in Iraq, pp. 22-  
24. 

23  I It may indicate orher things as well. For example, the trend could also reflect a change in insurgent targeting 
priorities, away from Coalition forces and toward ISF forces. Or these trends might reflect improved Coalition 
doctrine and capabilities---and perhaps a widening gap between insurgent performance and the ISF's competence. 
'This Iiighlights the inlportance of employing a range of metrics that can accurately gauge progress. It also points to 
the in~portance of explor i~~g for indirect, or second-order effects. 

I" Multinational CJorps-Iraq. Data ciled in Departlncnt of Defense, Measuring Stc~bility and Secul-ity in I r q ,  p. 19. 
The data includes tips reported to multiple sources, leading to the possibility of double-counting. It is unclear just 
how pervasive the double-counting is, or how it affects the overall positive trend. The data level off between July 
and August (fonn 3,303 to 3,341). This may indicate that the number of ways in which an Iraqi citizen could provide 
tips had increased, leading to an increase in double-counting. Finally, the data do not state the quality of these tips. 
Ilid they provide solid leads'? Or were they useless? Or did thcy offer the insurgents a means of conducting a 
rlisinfi~mmation campaign? The data are silent on these questions. 
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two areas that might serve as the priiuc targets for oil spot offensives are seen, by their own 
citizens, as gencrall y unsecured. 

SUMMARY 
The Defense Department's provision of inctrics to measure stability and security in Iraq can be 
seen as an i~nportant element in securing the center of gravity represented by the American 
pcople-the flome Front. Based on the data provided, and the discussion of metrics in the 
previous section, it is not possible to draw any finn conclusions regarding prob~ess in defeating 
the insurgency and achieving the United States' overall war objectives. The reasons for this are 
several: 

There is no data provided 011 two of the war's three centers of gravity-the American 
people and the American soldier. 'To be fair, provision of these metrics lies outside the 
parameters of the Defense Department's report. However, that does not lcsscn the 
importance of these two centers of gravity. 

There ofien is no clear linkage between the metric employed and the war's centers of 
gravity. Nor is there a sense of the interrelationship between the metrics; i.e., how 
progress in sccuring one cenler of gravity may compromise efforts to secure the two other 
centers of gravity. 

'The metrics chosen to gauge progress are, in a number of instances, problematic, as noted 
in the previous section's discussion. Moreover, some metrics that might be useful are not 
exploited. 

One does not get a good feeling for how well the counterinsurgent forces are winning the 
war of ideas-whether the Iraqi people share either US war objectives or those of the 
fledgling Iraqi government. 

'The absence of employment data is a major omission in the analysis on Iraq's 
reco~istruction. 

Vcry little insight is provided nn how the !iite!!igence W2r iris proccedifig, othe: than data 
on hotline tips, which is hardly definitive and somewhat ambiguous. 

While data are provided on the progress made in training ISF units, there are no data on 
trends relating to providing security for the Iraqi people-the benefit they seem to desire 
the most. Are more Iraqis secure today than six i~ionths ago? A year ago? What is the 
overall trend in the country? Are more provinces secure? More cities? Is the true "Green 
Zone" expanding? Contracting? And, if so, how quickly? 

Clearly the Dcfensc Department believes significant progress is being made in the war. It is 
important that this progress be communicated in a convincing manner. Equally important, given 
the importance of metrics in guiding strategy and in demonstrating progress to the war's three 
centers of gravity, more effort needs to be given to choosing metrics and to their linkage to the 



ovcrall war effort. Finally, an effort 111ust be made to ascertaii~ whether galns in one area (e.g., 
\\inning over the Iraqi people) are being made at a sufficient I-ate so as to avoid erosion in other 
key arcas (e.g., the erosion of US public support). 



Ct'e choose l o  go to ~ h t !  rnootz. Ct'e choose to go to the moon in this liecudr 
llnri LIO the olher tliing.~, ,lot hecl~l~.ss tlrey w e  eusy, but beca~lse t l ~ y  are 
/inn/, ~ L W L I L I S C  lll~lt god  kt'ill SCI.IJC to o ~ g ~ i n i z c  rind mrJustlre the best cf 
ollr energie.~ nilrl .skills, hecalr.se tlmt chullcnge is one tl7at wc arc: willing 
to rrcccj)t, one \r,c w e  rm?~~illir?g to po.rtjjone, ~ ind  orle whiclr we intend to 
uin,  nnrl [he othrr..~, too:" 

John F. Kennedy 
Address at Rice University on the Space Effort 
September 12, 1962 

This assessment of the ,war in lraq has focused on four main issues: the character of the war and 
the coinpetitors and thetr main objectives; the war's centers of gravity; options for improving the 
cffcctivcness of the U~iitcd Statcs' war effort; 2nd metrics fix gauging progress, or the lack 
thcrcof. 

Thc United Statcs, its Coalit~on partners, and the Iraqi people are confronted by an insurgency, 
prim~rily from Surlni Arabs and radical Islamists. In hindsight, it appears that Iraq was not a 
central front in the war on terrorism aftcr the attacks of 911 1. However, as jihadists have 
streamed into Iraq following the end of major combat operations in the spring of 2003, that 
country has become iiot just a central front, but arguably the central front in the war with radical 
Muslims. 

Wars have a dynamic of their own, and often take the bclligerents down unanticipated paths. 
What began, arguably, as a "war of choice" on the part of the United States and its Coalition 
partners, has become a "ivar of necessity." The war is being waged for high stakes on both sides. 
Looking at the ever-growing instability and lack of hope that characterizes much of the Arab 
World (which dominates the ranks of the radical Islamists), the United States seeks to create a 
"'Third Way" between the despotic regimes that have failed to address their people's aspirations 
and the dark agenda espoused by radical Muslim movenlents, which are outlined, Mein K~rmpf 
style, in Zawahiri's recent letter to Zarqawi. 

The Iraqi people are broken into factions; many Arab Sunnis and Shiites are for one Iraq-so 
long as it is controlled by them, while the Kurds seek n level of autonomy that, to some, seems to 
bnrdcr on independencc.. The Sunni insurrection is driven by a fear that US efforts to promote 
democracy will legitimize majority Shiite rule and lead to acts of repression against the minority 
group that has dominated Iraq almost sincc its inception. Like the radical Muslim insurgents, the 
Sunni insurgents seek first to drive the United States out of Iraq, and to do so before democracy 
takes root. The common goal of thcse two groups is to create conditions of chaos out of which 
they might s c i ~ e  power. 

234 - I-ranscript available at htt~~:~~www.rice.eduifondred~v~~0d~0n/~p~ech.ht1n1. 
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The insurgents arc rather wcnk. They number perhaps 20-30,000 while US, Coalition and Iraqi 
forces are some 160,000 strong. Maklng matters worse, owing to their minority (or foreign) 
status, thc insurgents have no hope of wiilning over a inajority of Iraqis. Nor do they have a 
positive message to offer. Thus they must seize power not in the manner of Mao Zedong or  Ho 
Chi Minh, but rather along the lines of Lenin and his small, but highly disciplined and 
thoroughly ruthless group of Bolsheviks. 

Thc war has three centers of gravity: the lraqi people, the American people, and the Ainerican 
soldier. The challcnge fbr the counterinsurgcnt forces-which at present are heavily dependent 
upon the United States-is to secure these three centers while pursuing an effective 
counterinsurgency strategy. Here one finds a key asymmetry. The insurgents need only secure 
one of the three centers of gravity to win the war, while the United States must secure all three. 
Moreover, steps taken by the United States to secure one center of gravity may undennine efforts 
to secure the others. Again, any strategy for defeating the insurgents   nu st take this into account. 

'The most promising strategy froni the Coalition's perspective comprises two main elements: oii 
spot security arid reconstructiorl operations and the creation of a <;rand Bargain (or what US 
Ambassador Khalilzad calls a National Compact), which seeks to create a coalition of Sunni and 
Shiite Arabs and Kurd,s that have an intercst in a unified, democratic Iraq that is not dominated 
by external powers, anti which has arrived at an equitable sharing of power and the country's key 
resource. its oil. 

The oil spot approach is founded on the belief that if the Coalition knows who the insurgents are, 
and where they are, its enonnous advantage in military capabilities will assure victory. This 
requires intelligence which comes principally from the Iraqi people, but ~t must be earned. This 
is accoinplished by winning the population's hearts and minds--providing them with a stake in 
the new regime and the security that will enable them to cooperate without fear of insurgent 
retribution. This requires that Coalition forces enter an unsecured area with the determination to 
provide an enduring level of security, which will ficilitate reconstruction and intelligence 
gathering, and the training of local security forces. Since the Coalition has insufficient forces to 
provide security to the cntire country simultaneously, i t  must be done pro~~essively-one area at 
a time; hence the image of an expanding oil spot. 

At the same time the [raqi center of gravity is being secured, s t e p  must be taken to stem the 
erosion of US popular support for the war, and to relieve stress on America's overextended 
Army. This can be accomplished by a reduction in US troop levels (which is why standing up a 
capable ISF is critical) and by demonstrating progress toward winning the war. But how to make 
(or sustain) progress while effecting substantial reductions in US forces? The answer lies in a 
number of initiatives, ~vhich include adopting a more effective strategy, ensuring that the US 
military's most capable senior commanders and staff oftjcers are in the theater of war, and 
expanding the embedding of US troops in ISF units. 

Is the United States winning? The metrics employed by the Defense Department to measure 
progress, and which have becn made available to the public, offer no definitive answer. 'This is 
especially unfortunate, given that popular support for the war is predicated, in large measure, on 
some sense that progress is bcing made toward victory. A sense of progress is also needed to 



reassure those Americans who are making the greatest sacrifices in Iraq, that their efihrts are not 
in vain. 

'To be sure, achlev~ng Ainer~ca's war objectives will not be easy. Nor are there any guarantees 
that an extended effort will produce success. This assessment concludes that success, if i t  comes, 
will exact a price substantially above what the United States has already paid in blood and 
treasure. 

But waging a war of necessity, and for high stakes as well, is typically hard, costly, and often 
protracted as well. Secretary Rurnsfeld put it bluntly when he declared the United States was in 
for a "long, Iiard slog." As this chapter's introductory quote notes, confronting the greatest 
challenges, the ones that demand the most of America as a nation, are not easy-especially the 
ones "which we intend to win.'. 



APPENDIX A: IRAQ AND VIETNAM 

The Vietnam War left deep scars on America's national psyche, its political leaders, and, most of 
all, its; military. In the three decades since the end of US military involvement in that war, no 
conflict has beer1 referred to more often than Vietnam, either in the United States or by its 
enemies. Americ~uis and their rnilitary fear bcing tied down in anothcr quagmire, where victory 
is elusive and tlic light at the end of the tunnel appears distant, if not receding. Americ;l's 
enemies see "anc-lther Vietnam" as their best hope of defeating the juggernaut that is the US 
military. 

Fears of "another Vietnam" were on display during the US involveincnt in counterinsurgency 
warfarc in El Salvador dunng thc 1980s, and animated demands for an "exit strategy" when US 
troops werc sent to conduct irregular warfare operations in places like Somalia, Haiti, and Bosnia 
in the I99Os. Now concerns arc expressed as to whether ongoing US stability operations in 
Iraq-by far thc largest since Vietnam-risk trapping American tirces in another protracted 
conflict where victory is clusivc, if not impossible. 

Is Iraq "another Vietilam?" If the similarities are high, a strong case might be made that the 
IJnited States sho111d (cut its losscs in Iraq, and seek some form of "peace with honor." However, 
if the case is mixed. or if the similarities between the conflicts are low, thcn perhaps such 
cornpansons are lnorc a reflection of nagging, old wounds than new dangers-a willingness to 
give counqel to old tears, rather than confront new realities. At the outset, however, i t  is also 
important to note that a thorough analysis of the prospects for success, or failure, in Iraq would 
need to look far bcyoncl a simple comparison of the two conflicts. Thus the following discussion 
is :in alttcmpt to itifornl the debate over US policies in Iraq, rather than resolve it .  

The contlicts in Ir:lq and the Vietnam War have several important similarities: 

In both c-rrves the United Stutes confronted an eneniy intent in pursuing a protrtlcteci 
conf l i~t  ltbith an cve tolvard seizing power after the American military's depurture. 

Eat-lv US p~ihlic s~ipj~ort /hr  the lJS military involvement began to wane a.r Americans 
pc,~cel:~cd that pr:?grcs:. :vcs n::: bctng :;iad~ to;;'ard achie1,ing the cotlntly's war 
objectives. 

Several of'ilnlericrr 's closest allies wcre unwilling to support CJS military intervention, 
and US stiinding in tlie internutionul commzlnit]l: declined. 

Altholrgh irz both cases many close US allies did not activelv support the intewcntion, 
several si~rles did provide signiJicant n~i l i tap  forces in support of the United States' 
cforts. 

Overall, however. the dissimilarities between Iraq and Vietnam at the same period following US 
intcrvention are far more pronounced than their co~nmon characteristics: 



('he Jetnographic anclgeogrcqdzic differences between the t1t.o countrie.~ elre striking. 

The US rntcrvention in Vietnrrm was tindertaken at the request of LZ rec-oynized 
government; US ,forces in Iraq were initially deployed as part of an invelsiorz and 
occzlpation ,force. 

The Vietnamc!se Comnzlinists y~rrs~red a rural-based inszrrgc'ncy, whereas the Iruqi 
insurgency is centered prirnlirilv in ~wban Lrreus. 

US grolln~l combut,forces kvere introliuced in Vietnatn when the insurgency hnd ~rchieved 
.sl!fficient .rtrength to threaten the existence o j ' t l ~e  Saigon t.egltne. The Iraqi insurgent 
nzo~jement is still in the earlv stclges of insurgency ulatjiare (i.e., low-end Phase 11 
operations). 

The enenzy for-ces conjronted in Vietnam ulere an order of magnitude gre~zter than those 
.fouizd iil Iraq ~odtrv. hlorcover, the Ci'etnarnese Comnzunists lvere.fizr superior to the Irayi 
insz~rgents in training, organization and experience. 

In Vietnczm, indigcnozls Sotlth Vietnamese military strength (~rs rneasured by the number 
~ / ~ s c c z ~ r i ~ , f o r c e s )  actlrully e,xceecled those oj'lhe United States, while in Iraq indigenous 
,forces lire oniy nolv-some 30 months ajter Saddam Flussein's overthrow-taking on 
signlficrznt resl~)onsihiliti~~.r,for deferrting the inszzrgency. 

The US  7i-oop strength in Iraq nearly thrce years clfter their itzitiai deployment is less 
than one-third of t h ~ ~ t  which the United States had in Vietnam at n rornparablepcriod. 

The US militaty that fought in Vietnam relied on conscription to-fill its ranks, whereas in 
Iraq it reiic~s ~t,holly on volunteers. 

The cxtc~rnnl ::zlpport provided the Victnnmese Cornnzunists by the Soviet Union and 
I-'eople3s Kcpublic of  China ~tlas far greater than any such support being rendered to the 
lr~zqi itzsurgents. 

l h e  cost in hutnarz terms. in the form cfcasuulties, uturjar grenter in the Vic~tnam LYII~ 
rhan at n cotnparclble period in the current conflict in Iraq. 

The cost in nlaterinl terms was substantially greater in the Vietnam War thun clt a 
c:.ompnmblc~ period in the current conflict in Iraq. 

'The stakes in Iraq, both jfor the United St~ztes and its enemies, are arguably .far greuter 
lhen the-y lilet.e in Vietnam. 

Character of the Co~iflicl: Both the Vietnam War and the current conflict in Iraq can best be 
defined as insurgencit:~, with US and allied forces working with indigenous forces to wage 
counterinsurgency. Both the Vietnamese Communists (Viet Cong) and their ally (i.e., North 
Vietnan-I), as well as the Iraqi and foreign opposition groups are conducting operations 



characteristic of insurgent movements, to include thc use of intimidation and violence-terror, 
assassination, hit-and n-1111-attacks, ambushes, and attacks on key infi-a~tructure.~'~ 

However, the two insurgencies are different in some significant respects. The Vietnamese 
Comm~unist insurgency was rural based, whereas the Iraqi insurgent movements are urban based. 
Thc Iraqi Insurgency is fragmented. There does not appear to be a significant level of 
coordir~ation between Shi'ite il~surgcnt groups and radical Islamist e lernent~."~ The Vietnamese 
Communists, on thc other hand, exhibitcd a high degree of unity and coordination. 

Geography: Countrie:~ with rugged, complex natural terrain and long borders often work to the 
ad\.antage of the insurgents. They seek refuge in inhospitable areas that are difficult for 
counterinsurgent forces to access, such as jungles and mountains. The insurgents' ability to slip 
across nearby borders and find sanctuary in neighboring states can also prove extremely useful. 
In this respect, South Vietnam, whosc terrain included significant mountainous regions and rain 
forcsts. played to the insurgents' advantage. Moreover, South Vietnam's long narrow shape 
meant that insurgents could siip, with relative ease, across the border into Cambodia, Laos or 
North \Iietnam to seek: sanctuary. Indeed, South Vietnam's strategic depth rarely exceeded 150 
miles from its nearest neighbor. 

Iraq, on the other hand, poses far greater challenges for an insurgent movement. It is a country 
dominated by desert, which offers little in the way of shelter or sanctuary for insurgents. Its 
strategic depth is significantly better than South Vietnam's, making it Inore difficult for 
insurgei~ts to operate in large nulnbers. 

Demographics: South Vietnam was prirnarily an agrarian economy, while Iraq's barren terrain 
features have led to a Ihr greatcr concentration of people in urban areas. Not surprisingly, Iraq's 
insurgency is centered on its cities, while the communist insurgency in South Vietnam was rural 
based. Rural insurgencies have heen, on average, more successful than urban-based insurgent 

217 1nove1nt;nts. 

South t ~ c t n a m ' s  population was relatively homogenous compared to [raq's. Over 80 percent of 
South Vietnam's people werc Vietnamese. The remainder of the population was dominated by 
Montagnard tribes, whose members had an intense dislike for the Vietnamese, solnewhat similar 
t o  the relationhip the Kurds "egjoy" 14th their S n ~ l r ~ i  Arab countrymen. In Iraq, the Shi'ia Arab 
popillation forms a n~ajority. colnprising about 60 percent of the country's population, with the 

?7>  For an oterview of Insurgency warfare, see Andrew F. Krepinevich, "The War In I raq  The Nature of Insurgency 
Warlare." Centc~rjor Strrltty:zc nnd Bridgettrtv A rses.rment5. June 2, 2004. 

276 - Phis foreign clement, ccmiprising members of radical Islamic movements, may also be attempting to promote 
discord bl-twcen Iraq's Sunni and Shiia Arab communities and the Kurds as well, as a n~eans  of laying the 
groundwork for the emt:rgencc of a radical Islamic regime. Letter from al-Zawatiiri to al-Zarqawi, October 11, 2005, 
available at http:!, w~cv.dni.~:ov!'release~letter101105.1~tm1. 

2 17 hfgha~iistan, Angola, Cambodia, China, Cuba, Indochina, Indonesia, Laos, Nicaragua, Vietnam, are among the 
states that have seen relatively recent rural-based insurgencies succeed. A mixed rural-urban insurgent movement 
succeeded in Algeria. 



Kurds and Sunni Arabs representing significant minorities. During the Vietnam War, the conflict 
was do~ili~lated by eth~lic Vietnamese. 

'The situation in Iraq is inore fractionated. Foreign infiltration has been microscopic compared 
with what occurred in the Vietnanl Moreover, most foreign insurgents are of different 
ethnic backgrounds from many indigenous Iraqis. In summary, one might generally characterize 
the Vietnamese insurgency as niral and homogenous, while the Iraqi insurgency is urban and 
heterogeneous. 

ObjectivesIStakes: The Vietnamese Communists were fighting a total war with the ultimate aim 
of uniting both North and South Vietnam under Hanoi's rule and evicting all foreign forces. The 
Iraqi insurgent groups also seem to be fighting a total war in that they seek to doininate the 
country following the departure of foreign forces. Unlike the Vietnamese Communists, however, 
thc lraqi insurgent movements likely envision the departure of US forces as a prelude to an 
internal struggle for power. lraqi insurgent success could pave the way for civil war. 

The Vietnamese Comn~unists viewed the Saigon regime as illegitimate, a creation of the United 
States. In fact, the South Vietnamese regime claimed the support of' a substantial number o f  its 
citizens, as was deinoilstrated in the Communists' failure to trigger a popular uprising during 
their Tel Offensive in 1968. 

The situ~ation in Iraq is more complex. In the wake of the Second Gulf War, which ended 
Saddam Husseiii's dictatorship, the lraqi people are attempting to create a government that can 
comnland the loyalty of the lraqi people. 

As fbr thc counterinsurgei~ts, in Vietnam the United States was playing lor high stakes, but not 
ncarly as high as in Iraq. The US objective in Vietnam was to arrest the expansion of 
communism as part of an overall strategy of containment. It also hoped to demonstrate that wars 
of  national liberation (as insurgencies were often called) would not succeed just as communist 
atteillpts at ovcrt aggression (i.e., the Korean War) had not succeeded. The United States had 
suffered some setbacks in its efforts to block communist insurgents from seizing power (e.g. 
China, Cuba), and somc successes (e.g., Greece, the Philippines). However, the success or failure 
of the c~~ntainment policy did not rcst upon US success in Vietnam the way that the Bush 
Adnlinistration's anibition for a democratic Middle East is linked to Amencan success in Iraq. 

In Iraq, the United States has extremely ambitious objectives that will likely be realized, if at all, 
only ovcr the course of a generation. They include winning a major victory against radical Islam 
by assisting in the creat~on of a state that offers an alternative to the oppressive Islamic 
fundamentalist regimes-advocated by a1 Qaeda and similar groups and as practiced in Iran, 
Sudan, and (until recenlly) Afghanistan-and repressive authoritarian regimes, as represented in 
countries like Iraq under Saddam Hussein, Syria, and even ~ g ~ ~ t . ' ' ~  By supporting efforts to 

138 Nearly all the infiltration Into South Vietnam was by ethnic Vietnamese from North Vietnam 

210 President Rush has declared that ".kmerica's task in Iraq is not only to defeat an enem:y, it is to give strength to a 
fricnd-- a iiiee, representativc government that serves its people and fights on their behalf." Speech, President 



create prosperous, clemcncratic states, the administration hopes to reduce the root causes that have 
lei1 to the growth of raclical lsla~nist elements. 

The Enemy: Although figures vary, i t  is clear that the combined Iraqilforeign insurgent 
~novei~lents are ~nin~scule  co~npared to the communist forces confronted by the United States and 
its allies in Vietnam. There are no indications that the current insurgent force in Iraq exceeds 
more than a few tens of thousands, perhaps 30,000 or ~ o . ~ ~ ~ o m ~ a r a t i v e l ~  speaking, two years 
after the introduction of US ground combat forces to South Vietnam, eneiny strength was 
estin1atec-l at over tell tinlcs that number.''" 

In Irac1: the enemy has shown the ability to stand and fight. Although the insurgents apparently 
lack a unified com~nand at the level practiced by the Vietnamese ('ommunists, they have, on 
occasion operated in groups of 20-40  fighter^.'^' This figure is smilll by comparison to 
Vietnamlese eoinmunist forces, which at times in 1967 operated in formations that numbered in 
the hundreds and even thousands. Uprisings in cities like Fallujah and Najaf in 2004 witnessed 
insurgenit groups massing in substantially larger numbers, aithough at this point their command 
element's ability to coordinate large force groupings was clearly inferior to that of  the 
communist insurgents cluring the Vietnam War. On average, the Vietnamese comm~~nis t  forces 
were not only far larger, but they were aIso far better trained and better-led than their Iraqi 
counteq~,arts as well. They also were capable of conducting operations on a far greater scale and 
level of sophistication. By 1967 the Vietnamese Communists were veterans of two decades of 
nearly constant war against the Japanese, French and American militaries. As one American 
officer put it, -'Haji ain't ~ha t - l i e . " ' ~~  

Iiaving said that, it should be noted that the tactics employed by the various lraqi insurgent 
movements with which Coalition forces must contend are, in most cases, not dramatically 
different from what the US military experienced in Vietnam-again, acknowledging that the 
lraqi insurgency is prinlarily in its early stages. Suicide bombers are hardly novel; nor are car 

Cieorge . Hush, US Army War College, Carlisle, PA, May 24, 2004, available at 
1~ttp~ww.whitehouse.~0v/11ewsire1eases/20J4/52004524- 1O.html. 

-40  Lee Kezrh. "Saudi Fightzrs in !mil Biiiig Money an3 Eratv Reii-uiis to Irlsurgency," Associa~erl Press, September 
30. 2005 

24 I Thornas C .  Thayer, FIcrr IITthout Fron1.s (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1985), p. 32. 

14: Deborah Horan. "Insurgents Take EIostages, Dig in Across Iraq," Chicago Tribune, .April 9, 2004; and "After 
Fallujah, Other Iraqi Rebel Havens Iiemain." Agence Fr~lncc Presse, November 15, 2004. 

243 r, I-iaji" i:i a generic terin used by some US troops to describe Iraqi insurgents. However, some argue that the tern1 
has acquired a highly derisive connotation, more similar to the US troops' reference of all Vietnamese as  "gooks" 
during the Vietnam War. Others assert that this is not the case, noting that the word "haji" in both Iraq and 
ilfghanistaii, at least among Marines and Special Forces, is more often used as an endearment than a slur. To  wit, 
"let's drink tea and hang out with the hajis" and "haji food is so much better than what they feed us." See Bob 
tIebert, "I:rom '(iooks' to 'Ilajis,"' Tilt. New York l imes, May 2 1 ,  2004; and Robert Kaplan, "The Real Story of 
Fallujah," The IVali Street Journal, May 27, 2004. "Charlie" was a widely used term in describing the Viet Cong 
(the "VC," or "Victor Charlie" in the US military's phonetic alphabet). In Vietnani, the US military developed a 
gnidging respect for "C:harlie:" derived liom the enemy's competence and courage on the battlefield. 



and truck boinbs a recent Attacks on convoys in Iraq. which are increasing, 
again reflect nothing new in insurgency warfare. 

As for improvised explosive devices (IEDs), Anlerican ibrces have seen them before as well. For 
exainple, owing to the US military's emphasis on firepower, in Vietnam in 1966, over 27,000 
tons of unexploded ordnance (artillery shells that were fired or bombs clropped by aircraft), or 
"duds" werc gcnerated. The Viet Cong proved expert at converting these duds into inines and 
booby traps- their version of IEDs. Over 1,000 US soldiers died that year froin these weapons. 
During [he  first six mcmths of 1967 the problern worsened, as 17 percent of all US casualties 
(539 killed and 5,532 wounded) were caused by thesc  device^.^" 

Insurgents in Iraq have demonstrated a willingness to target noncombatants, including their own 
people. Again, this is nothing new. Indeed, when in doubt as to their ability to win the "hearts" of  
the people, the Viet Cong often used intinlidation and terror to win their "minds," and thereby 
gain their unwilling cooperation, or passivity. 

Figure I: Total Troop Commitment Two Years Following Ground Combat Force Intervention 

1 Vietnam L 

Troop Levels 

US Forces: Thc United States currently has roughly 160,000 troops in Iraq two-and-a-half years 
after their initial deployment. This is less than one-third of the 486,000 troops the linited States 

244 Consider, for example, the truck-bomb attack on the US Marine Corps barracks 111 Beirut over two decades ago, 
and a similar attack on the Khobar Towers housing US forces, in 1996. 

245 Krepinevich, The Army atzd Viet~rclm, p. 20 1. 



had in Vietnam at a comparable period after the deployment of ground combat forces in the fall 
of 1c167.'4"he US military strength in Vietnam peaked in 1968 at 536,000.'~' 

One huge difference between the US military of the Vietnam era and today occurred in 1973, 
when conscription cnded and an all-voluntecr force was created. The shifl: has had both positive 
and negative affects. The draft era ~nilitary not only saw troops rotated i n  and out of Vietnam, 
but in 211-~d out of the military as well, as most draftees departed after having served their period 
of obligation. This enahled the United States to raise fresh forces for Vietnam by increasing the 
draft call.s, greatly ditninishing the need to establish a rotation base. tiowever, a force composed 
primarily of draftees suffered from a lack of combat experience, giving birth to the statement that 
"the US Anny did riot have ten years' of experience in Vietnam, but one year of experience ten 

7,248 times ovlcr. 

Another major difference in the two wars concerns the participation of National Guard and 
Reserve soldiers, which is far greater in both absolute and relative tenns in Iraq than in Vietnam. 
For example, no major Army National Guard combat units were caiied up to serve in Vietnam. 
Today in Iraq, the National Guard provides over 40 percent of the deployed Anmy b~ound  
combat fo~-ccs.'~' 

The all-volunteer force deployed to Iraq has a much higher level of experience, on average, than 
the draft era filrce. Moreover, assuming the US military sustains relatively small casualties and 
 maintain:^ recent troop retention rates, should forces be rotated in and out of Iraq for a protracted 
period, it seems likely that over time the US forces depth of experience (and, hopefully, 
effectiveiiless) will substantially surpass that of the draft era force. The risk, of course, is that 
troop retention rates will suffer given the high level of deployments the Ammy is now 
experiet~cing. This posits the need to establish a rotation base that limits how often soldiers are 
deployed into combat zones. This places either a cle facto cap on the forces available to meet 
requirements in Iraq and elsewhere, or denlands an expansion of the Army, and perhaps the 
Marine Corps as well, or a rapid improvement in the Iraqi Security Forces' ability to shoulder 
more of the war's burden. 

Finally, therc was a majar air and naval component to US military operations during the Vietnam 
War. In Iraq, however, these forces have a relatively minor role, in terms of forces committed, 
operation.: undertaken, and rupport provided to .American ground feu-ces. In short, the Vietnam 
War saw a far greater balance among US air, ground and naval forces. The current war in Iraq is 
dominated by the Army, with a significant contribution by the Marines. 

2 10 Thxyer, Ttiir lvitholrt Fronts, p. 27. 

2-18 This refers to the fact that the tour of duty in Vietnam was for one year. 

249 Of the 17 Ammy brigades currently in Iraq, seven are National Guard brigades. Globalsecurity.org, "Where are 
the Legions? GIobal Deployment of US Forces," available at h t t p : l l w w w . g l o b a l s ~ ~ t ~ . o r ~ / m i l i t a n / l o b a l -  
deployrnen~s.litm. 



The Counterinsurgent Coalition: As in Vietnam. the United States military in Iraq represents 
by far the lnost powerful countel-insurgent force. As in Vietnam, the United States enjoys 
significant support from allies. During Vietnam, Free World Military Forces (as they were 
callcd), principally drawn froin South Korea (by far the greatest contributor), Australia, New 
Zealand and Thailand, peaked at over 68,000 troops. 

In Iraq, US Coalition partners have contributed over 22,000 troops. While allied contributions in 
Iraq are not as grerjt as those in Vietnam in rilw numbers, they ~c tua l ly  represent a greater 
percelzt,!zge of the overall Coalition force than during of the Vietnam era Aside from the I Jnited 
States, no NATO country forces were deployed to South Vietnam. In Iraq, however, several 
NATO nations have made significant forcc contribution, especially the British, Dutch, Italians 

250 and Po11-s. 

'There is a niajor difference. at least thus far, between the indigenous counterinsurgent forces 
provit1ecS in these two contlicts. In the Vietnam War, the United States worked with the South 
'V'ietnaiiiese Army and paramilitary forces (the Regional Forces and Popular Forces), whose 
number:; exceeded those of the external allied powers by almost 100,000. Two-and-a-half years 
after U S  ground combat forces deployed to South Vietnam, Saigon fielded a force of over 
643,000 troops.2i' 'Tile infant regime in Baghdad has nothing reniotcly comparable to the forces 
fielded by the Saigon r e g i ~ n e . ? ~ ~  Thus US and allied forces are bearing an overwhelming burden 
fbr counterinsurgency operations. This may enhance the insurgents' appeal to lraqi nationalism, 
in that they can clairn the Coalition is acting on its own behalf nild not with the support of the 
lraqi people. 

Enemy External Support: External support can be crucial in determining the success or failure 
of  an insurgent movement. During the Vietilaln War, the Viet Cong benefited enormousIy from 
their ab~lity to draw upon external sources of support. Korth Victnam provided substantial 
inilitary forces, and North Vietnamese Army (NVA) battalions in the field actually outnumbered 
Viet Cong battalions as early as 1968, less than three years after the deployment of  IJS ground 
combat l'orce~.'~' By 1972 the ratio was over SIX NVA battalions for every VC battalion. That 
year ovcr 400 battalions of NVA troops were engaged in the war. External support for Iraqi 
insurgents is rl~icroscopic by comparison. Some jihadists are operating in lraq, but their numbers 
are small, and likely range ti-om 1 - 3 , O 0 0 . ~ ~ ~  

250 Currently. the British have 8,500 troops deployed, the Dutch 4, the Italians 2,700, and the Poles 1,500, for a total 
of 12,704 lVATO member forces in addition to those of the Unitcd States. See Globalsecurity.org, "Iraqi Coalition: 
Non-US Forces in Iraq," available at htt~:/!www.~lobalsecurity,or~/militar~ops/iraorba~t-coalition.htm. 

15 1 Thayer, War iVithou~ Fronts, p. 34. 

"' Thc South Vietnamese Goverriment in 1967 had been in existence for thirteen years 

IS3 'fhayer, LVor It'ithoctt Frotlts, p. 33.  

254 Nawaf Obaid and Anthony Cordesinan, "Saudi Militants in Iraq," Center for Strategic and International Studies, 
September 19. 2005, available at http://mr.csis.orfi/mcdidcsis'pubsil)59 19- saudi~niltantsiraq.pdf. 



With very few exccptiolls, coinin~~nist forces were afforded sanctuary from allied ground attack 
in North Vietnam, Laos and ~ a ~ l i b o d i a . ~ ' ~  Co~nparable sanctuaries do not exist for Iraqi 
i n ~ u r ~ e r ~ t s . " ~  h/loreovcr, the North Vietnamese (d~rectly) and Viet Cong (indirectly) received 
substant~al aid frorr~ two major powers, the Soviet Union and China, particularly in the fonn of 
cquipnlcnt and munitions. For example, during the period 1967-69 aid to North Vietnam was 
roughly $8 billion in current dollars, or just shy of $40 billion in today's dollars, of which 
roughly half was directly associated with the war effort.I5' External material aid for Iraqi 
insurgents is. again. niinlsculc by comparison, although they do receive support through Iran and 
Syria. 

C;~sualtie~: 'l'he human cost of the war in Iraq is s~iiall in comparison with that incurred during 
the Vietnam War, or even during the initial period of direct US involvement in ground combat 
operations. Through 1067, the second full year of US ground operations in South Vietnam, 
14,386 troops had died in combat, for an average of 599 per nionth, or 19.7 per day."" 
(American combat deaths would increase to nearly 15,000 a year beginning in 1968.) South 
Vietnamese forces suffered roughly 24,669 deaths, while aiiied force combat deaths exceeded 
1,67 1 .25'1 

pp pp-pp------ - 
Figures 2 & 3: US C:onlhat Fatalities and Conibat Fatalities per Day Two Years After 

Ground Combat Force I~ltervention 

I st & 2nd Year Combat Fatalities Average Fatalities per Day after Two Years 

"' Allicd forces briefly raided com~nunist sanctuaries in Catnbodia in 1970 and in Laas in 1971 (Operation Lam 
Song 7 19). 

250  There is cvidence that both Iran and Syria are providing sanctuary to some insurgent elements. Again, however, 
the scale of support is quite small wlier~ con~parcd to that enjoyed by the Communists during the Vietnam War. 

15' Thaycr, Mirr IVi'illlou[ Fromts, p. 87. 

259 Southeast Asia Statistical Summary, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), April 11, 1973, 
pp. 1-9. Cited in 'T'hayer, Weir Cl'ithout Fronts, p. 105. 



As of early November 2005, US nlilitary fatalities in lraq from all sources since the beginning of 
major combat operations stood at 2,052, with 1,604 coinbat casualties. If one discounts the 
pcriod of conventional military operations, U S  ~nilitary fatalities stand at 1,9 13, or an average of 

200  66 per nnonth, or 2.02 per day. 

Put another way, IJS forccs in Vietnanl during this period suffered battle deaths at a rate over 
nine tiin~es greater than that being experienced thus far in Iraq. At this rate. it u'ozild take ovpr 18 
yeclrs jbr US casua1tir.s in Iraq to exceed those .r~!lfr!rt.d in South Vietnam just th~ozlgh 1967.~" 
And coinbat losses through 1967 wcrc mild in comparison of what was to colne. I t  is worth 
noting that the casualty rate in Vietnam would nearly double in 1968. Indeed, at the current 
combat death sustainment rates, it wozlld take uver- 73 years for- US,fbrces to incur the level of 
cotnhat dc?aths suffer-cd . . in the Vietnam War. 

The dramatically lower rate of U S  casualties being suffered in Iraq is remarkable given the 
absence, to date, of any suhqtantial indigenous Iraqi security forces to shoulder a major portion 
of the security responsibiiity, as there were in South Vietnam. In 1967 alone, for example, South 
Vietnamese forces suffered some 12,716 killed in action, a rate roughly 13 times that of US 
forces over the last year.262 

Accordirlg to one source, Iraqi civiliai~ casualties since the end of major combat operations are 
estimated at 28,600 263 Civ~liarl casualties during the Vietnam War are Inore difficult to discern. 
However. in 1067 alone, over 48.000 South Vietnamese civilians died in hospitals as a result of 
wounds suffered as a result of the war. 

But actuiil civilian casualties in Vietnam were likely ~nuch  higher, perhaps by a factor of 
Many c~vilian casudlties mere never admitted to hospitals. Many hospitals did not record all 
admissions. Thcre were a significant number of other hospitals whose adniissions records were 
not accessed (e.g., Catholic hospitals). A significant number of injirred civilians likely sought 
help from local physicians or from doctors practtcing traditional Chinese medicine. The most 

160 See DoD, (:)IF/OEF Daily Casualty Update, November 10, 2005, available at 
http:/l~~ww.defc~~szlink.~nill~~ewslcasualty.pdf. 

?6l This wcluld cxcced the period oC major US combat operations in South Vietnam, which ran from the spring of  
1965 to 19'71. 

.62 Thayer. War Without Frorrts, p. 105, and "Military Coalition Casualties per hlonth," available at 
http:iiicasua&s.nrg/oif/. 

163 See mw.iraqbodvcclunt .~et .  This site is maintained by  a group of academics and peace activists. Given the 
polemics associated with the site (e.g., "Civilian Deaths in 'Noble' Iraq Mission Pass 10,000"), it  seems reasonable 
to conclude the data prohably provides an upper limit on civilian casualties. The site does not differentiate between 
civilian casualties as caused by insurgent o r  Coalition forces. It estimates total civilian casualties since the onset of 
hostilities in blarch 2003 as somewhere between 26,93 1 and 30,3 18. 

264 Thayer, Ifiw Itii~holil ff7ront.s, pp. 125 ,  127-29 



obvious  omission concerns those civilians who were killed outright, and thus had no nccd of 
medical ti-eatinent. This has led to widely varyii~g estin~ates of civilian 

If wc takc the iiiicipoint between estimates, then South Vietnamese civilian casualties in 1967 
would have bcen roughly 72,000 and those in Iraq around 28,600. Thus civilian casualtics 
suffered in Iraq arc occurring at a rate that is 2 112 times lower than that experienced in Vietnam. 
If one Ineasures casualties on a per capita basis, taking into account that Iraq's population is 
roughly SO percent greater than that of South Vietna~ii in 1967, then the Iraqi civilian ccrsunlty 
rate is lcss that1 1'0 percent of ' t l~at  ,sz@recl in Vietncrn~ in second full year of US ground combat 
operations.'66 

It is important to note that in both Vietnam and Iraq, the casualty figures do not differentiate 
between !he source; i.e., whether USIallied forces inflicted the casualties, or the enemy. In both 
wars the enemy consciously sought to inflict casualties on civilians. 

Cost. In budgetary tenns, the war in Iraq has, to date, cost substantiaiiy iess t'han the war in 
Vietnam. Congress has appropriated about $1 97 billion to cover the cost of military operations in 
Iraq through the end of fiscal yeas 2005 (which ended on September 30'"). By comparison. the 
Vietnam War cost about $636 billion (in today's dollars). Depending on how long US forces 
remain engaged in counterinsurgency operations in the country the cost of the war in Iraq would, 
ot'course. grow. However, at the current rate of cxpenditure-roughly $79 billion annually-US 
forces would have to remain in Iraq in their present numbers for another five years for costs to 
reach the level ot'the Vietnam War. 

- -- - - 

Figures 4 & 5: Eco~lomic Costs of the War 
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'" Civilian casualty csti~nates in South Victnam for the period 1965-1972 range from just under 200,000 to over 
400,000. Ibid. 

Vietnam 

!i4 Iraq' 

266 S o u ~ h  Vietnam's population in 1967 was slightly over 16 million; Iraq's population is slightly over 27  million. 
Guenter L e ~ . y ,  Anlrricn irl L'i/ic,tnirrn (Oxlhrd, UK: Oxford University Press, 1978), p. 301. 



In evaluating the cost of the war in Iraq relative to Vietnain, it must also be recognized that the 
Unitecl States is a fu- 1-lcher country today than it was during the Vietnain War. The US economy 
IS now inore than two-and-one half tinles larger than it was in 1968, at the height of the Vietnam 
War. In 1968, the United States spent the equivalent of about 2.3 percent of its GDI' on the 
Victlia~r~ War. By comparison, this year the cost of military operations in Iraq is projected to 
amount to some 0.6 percent of GDP. 

CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the dissilnilarities between the Vietnam anti Iraq conflicts h r  outweigh their 
similarities. 

This is not to say that the Vietnam War has no relevance to the ongoing conflict in Iraq. Nor does 
this imply the United States' goals can be easily accomplished in Iraq. What can bc collcluded is 
that, to clate, the insurgency in Iraq is far less fonnidable than the one confronted in Vietnam. I t  
also suggests that, due lo today's much iarger economy, the economic burden imposed on the 
llnited States by the conflict in Iraq is also likely to be  much less than that imposed by the 
Vietnam War, even if the conflict lasts many more years. 

As in the Vietnain War, the key to US perseverance will rest on the American peoples' 
calculation of whether, even at a reduced cost, the effort in Iraq is worth the sacrifice. The Bush 
Administration's challenge is to conlrince the US publie not only that it is possible to defeat the 
present insurgency, but that such a victory is also represents a major step toward the creation of a 
frce and  democratic Iraq. 

I t  is important to note that, unlike during the Vietnam War, the US military now relies 
exclusively on volullteers to iill its ranks. Thus public support for the war extends beyond public 
opi11i011 polls and contributions to the treasury. A sufficient number of volunteers must be willing 
to commit to serve their country as inembers of the armed forces to sustain the war effort. 

In the final analysis, much depends on how Washington chooses to employ its resources and the 
time franie over which it is able to sustain its efforts-in short, the strategy pursued. lVo matter 
how less challenging the Iraq insurgency appears when measured against America's Vietnam 
expel-ienc:e, or how low the relative costs, they will not offset a flawed strategy. 



Demography typically plays an important role in military competitions, and the war in Iraq is no 
exception. Iraq's current population is approximately 27 million people. Well over half of Iraq's 
poy>i~lntion is concentrated in its ten niost ~ O ~ L I I O U S  cities. This reinforces the point that, unlike 
many past insurgencies, Iraq's is princ~pally urban in nature, and that 011 spot security operations 
will necessari 1 y involve pacifying urban areas. 

-- -- 7- Table 2: Iraq's Rla,jor Cit~es 

City Governate 
Baghdad Baghdad 
Mosul Nineveh / Ninawrt 
Basrah Basrah 
Irbil Arb11 
Kit kuk At-Ta'mim 
Sulayinani yah As-Sulaymani yah 
Nalaf An-Najaf 
Karbala Karbala 
Nasri ye Dhi-Qar 
Hilla Babylon (Babil) 
Ramadiyah [Ar Ramndi] Al-Anbar 
Diwaniyeh Al-Qadisiyah 
Ku t Wasit 
Amarah Maysan 
Ba'qubah Diyala 
Fallujah Al-Anbar 
Sanlarra' Salah ad-Din 

The differcncc in population density is quite dramatic fro111 region to region. According to the 
map (sce Figure 6), the area nrcst of the Euphrates River (the Syrian Desert) is nearly barren. Of 
particular note, given its great size and high level of insurgent activity, Al-Anbar province, 
conlprising only about 5 percent of the country's population and home to much of the insurgcnt 
violence, has a very concentrated demographic profile. Over 70 percent of its 1,230,000 residents 
live in the provinces' two major cities, Ra~nadi and Fallouja. These two cities (neither of which 
is arriong the country's ten most populous) are the two major demog~ayhic "islands" in the 
western approaches to Baghdad. Securing these cities (perhaps as part of a second phase of oil- 
spot operations following the securing of Baghdad and Mosul) would likely prove i~riportant, if 
not decisive, in reducing the Sunni insurgent element. 

267 Source: Iraq-hlajor Cities, available at: h t t p : l l w w w . ~ l o b a l s e c u r i t y . o r ~ / m i l i t ~ / c i t h t n ~ .  
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The southern corner of Iraq 1s home to the rclatlvely narrow area between the Tigris and 
Euphl-atles rivers. It boasts a number of major population centers including Basra, Najaf, 
Karballa, H~l lah and Nasiriyah. From the southern tip of Iraq north to Baghdad, major city 
centers ,Ire separated by approximately 50-100 miles along the two nvers. This is the country's 
most populous region, and is generally secure (although not necessarily by Iraqi Security Forces) 
until one reaches the areas around Baghclatl and Karbala provinces. 

Northeastern Iracl, dominated by thc country's Kurdish minor~ty, is quite mountainous with 
wooded and forested areas. I t  is the only part of the country that supports a major population 
center not located on either the Tigrls or Euphrates Rivers (Kirkuk, Arbil and Al Salaynaniyah 
arc all to the east ot'the Tigris). Mosul, Iraq's second city is located on the Tigris and comprises 
a potentially volatile mix o f  Kurds and Sunni Arabs. 

ISLANDS IN THE SAND 
Iraq's clemogaphy tjvors i l ~ c  counterinsurgenis in one important way: counterinsurgent forces 
can recurc the vast majority of the population by physically occupying only a small part of the 
country. This, however. offers no parantee  of  victory. During the insurgency in South Vietnam 
from 19116- 1975, 90 percent of that country's population lived either along the narrow coastal 
p l a ~ n  or the Mckong Delta. This favorabIe demographic condition did not prevent the 
V~ctnarnese Communists from ove~throwing the Saigon government. 

-- -- - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  -- 
Figure 6: Iraqi Population Density 
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268 Map available at http:l.lncws.bl~c.c~O~~W 1iishared~spVhi/inndepth/p~sttsaddammjraq!'html/l .stm. 
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Iraq is chusactcrizeJ by cities sun-ounded by desert. This raises the question of how this rather 
unusual combination of geography and demography might influence our approach to defeating 
the insu~gency through oil spot c~umpaigns. 

Oile way of thinking about the problem is to view the desert as similar to the ocean. Like the 
oceans, deserts call be used for the purposes of transit, but they not really habitable. Cities in the 
clescrt can bc seen as islands. Like islands, cities in deserts do have communication and 
lnoveirlent between o11c another, but this can be restricted relatively easily. 

This can make life difficult for the insurgents since, to use Mao's phrase, the insurgents are like 
fish and the people are the sea in which they swim. In archipelagos (like the Philippines, where 
geograpl~y severely penalized Aquinaldo and the Huks) or in Iraq ("island" cities in an ocean of 
sand) thc: insurgents' freedom of movelnent is hampered by the geography. 

How docs this help the counterinsurgent forces? For one, it makes i t  easier to isolate population 
centers, since the popl;!atioi; is morc geographically concentrated. Think of how difficult ii 

would be to isolate Washington from its surrounding area relative to, say, doing the same around 
M O ~ U ~ . ~ ~ '  

There 1s another sirr~ilar~ty betwecn counterinsurgency in Iraq and war at sea. Instead of islands, 
think of Iraqi c~ties as "ships'. participating in a convoy of indefinite duration (which is not far- 
letched, ils the World War [I convoys across the Atlantic were essentially a continuous conveyor 
belt of  transport ships). The allies discovered that when they tried to hunt Gernian submarines, 
these efforts typically ended In iailurc, while the U-boats had a field day sinking transport ships. 
Eventually, these operations were abandoned and convoy operations initiated. Allied warships 
stayed with the transport ships. This forced the U-boats to attack the convoys if they wanted to 
sink the transports. 'Thus the warships did not have to find or interdict the U-boats-the Gennan 
submarines were forced to c a n e  to 

What's the link here? Think of Coalition security forces as warships. ?'hey can go out hunting for 
the insurgents--like the Arnmy and Marines in sweep operations. Or they can stay with the 
population-the "transport ships," and eventually force the insurgents to come to them Thus oil 
spot operations are like convoys. Counterinsurgent forces stay with the population, which is 
"clumpecll" in towns and cities. Over time, the Coalition and the Iraqis can build forces 
specifically designed (e.g., local police) to protect the population-just as the US and Royal 
navies build destroyer escorts for convoys. The key point here is that killing insurgents is 

209 The Coalition forces have been able to construct a sand birm around the entire city for the purpose of  reduced the 
threat of atlack with car bombs. The result has been a dramatic reduction in such attacks. It is difficult to see how 
this could have been accomplished, or accomplished easily, in an area where the population was far more 
distributed, rather than highly concentrated. 

170 For example, sec Clay Bla~r ,  Elirlrr's U-BOLI~ Wur. The Ifunled, 1942-1945 (New York, NY: Random House, 
1998'1, pp 176-200; and I'eter Padfield, War Benrczlh /he Seu: Submarine C'onjlicl During World War II (New York, 
NY. John PJiley & Sons, Inc, 1905), pp. 198-219. 



lu.r.clc~unt to the operation--just as sinking sub~narines was irrelevant to insuring that supplics 
reached England from the United States. 

Another positive factor IS the country's relatively high level of urbanization. 'l'here are areas 
(e.g., around Mosul) wherc the cities truly arc demographic "islands" in a sea of relativcly 
unpopulated countryside This advantage is offset somewhat since securing these areas will 
rcquire liorccs expert in urban control and sccurity operations, which are not a strong suit of  the 
U S  mililary. or (as of' yet) their Iraqi Security Force protegks. 

I'iewed from a purcly demographic perspective, a Mosul oil spot security offensive appears far 
more attract~vc than a Baghdad offensive, where there is a sueable population density 
sun-ouncling the city itself. Still, the US Anny's I "  Cavalry Division appears to have had 
significant success in pacifjiing a substantial part of the city. An offensive lasting several years in 
the city ~1nd surrourlding areas between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers could protluce the war's 
turning point. at least in a ~nilitarylsecurity sense. 

Finally, given the country's dependence upon its two major rivers, and the relatively high 
population density along and between them, especially in the southern part of Iraq, they might be 
vicmled as major national trrtnsportation routes. If so, deploying "brown water" Iraqi navy units 
to control (or at least monitor) movement along these waterways could prove an important factor 
in provitling security to the population, as the rivers may serve as a significailt means of 
insurgent movement and infiltration into relatively secure areas. 



APPENDIX C: THE ROMANS AND 
COUNTERINSURGENCY 

While the IJnited States has 110 cmpii-e, it does sharc several characteristics with imperial powcrs 
such as Roinc (luring thc I'LLJ Rominnl~m and Great Britain during Ihe age o f  the Pax llritannicu. 
Like the linited States, Rome and Great Britain were the dominant, or hegeinonic powers of their 
time. They also had interests that were global in natul-e.27' The period of Rome's dominance 
spalis centuries. Polybius suggests i t  began in 24-1 BC, following Rome's victory in the First 
Punic War. while Adrian Goldsworthy focuses much of his attention on the period 100 BC to 
200  AD.?^' Regasdless of how the era of  Roman dominance is defined, i t  clearly extends over a 
protracted time, and was shaped by many different political and military leaders and a changing 
culturt:. Therefore, it is difficult to suggest that there was a particular and enduring Roman 
mildus operarzdi for cluelling insurrections during its long imperial era. Having said this, there are 
several intcresting patterns that einergt: in thc way imperial Rome dealt with insurrections. 

Onc is that thc typical reaction of Rome at the first signs of an insurrection was to attack 
im~ncciliately, cveii if the local Iioinan forces thcy were severely ou tnu~nbered . '~~  To mobilizc a 
large arniy capable of conducting full-scale warfare would take time and provide thc rebels with 
a11 opl.~orturtity to -increase their ranks. Therefore, the Romans responded as quickly as pvssible to 
supprcss the insurrection before it gained momentum. The Romans, in some cases, also hoped 
that if thcy responded quickly with a show of force, the rebels would be awed and would 
surrender without any substantial resistance. This? of course, is the opposite of  US troops' 
behavi~or in the late spring and sumincr of  2003, when the insurrection began to fonn in Iraq. 

The sel:ontl pattern of Roltian behavior in dealing with insurgents was the use of brutal violence 
in thc ~cst re~ne to suppress them. Burning, looting, pillaging, and selling people into slavery in 
rebellious territories were the common practices of the R o n ~ a n  Army. This was necessitated by 
the li~nitations on Rume's manpower. In a passage that eerily describes the US Army's current 
dilcmll~a in Iraq, one finds that 

271 1'0 l ~ c  sure. Rome's interests were not global in the strict sense of !he temi. Hawever, Roine's inlluence did cover 
much of the then-civilized world. Given the absence of comrnunications and speed of transport available to 19 '~  
century Britain, it can be argued that Rome's span of control was every bit as anlbitious as that of Victorian Britain 
and the United States today. 

172 Adrian Keith Goldsworthy, The Roman Army at Jar ;  100 BC-AD 200 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 
pp. 79-95: and Polybius, The IIistories, Book 111, Sections 3 available at 
1~ttp://pe11elo~e.uchica~o.edu/ThayeriEiRorTexts/Polybiu/3 *.m. 
273 Goldsworthy states that 

When an uprising did occur, the Rornan reaction was always the same. All thc troops which 
could be rnusterd at short notice were formed into a column and sent immediately to confront the 
perceived centre of the rebellion . . . . 'This oAen rneant that numerically small and poor-ly 
supplied Roman colunins launched an immediate offensive against the rebels. 

Adslan Goldsworthy, Romcin M'clrfirre (London: Cassell & Co.. 2000). p. 144. 



[Nlo~le coulcl resist the I-elentless advance of Ro~iiarl invasion cnlu~luis, 
hut neither could the Romans apply their strength effectively against the 
widely dispersed rural base of warrior nations whose life and whose 
strength did not depericl on the survival of a city-based economic and 
social structure. C:onsecluently, if the insurgents persisted in their efforts, 
thc Roman's only real alternative was to attack the population base itself, 
in a war of cxterrnination. I11 tlle absence of a scttled pattern (I[ life that 
the army could control and reorgariize urlder Roman rule, peace requircd 
that fil-st a desert be made. Thus at the conclusion of Domitian's 
campaign against the Nasalnones of North Africa, he reported to the 
Senate that the war had been \van, and that the Nasa~norles had ceased to 

774 exist: 

THE JEWISH INSURRECTION 
In a more notable case, C'estius Gallus marshaled an arniy in 66 AD to respond to an uprising of 
Jewish rebels who had massacred the Roman garrisons in Jerusalem. Gallus formed an army 
co1npri:;ing different legions and garrison forces as well as personnel provided by nearby allied 
kingdollis, creating 3 Roman-clominated coalition of sorts. Gallus wanted to crush the rebellion 
bcfore i t  grcw and spread throughout the region. Initially Gallus and his 14,000-man anny were 
succcsshil. Thcy met no organi7ed resistance as they burned, looted, and pillaged the various 
cities on their way to Jerusalem. There they launched a concerted attack against the rebels, which 
t~;liletl. The Romans suffered nlany casualties, over 5,700 by one estimate. The Jewish victory 
demonstrated t h ~ t  the Rornans were not invincible, which swelled the ranks of  Jewish insurgents. 

The Romans then raised another army consisting of some 60,000 professional, well-trained 
solcliers. This army began opcrnting first in the northern area of Galilee and systematically re- 
captured rcbcl territory. 'The Roman approach was brutal, and emphasized winning the local 
population's "mind," not its heart. The Ronians systeinatically burned, looted, and pillaged every 
village, city and town they canle upon. Those who were not killed were sold into slavery. The 
cnmpaip  culminated with the siege and destruction of Jerusalem, whereupon the remnants of  the 
Jewish resistance rctrcatcd to the~r  reinotc mountain fortress at Masada. Not content to merely 
crush the insurgent ~llovcment, the Rom,uis sent their Tenth Legion, one of their best, to Masada, 
where it conducted a siege lasting over t u o  years for the purpose of destroying the last tiny 
vestige of re~istance.~" 

rr., 
I ne niessnge was ciear: (nose who opposed Rome's rule could not hope to survive. 

[A]t a tirne when the entire Roman army had a total of only twenty-nine 
lcgions to garrison the entire empire, one legion was deployed to besiege 
Masada, there to reduce the fortress by great works of engineering, 
inclucling a vast ranip reaching the full height of the lnountain. 'This was 

274 Edward N. JLuttwak, The Grcind Strategy q f ' t ke  Rornun Empire: From /he First Century AD to the Third 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976). p. 46. 

273 During that time, in order to fight the last handful of Jewish resistance members, the Romans built an assault 
elnba~lkment up the side of the mountain, measuring 675 feet long and 275 feet ill height, surmounted by a stone 
platform some 75 feet in height. Luttwak, Tlie Grand Stratt,hy of lhe Ronrrrn Empire, p. 117. 



a \.ast a i d  see~ningly irrational cornrnitroe~lt of scarce: military 
mallpowe~-01- was it? The entire three-year operation, and the vcry 
i~~significance ul' its objeclive, must have made an on~inous impression 
on all  those in the East who night otherwise have been tempted to 
contemplate revolt: the lesson of Masada was that the Romans w o ~ ~ l d  
pursue rebellion even to nlountain tops in remote deserts to destroy its 
last vestiges, 1-egarrlless of the cost. As if to ensure that the message was 
duly heard. antl  duly reinernbered, Josephus was installed in Rome, 
wherc he wrote a tietailed account of the siege . . . . 276 

REVOLT OF THE BELGIC TRIBES 
A sinlilar Rolnan response characterized tiaius Julius Caesar's operations against thc Belgic 
trlbes tlhat revolted in 54 HC, roughly one hundred years befi~re the Judaea uprising. After the 
campaigning season in 54 BC the Roman Army was scattered throughout Gaul and preparing to 
camp fix the wlnter. The Eburones, a CalliclBelgic tribe, rebelled antl attacked a handful of 
Rornan garrisons. Some garrisons surrendered but the one under the leadership of Cicero held 
out and was besieged. Upon learning of Cicero's plight, Caesar took his two small legions and 
somc 400 cavalry (a total of about 7,000 men) and marched immediately to break the sicge. 
Cacsar ordercd his mcn not to take any heavy baggage so that they could move as cluickly as 
possible. Thc Eburones bcgan to retreat upon hearing of Roman's arrival and Caesar conducted a 
swift action to rout their almies. 

Me:lnwl~ile, other tnbes had conducted operations against other legions in the area. Caesar and 
his anily ilnclertook a serles lightning operations and surprise attacks against them. Against the 
Nervii, for ~nstance. the lioman operations were conducted so rapidly that the Nervii were unable 
to raise an army. Again, this canipaign was nlarked by quick oper-ations by Roman forces on the 
scene. The Ronians were successhl, however, and did not require a larger army, as they would a 
hundred years later in Sudaea. The suppression of the Gallic revolts again highlights the Roman 
practice of moving quickly and of brutal dcst~uction of the enemy. The Romans systeinatically 
pillaged the tribal areas. Those tribes that surrendered to the Romans were given some leniency. 
However, the Eburones were exterminated and ceased to exist as a people. 

These ttvo esamplcs of Roman co~~nterincurgency operations show that the Roman response to 
insurrection was not proportional to the damage incurred, but highly disproportionate, a kind of 
' . m:issive retaliation." While costly in its execution, both in time and resources, this strategy's 
purpose was to miitimize thc long-term costs of empire by so intimidating other groups that 
might be tempted to challenge Rome that the empire could be policed with a relatively small 
garrison force. 

It is worth noting that, in deploying forces to Afghanistan, the IJnited States has also shown a 
willinb.uess to "pursue rebellion even unto mountaintops in remote deserts." Its army has yet, 
however, to deinoilstrate eithcr the staying power of the Roman legions or the ruthlessness they 
exhibited. 

276 Luttwak, 7'tie Grtrnd ,Strotcg~~ o f  the Kor~ln~~ Enzllire, p. 4. 



'I'tle Iraq Insurgency is urban in nature, while the insurgency in Vietnam was iural in character. 
However, some of the husic principles of counterinsurgency warfare remain the salnc, 
particularly the importance of securing thc population and obtaining intelligence. With that in 
mlnd. the following description of US efforts toward this end during the Vietnam War may prove 
instructi\ e. 

In 1954, the last year of French nrle in Vietnam, the government of South Vietnam controlled 
o ~ l l y  the cities ancl large towns. IJpon assuming power in 1955, South Vietnamese Presidcnt Ngo 
Dinh Diem realized that he needed to extend his rule to the villages where most of the 
Victnannese population resided. Diein ordered his minister of defense to oversee the activities of 
the South Victnnmese Anny (ARVN), police forces, and public administrators in reaching out to 
the iural population and bringing them under the government's control. Officially known as 
"nation;li security," thc operation was Inore f:imiliarly known as pacification, borrowing fro111 the 
French use of the term. Major General Edward Lansdale, who was also an advisor to the CIA, 
servecl as the American adviscr to Diem for this effort. Lansdale had been reassigned from the 
Philippines, where he had advised Ramon Magsaysay on the pacification effort that proved key 
in putting down the Huk insurgency. 

In the late 1 N O S ,  the small American Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) in Saigon, 
Lvhich hat1 thc primary responsibility of training South Vietnam's anned forces, concentrated on 
thc threat posed by North Vietnam's regular forces. Thus, they trained the South Vietnamese in 
convcntional warfare operatio~is, emphasizing large tactical military fbrniations organized to stop 
a large-scale conventional invasion, similar to the one the United States had confronted in Korea. 
This focus on conventional invasion slighted the threat of  insurgency, leaving the South 
Vietnamese forces ill-equipped to handle the challenge posed by the communist g,werrillas 
operating in the countryside. Moreuver, the ITS effort to train South Vietnamese military forces 
gave short shrift to the local security forces (e.g., Civil Guard and Self-Defense Corps) that were 
responsible for protecting and working with the villages. These organizations fell under the 
jurisdiction of the Ministry of  Interior and therefore wcre not beneficiaries of the American 
Military Assistance Program (MAP). Even when Diem requested assistance for the security 
fc:ccs working the countryside, Amesican officials refilsed on the g~ounds that such e fhr t s  
draincd resources from the main task of pursuing South Vietnam's conventional military 
training. 

The South Vietnamese made a number of unsuccessful attempts at pacification and strengthening 
ties with the rural population. For example, D~CIII initiated the "agruvilles" program in 1959. It 
was a relocation program that sought to move the peasant population into strong rural 
settlements, called agrovilles that contained schools, medical facilities, electricity, and other 
social services. In these villages, the peasantry would be protected from the insurgents and 
receive services from the government. The agrovilles project failed, however, as many peasants 
were forced to perfonn hard labor to build them, and many agrovilles were not large enough to 
accommoclate the number of peasants that required protection. The peasants were also forced to 
give up ~ n a n y  short-tern~ benefits such as harvesting crops and taking care of their animals, for 



an uncertain long-term benefit. This was a risk that many peasants did not want to take, or did so 
I-eluctantl y. 

Yet anothcr pacification effort, the strategic hamlets program, was implemented by Diem in 
1061, this tinie with US participation. This program sought to protect peasantry from the 
communist insurgency by fortifying the villages with a trained and a ~ m c d  security apparatus. The 
go~cmnleil t  tried to tie the pcople of these fortified hamlets into a comlnunications network that 
cc)uld alert local defense forces to ward off guerrilla raids. This attempt also failed, for many of 
the same reasons of  the agrovilles program. For instance, inany peasants were uprooted and 
~novcd to fortified areas. Security proved less than adequate. I'his was because, to demonstrate 
progress, creating strategic hainlets became an end in itself. 

The American efforts in assisting South Vietnam's pacification in the late 1950s and early 1960s 
were disorganized, unfocused, and often competed with military goals. In 1965, the Office of 
Civil Operations (OCO) unified the function of the civilian agencies, including AID and the CIA, 
the twij largest contribuiors to US civil opeiaiioiis ia  Vietnam. Rut OCO suffered from under 
staffing and a lack of funds as well as authority to carry out ambitious projects to build ties with 
the peasantry. Although OCO consolidated the civilian pacification efforts, it could not really 
address the pivotal security questions o f  facing the insurgency in the countryside and 
o~crcoming the political indifference that most peasants had to the Saigon regime. 

Many mcmbers of the Johnson Administration realized that the problerns of OCO could not be 
ovcrcome unless it was fully integrated with the military effor-t. The military controlled the bulk 
of [IS resources In Southeast Asia, making it the logical organization to undertake any sort of 
massive paciiicat~on effort. Moreover, the administration understood that if the military aspect of  
protecting the peasants was not integrated with the civilian effort to build stronger tics between 
Sa~gon  and the countryside, any attempt at pacification was doomed to failure. Therefore, in 
early 1067, thc LJnited States created the Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development 
Support (CORDS) organization, which was integrated in the Military Assistance Com~nand,  
Vietnam (hIACV). CORDS was a hybrid civil-military structure with General Westmoreland as 
the commanding officer, and Robert Komer as his civilian deputy. Of  the military component, 
the A r n ~ y  contributed more than 90 percent o f  the advisors. 

CORDS pulled together a range of pacification efforts, previously managed by AID, (21.4, and 
MACV. CORDS wielded authority over nearly all pacification programs including refugee 
resettlements, the development of  police forccs, and the Chieu Hoi program-the "open arms" 
program that offered clemency to insurgents that laid down their arms. It also brought under its 
control the CIA training progra~n for the Revolutionary Development Cadres teams. which 
inculcated young Vietnamese with anti-communist ideology and sent them into the villages to 
conduct an array of tasks from restoring local elected government, providing medical treatment, 
ass~sting in development projects, and aiding farmers in getting credit. CORDS also was 
responsible for oversight of the Regional Forces and Popular Forces (RFIPF), local security units 
that had long been neglected by the South Vietnamese and their 'CIS advisors. Regional Forces 
were provincial level units, and the Popular Forces were a part-time village militias co~nprised of  
poor farmers and laborers, many of whorn who joined the PF to escape the draft. Korner believed 



that these un~ts  wcre key to achieving the twin goals of providing villages with security aga~iist 
comlnunist insurgents and developing stl-onger ties between the peasants and Saigon. 

Initially, CORDS faced several obstacles, principally in getting military and civilian American 
officers woi-king ;1s il teain and breaking down institutional loyalties and bureaucratic practices of 
the various agencies. Ko~ner  sought immediately to overcome these hurdles by iinpleiiienling 
"Projcct Takeoff'," a p1a11 to quicltly review and consolidate all pacification efforts, increase the 
power of' Amcric~in advisors over South Vietnam, obtain a more vigorous South Vietnamese 
effort, and induce local officials to conduct government prograins more efficiently. As part of 
this initial cffort, Ko~ner  outlined eight action progranls that would be the central co~nponent of 
CORDS. Thcse were: 

Accelerate the Chieu Hoi program (the "open arlns" program); 

Mount attacks on VC infrastructure; 

Expand and improve ARVN support to pacification; 

Expand and supplement the RD cadre team cffort; 

Increase capability to handlc rcfilgees; 

Revamp police forces: and 

Advance land reform. 

With the exception of the attacks on VC infrastructure, all the elements of Komer's plan were to 
enhance efforts already underway. The targeting of VC infrastructure soon became a central 
component of pacification, and resulted in the crcation of a new, coordinated anti-infrastructure 
effort known as the Phoenix program. Komer's efforts to outline thc programs that CORDS 
coordinated met some success; however, i t  did more to bring to the surface many of the problems 
that paciiication faced. The main challenges centered on the South Vietnamese government's 
~iiability to carry out the tasks necessary to pacify the countryside. The United States, in its 
advisory role, could only ameliorate the problems by managing the programs znd allocating 
resources. 

In May 1%7, Westmoreland gave CORDS the additional responsibility for developing territorial 
security forces to deal with the insurgency. Komer seized the opportunity to revamp the 
underutilized RFIPF forces, and requested a dramatic increase in the number of advisors for 
South Vietnamese. To train the South Vietnamese local security forces quickly, CORDS 
expenmcnted with the use of mobile assiqtance teams (MATS) that would travel from \,illage to 
village instructing local forces in small-unit tactics and weapons t ra ini~~g,  including night 
operations, ambushes and patrols a? well as fortifications and indirect fil-e support. The MATS 
were comprised of five US A m y  personnel (usually 2 officers and 3 NCOs) along with two 
South Vietnamese. The tearns moved from one RFIPF unit to the next. Komer and others saw the 
h4Arrs as an improvcrnent over the Marine Corps7 Co~nbincd Action Platoolis (CAPS) which 



\\.ere 13 man units that lived in villages. The CAP teams lived with the local villages and by 
night provided security by conducting raids and ambushes along with ineinbers of the local 
South Vietnamese security forces. ?'he CAPS suffered mostly because the South Vietnamese 
were content to "sit back" and let the Marines take the lead. Although the CAPS continued, the 
MAT tcaiiis sought to correct this participation problem by constantly relocating, so as to prevent 
the local sccurity forces f'roin becoming dependent on them. 

C'OIII>S rnade strides in different areas, particularly in increasing the nuiiiber of US advisors for 
local sccurity forces. Ilowevcr-, CORDS faced the ino~iuinental challenge of trying to persuade 
the South Vietnamese to refomi long-standing rncthods, attitudes, and practices. 'Ihe South 
Vict~~ainesc Fdiled to promote and put in place qualified managers-a rare commodity in any 
casc- into key positions in the pacification program, since 1oy:llty to the South Vietnamese 
rcgiine was rewarded above skill and demonstrated competence. Furthermore, the South 
Vietn~umesc lacked a central organization (like CORDS) that coordinated their national 
pacification efforts. Komer was instrumental in making some of these changes, including 
pressuring tlie South Vietnamese to make some refoniis and f u m ~  thc Central Revolutionary 
Ilef'cnse C:ouncil, which co~nprised all South Vietnamese cabinet officials involved in 
pacification. With refornls beginning to occur in South Vietnam (including the election which 
proiiiisecl gl-eater stability) and a massive influx of funds, persolinel, and equipment, CORDS 
could claim some success at the cntl oE 1967. Indeed, security forces had forced the VC to resort 
to unpopular measures. Captured enemy docu~nents revealed that at thc elid of 1967, the 
population controlled by the VC had declined. 

Thc long-ten11 prospects for pacification looked promising and Ko~ner ,  accord~ngly, sought to 
emphasize several key areas for 1968. These included: improving further the RFIPF, pressing the 
attack or1 the infrastn~cture, helping provide better r ehgee  care, and fostering the economic 
revival of South Vietnam. The Tet Offensive of January 31, 1968, however, set back the 
pacificat~on effort. Nearly 10 percent of the RFIPF outposts were overrun, and tlie South 
Victnainesc goveinnient moved many RFIPF units as well as ARVN and police units out of  rural 
villages to defend cities. Moreover, training suffered, and records, supplies, and equ~pment were 
lost as a result of Tet. The withdrawal of soldiers, cadres, and police resulted in a decrease in 
ten-itorial sccurity. The psychological effects were also great, as the VC' were now appearing in 
foniierly sccure villages. Tct also disrupted the nascent Phoenix program. 

After Tet, CORDS faced two major challenges. First, it had to help the South Vietnamese 
recover from the attacks, an effort that drained resources from the pacification program. CORDS 
and the South Vietnamese government also had to deterniine how the pacification effort would 
proceed. The summer after Tet witnessed significant improvements in the relationship between 
CORDS and the South Vietnamese government. Despite the Tet setbacks, the RFIPF had grown 
in six!, and they wcrc now better armed, with the provision of US M-16 rifles. South Vietnam 
also instituted the People's Self-Defense Force (PSDF), a part-time 111ilitia that involved 
inhabitants of villages and hamlets-an initiative supported by CORDS. With the Viet Cong 
reeling after its losses in thc Tet attacks, this was probably the most eticouraging period for 
pacification during the war. The Phoenix program (Phung Hoang in South Vietnamese) also 
began to takc shape as a means for rooting out the Viet Cong infrastructure. In 1968, for the first 



time, South Vietnam was fully co~ninitted to target and eliminate the communist iiisurgent's 
infrastructure. 

By the fall of 1968, Komer and General Abrams, who had replaced General Westmorela~ld as the 
head of IMACV, began to push thc Accelerated Pacification Campalgn (APC), an offeilsive 
pac~ficat~on plan that sought to wln over a large percentage of thc countryside. (The South 
V~etnamese referred to it as the Special Paciijcation Plan). The AP(I called for ~na~nta in ing  
security 111 the hamlets already nnder control and going on the offensive to restore it in contested 
areas. The APC' called for the use of' KD cadres and KF and PF forces, along wlth the PSDF and 
other local rn~ l~ t ias  to sccurc hamlets and push the VC back. The KF arid ARVN forces were to 
carry out search and destroy mlssions in enemy controlled areas while the other forces buttressed 
local security. An expanded Phoenix program neutral~zed two to three thousand members of  thc 
co~umunirt apparatus per month. 

In less than threc months, the APC achieved significant gains. It surpassed its goal of securing 
1 i,,, , 
I ,IJU(I co~liesieci ilamiets and the Chieu Hoi program was successful in getting many V C  to 
surrender. Moreover, it recruited more nienlbers to the RFIPF and the PSDF. The VC on thc 
whole, launched fewer attacks against the South, suggesting a decrease in their military 
capabilities since Tet. However, Operation Phoenix failed to achieve its goals, and local 
communist infrastructures remailled key obstacles to consolidating victories in the pacification 
effort. Indeed, while the VC remained relatively inactivc ~nilitarily, they picked up the pace 
politically. Even in those hamlets and villages deemed secure militarily, the VC maintained a 
political infrastructure that continued to establish "liberation committees" that propounded 
revolutionary communist ideology and resistance to US and South Vietnamese efforts. Between 
September 1969 and January 1970, the number of hamlets with liberation committees jumped 
lrorn 397 to 3,367, with a majority of these springing up in those hamlets considered secure. This 
order of magnitude incrcase in communist "liberation committees" augmented the VC, giving 
them political legitimacy and extending their control over the population at the expense of the 
South Vietnamese. The decline in military activity and increase in political activity proved a 
ciecisivc shift in the North Victnamcse strategy. 

As ~t turned out, 1969 marked the peak year for CORDS. It would soon dwindle in size and 
resources as the US military began to withdrawal from Vietnam. From June 1970 to June 1971, 
li)r example, CORDS suffered a 24 percent drop in the r~umber of advisers, ~ x s s t l y  because of the 
draw-down of US troops. However, CORDS achieved some successes during this period. 
Between 1969 and 1972, the Americans and South Vietnamese co~lti~lued the APC strategy of  
moving territorial forces into contested areas and enemy-controlled hamlets and furthcr 
expanded Saigon's control over the countryside. Weakened by heavy losses in 1068, the Viet 
C'ong switched its strategy to preventing the hr ther  spread of the pacification program. They did 
this mainly through an increased number of small unit operations and sustained political 
campaigns in the villages. For example, the enemy significantly reduced its large attacks 
(battalion size or larger) from 126 in 1968 to 2 in 197 1 .  In contrast their small unit actions rose 
steadlly from 1,374 In 1968 to over 2,400 in 1972. The VC was rnainly trying to hinder 
pacification efforts, recruit members, and wait until the Americans were gone before seeking 
victory agaln. 



I n  sum, C'ORIIS and the pacification et'tbl-t proved to be somewhat of a mixed bag. l'llose 
involved in the program dce~iled i t  a success, even though the war was lost. In retrospect, tlic 
cosruption and incompetence of the South Vietnamese appeared to bc the biggest chall engc to 
the success of the program. Without CORDS, however, these flaws would have never surfaced. 
f:uttherrnore, some have suggested that thc success of pacification forced the North Vietnamese 
to Iai~ncll the Easter Offcnsi\~c in 1972 to prove tllat the American claims of Viet~lamization and 
pacification were fr~ilures. 'I'hc North 1:lunchcd its offensive in April 1972 and i t  was repulsed by 
South Victnamcsc groi~ncl forccs and US air strikes. Nonetheless, thcre were too few US ground 
fbrccs prcsclit to prcvent thc Co~nmunists from making incursions on pacitjcation. 

\Vhat the Easta. Offensive illunii~iateci, however, was serious cracks in the South Vietnamese 
govcrnnlcnt's own infrastructure. Corruption and the ability to carry out 11lilJor segnents of the 
pacitication plagued the South Vietnainese government. Ful-thennore, the perfomlance of the 
RF!PIT units, a conicrstone of the pacilication program, was very uneven. Massive desertions 
eroded some RF/PF units. Deserters complained of low pay, lack of benefits, time away from 
f~~mi ly ,  and dislike of military service as their reasons for leaving iile ranks. Even when pay was 
raised. cicsertions continued at near previous levels. Furthenllore, these forces might have 
sutliced thr  protcctirig against small-unit guerrilla raids but they were no rnatch for lar-ge 
conventional forces such as the regular NVA. 

r\;loreover. pacification sul'fesed a nuniber of political setbacks in the waning years of the 
Anlcrican effort. Although the South Vietnamese govenlment granted land reform in 1970, it 
proved too latc. Yet land refonn still made some progress. 'I'he Thieu administration 
rcdistl-ibutcd 2.5 million acres of land. This had a trenlendous social and political impact, 
including the creation of a middle class with some interest in the rcgime's success. A key 
component of Saigon's efforts i~ivolved local elections in hamlets and villages. Some 98 percent 
of' villages and halnlets formcd local elected governments between 1970 and 1972. However, 
'Thieu suspended the constitution for six nionths after the 1972 Easter Offensive, alienating much 
of the population. 

The Phoenix program also warrants some reflection. Statistically Phoenix was rathcr successful. 
fIowevcr, the VC: inli-astructure, for the most part, I-emoined intact. Estimated enemy strength 
declined by only 20 percent because communists cornpensated for losses by recruiting new 
members from the South and bringing in new cadres from the North. Phoenix also suffered from 
a lack of intelligence on specific members of the VC. Many villagers refused to give up 
information on VC infrastructure for fear of con~munist reprisals. Nonetheless, even if Phoenix 
was not successful in targeting the VC infrastructure, it combined with military operations and 
thc C:hicu Hoi program to reduce the size of the communist infrastructure from 54,000 in January 
1968 to just over 50,000 in February 1972. Of thosc infrastructure elements killed, captured, or 
rallied, I'hoenix accounted for only about 20 percent, whereas military operations were 
responsible f0r 50 percent and the Chicu Hoi prograni about 30 percent. 

C'ORIIS officially cnded in January 1973 wllen the Pans accords went into effect According to 
one historian, "('ORDS was a slngular organization, unique in structure, unique in goals." 
Compared to c:lrllcr pacification efforts, CORDS was quite successful. Yet it was plagued 
thsoughout its ex~stcnce wit11 problcms of burcaucratic infighting and getting the proper 



pcisonnel lnto place. For cxample, organizations like USAID were reluctant to give up  top 
personnel and burcaucrat~c control to the program. Yet the largest problem remained the South 
Vietnamese themselves. The Thieu regline proved to be corrupt, reluctant to reform, and unable 
to (.a-ry out many of the tasks needed to achieve success. 
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APPENDIX E: OUTSOURCING TO THE 

Jaap cle Hoop Scheffer 
Secretary General, NATO 

While the ultimate security o f  Iraq rcsts in the hands of the iildigenous population, time must be 
bought, ancl stability inaintalned and enhanced, until the Iraqi Security Forces are capable of 
providing it. This requires a sizable military presence, which currently a~nounts to roughly 
180.000 US and allied C'oalition forces. Given that the US Army and Marine Corps forces are 
currently stretched thin, both the Bush Adlninistration and (especially) many of its critics have 
sought to bridge the gap between an overstretched US military and the development of capable 
Iraqi security forces, by seeking international cominunity assistance, particularly in the fonn of 
troop support. This effort has manifested itself primarily through rcquests made to the United 
Nations and NATO. 

THE UNITED NATIONS 
While attractive i11 principle as a source of support, the United Nations is unlikcly to provide it at 
the levcls required to make a significant difference in the war. Save for those occasions when the 
LJnitcd Nations has authori~cd thc use of force in operations lcd by the United States (e.g., during 
the Korean War and the First Gulf War), the international body has not, in its history, been able 
to field large forces in support of cither combat or peacekeeping operations. In short, when the 
United Nations has authorizeti actions in which large numbers of  troops have been deployed (i.e., 
50,000 troops or more), it has been the United States which provided the bulk of them.278 Yet 
this 1s exactly what [he Unitcd States needs to stabilize in Iraq to stabilize its Army and Marine 
Corps rotation base- -well-tra~ncd troops in large numbers. 

Typically, UN peacekeeping opcrations are small in sizc. Even when the UN force dispatched is 
relatively large (e.g., in excess of 10,000 troops), it tends to comprise relatively small numbers of 

770 

troops from a rather large number of contributor nations."' 

377 Ann Rooscvelt, "NATO Defense Ministers See Rise in Defense Spending, Capability Shortfalls," Defkn.~e Duily, 
June 10, 2005. 

1?X During the Korean War, the United States eventually deployed over 300.000 troops to Korea. The next highest 
foreign contingent was provided by Great Britain, with less than 15,000 troops. l'he most significant non-NATO 
contribution came from t2ustralia. which deployed roughly 2.200 troops. http:!!korean-war.codunitednations.Iltml. 

2 70 For example, the Un~ted Nations Protection Force compr~sed some 38,600 personnel from 37 countries. The 
largest contributions carne from France (3,493), the Unlted K ~ n g d o ~ n  (3,405), Jordan (3,367), and Palustan (3,O 17). 
Scc http~//~~~~.gn~u~ed~~~depnrtn~ents~t-poreource-bk'unproforun.htl. 



Tht: United Nations has conducted 56 peacekeeping opel-ations in its history, not inclucling 
'-a ~ o n s  were authorized interventions such as First Gulf War. Eighteen peacekeeping opt1 t '  

unclertakcn during the Cold War period from 1948-1989. In the sixteen years since then, 38 more 
have been pursued, with 35 occurring in the 1990s alonc. 'l.he vast majority of thcse missions 
were contlucted in benign environments, and involved monitoring or enforcing a ceascfirc, or 
ccssation of hostilities, and not active combat against arnied insurgents. 280 

Indeed, in reccnt years, the United Nations has found it difficult to take military action in cases 
where a bcnign cnvironiiient did not exist. For example, Operation Allied Force, undertaken to 
address human rights violat~ons by Slobodan Milosevic's Yugoslavia, was led by NATO. 
ilmcrican forccs were finally dispatched to Rwanda in 1994 after the U N  proved incapable of 
acting to avert humanitarian disaster. Recent U N  troubles in the Congo lend support to this 
view.'" Even now, in Sudan's western Darfur region, the site of the world's worst humanitarian 
cnsls, the UN Security Council proved incapable of acting decisively, just as i t  temporized 
during the genocide in Rwanda a decade ago. 282 

In sunlmary, historically speaking, in addition to ~nonitorirlg cease fires in relatively pacific 
environments, the United Nations has served Inorc as a provider of political cover for those states 
desiring to take military action in a hostile tlireat environment, than as a provider of substantial 
niilitary capability capable of functioning at a high level of effectiveness in such environments. 
Indeed, the Unitcd Nations has found it difficult to secure commitinents for troops to provide 
security for its own mission in Given this track record, the United Nations is unlikely to 
be a provider of significant military capability in Iraq, either in the immediate present or over the 
longer tcnn. This could change, however, if the conflict environment were to become much more 
benign than it is at present. In that case, of course, the demand for US ground forccs would have 
diminished s u b s t a i i t i a ~ l ~ . ' ~ ~  

2x0 Scc http:/!worldicj.com/definitiodTimeIiric~of-UN-peacekeepingrnissions. 

28 I Sce Lnurm Neack, "Peacekeeping, B!ondy Peacekecping," ,R~!!!e!ir: of'iltomic' Scientists, JulyIAugust 2004, pp. 
4 0 - 4 7 .  The French-led European Union peace ellforcement mission, Operatior1 Artemis, was followed by a UN 
pcacckecping operation, the UN Organization Mission. Neack's conclusion is that the Congo has been "an immense 
and failing peacekeeping effort." and notes the EU is "unlikely to return." 

' -  Nicholas L). Kristof, "Dare We ('all it Cienocide?" Are\v York Times, June 16, 2004; arid Mike DeWine and John 
bIcCairi, "It's Happening Again," The Il'n.skington Post, June 23,  2004. 

183 UK Secretary Kofi Anna11 declared that "We haven't had much success attracting governments to sign up for the 
dedicated force to protect thc U.N. personnel in Iraq and our property. For practical measures, we have no other 
choice but to rcly on the multinational force, and this is the way we are going." Colum Lynch, "U.N. Says Iraq 
Force Is Stalled," IVashington Post, August 5, 2004, p. 14; and Paul Richter, "Too Many Blue Helmets Still 
Unfillcd," Los Angclcs Iirnes, July 2 1 ,  2004. 

Zd? Saudi Arabia advanccd an initiative callir~g for an all-Muslim security force to be sent to Iraq. The Iraqis, 
howzver, indicated they do not want troops from neighboring states deployed to Iraq, for obvious reasoris. 
Christopher Marquis. "Saudi Plan fclr Muslim Force in Iraq gains in U.S.," New York li'rnes, July 30, 2004. 



NATO: THE L L H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 7  ALLIANCE? 
As il  became cleai- IJS forces would be required in sizeable numbers the United States has Iricd, 
unsuccessfully to date, to increase NATO's involvement in stability operations in Iraq. Both for 
reasons of policy and lack of capability, America's NATO allies have provided oilly a small 
fraction of the Coalition's overall hrce.  Nor is this situation likely to change. For while the 
political opposition to deploying forces to Iraq among several leading NATO states, notably 
France and Germany, is well known, what is less appreciated is NATO's lack of capability to 
augmcnt its efforts. 

Several key members of thc alliance, notably Britain and Italy, have forces in Iraq, as does 
Poland, thc largest of the former Soviet satellite states that have become members of the alliance. 
Thirleen other NATO nations have individually deployed forces to Iraq. These NATO allies havc 
little in the way of surplus forccs to provide for the Iraq mission. 285 

Revealingly, other NATO nations also are struggling to maintain the relatively small forces they 
have deployed to thew and to other contingencies last year. France, for example, deployed a total 
of 15,000 troops to Haiti, Afr~ca, the Balkans and Afghanistan. Some 4,000 of these troops were 
in the sinall African nation of Ivory As one senior French military official recently 
commented to the author, "We are cxperiencing difficulties maint:iiiling these forces overseas, 
cven absent a coinmitinent to lraq."287 

Si~nilarly, Gennany, with a lnilitary of soine 270,000, declared that its deployment of 7,500 
troops abroad to Rosn~a, Kosovo and Afghanistan, has left i t  ov~rs t re tched .~~ '  Indeed, the United 
States' NA'TO allies, which boast over 2 million troops under arms, experienced difficulty in 
mak~ng  good on a pledge to increase their troop strength of 6,500 in Afghanistan by 5 , 0 0 0 . ~ ~ ~  

2x5  For example, the British government announced that significant reductions will be made in both equipment and 
force structure, which cannot be sustained with the relatively small increases planned in their defense budget 
cstiinates. Thcse increases average 1.4 percent through 2007-08. Andrew Chutter and Pierre Tran, "France, U.K. 
Plan Spending I~iikes," 1)c:fi.n.s~ N e w .  July 19,  2004, p. 1. 

287 Author's discussion with senior French military official, April 2004 

158  "What Alliance'!" ltilll Strc~rt Journal, p. 10. Germany's inability to deploy more than a small fraction of  its 
military overseas is, in part, a [unction of both its long-declining defense budget arid its reliance on the draft. With 
respect to the latter factor, Germans corlscripted for military service serve short enlistments, and require most of  this 
ti~rie to learn fundamental military skills. Aside from the practical difficulties encour~tered in deploying such forces, 
a number of America's European allies have laws prohibiting the deployment of draftees overseas. See also Michael 
E. O'I~lanlon, E,~~~ilndin,y Global Milifrity C~iprrbilityfor Hutnnnifariclti Intewenfion (Washington. DC: Brookings 
Institute Press, 2003), pp. 55, 58. 

28') Of coursc, the largest military in NATO Europe belongs to Turkey, with a standing land force of some 402.000, 
including some 325,000 conscripts. Turkey, however, has proven itself reluctant to become involved in Iraq, both 
during the period of major combat operations and in the stability operations that followed. Nor are the Iraqis 
particularly fond of their neighbor to the north. With its large ethnic Kurdish minority, which it has often repressed, 
Turkey is viewed with a certain measure of fear by the large Iraqi Kurdish minority. 



This condition exists despite NATO Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer's statenlent that 
this contingency is the alliance's "numbel- one priority."'"" 

By contrast, the Un~ted States has nearly 20,000 troops in Afghanistan alone, most engaged in 
contiucting operations in the areas of greatest clanger. "Why is i t  that we cannot translate political 
commitments ~ n t o  having the necessary resources?" NATO Secr-etary General Jaap de Hoop 
Scheffer lamented.'"' The response, provided by Burkhard Schmitt, of the European Union 
C'cnter for Security Studies, 1s that "NAI'O cannot give inore than a political signal because there 
arc no troop5 to bc deployed."'g2 

Finally, many of the Coalition forces deployed to Iraq seem to be of limited military utility. For 
example, during the ~~prisings in southern Iraq in April 2004, the Bulgarian battalion in Karbala, 
the Ukrainian battalion in Kut, and the Spanish troops in Najaf either refused to co~lfront the 
insurgcnts or quickly abandoned the streets. Thus, with some notable exceptions (e.g., the 
British), even those allies who were willing to deploy forces seemed unprepared for anything 
Inore demanding than a benign peacekeeping eiivironii-leiit. 293 

In summary, given the current standing of its militaries, and projected trends in terms of  NA'l'O's 
European l-nernbersl defense investments,'" the allies do not appear capable of making a 
significant contribution beyond their current level of effort, either at present or in the foreseeable 
f u t u r ~ . ~ ~ '  

?90 "N.,V1'0 is Failing Afghanistan," Chicllgo Tribune, June 24,2004. 

2c l l  Philip Shishkin a11d Frederick Kempe, "NATO May Take Iraq Training Role," Wall Street Jc>/~~i~r~al ,  J ~ r l e  7 5 ,  
2004, p. 6. 

'"' Peter Ford, "NATO Struggles as Global Cop," Christian Science Monitor, June 28,  2004. 

?c93 West, 1% Triie Glory, p. 61 

204 Remarkably, even as the United States contemplates increasing the size of its Army, even staunch allies like 
Britain are now preparing to reduce theirs. See M~chael Evans. "Hoon to 'Temper Anny Cuts with More Stability," 
London 7i'rne.v, July 2 1,  2004. 

295 . I'o be sure, there are other individual potential Coalition members apart from NATO. South Korea, for example, 
is increasing its troop commitment from 600 to 3,300, in addition to the 3,600-troop US brigade redeployed from 
lhat country. Iritlia, a prospective US ally, maintains a large military. However, its frictions with Muslim Pakistan 
bring into question ~vliether an Indian contingent would pose more difficulties than provide solutions. Indeed, the 
current geopolitical configuration with respect to the challenges confronting the United States in its war with radical 
Islam suggests a ii~ndarnental reordering of US alliance relationships. 



111 examining the ~nnjor insurgencies since 1900, and that reached Phasc 11, such as the Iraq 
insurgc~icy, one finds the list of those lasting less than five years is really quite small (see chart). 
Among thesc wcre several that elided when an occupying power (i.c., Gennany leaving France 
ant1 Yugosla\.ia at the end of World War 11) was forced out by another power. What follows are 
some selected examples that offer some insights on the temporal factors associatetl with 
coun tcriiisurgcncy opcrat ions. 

Second Boer War 
The Second Boer War lasted from 1899- 1902. After the British Anny defeated the rebels on the 
battlefield, Bocr guenillas began to attack the British Army's lines of communication (e.g., 
railroads and telegraph wires). Lord Horatio Kitcliener, the British Army's new commander, 
constnicte:! bluckhouses-small stone buildiilgs surrounded with barbed wire--to restrict the 
movcmeiit of the gucl-nllas illto a sniall area where they could be defeated. Over 8,000 o f  these 
blocLhouses u,ere constructetl, and cach was manned by seven or eight British 

'This system el'fcctively limited guerrilla ~novemcnt, provided a relatively secure rear area, and 
allo~vcd Kitchcncr to form new regiments of irregular light cavalry who ranged across Boer- 
controlled territory, huntliig down and destroying Boer commando L~oups.2"7 Perhaps most 
important. in 1901 Kitchcner adoptecl a scorched earth policy, stripping the countryside of 
anything wh~cli  coulcl be useful to the Boer g u e r ~ l l a ~ :  seizing livestock, poison~ng wells, burning 
crops and farms, and Sorcibly moving the families that lived on them into conceiitration carnps 
(indeed, this IS where the term ~ r i ~ i n a t e d ) . ~ "  Eventually, these harsh tactics broke the insurgents. 
By Deccmbcr 1901, many of the concc~itration camps' male internees joined two new regiments, 
the lransvaal Nat~oilal Scouts and the Orange River Volunteers fighting alongsidc the British. 
'The war \s as bro~ight to an end on May 3 1, 1902. 

Keys: Ruthlessness; separating the population from the insurgents. 

Applicability to Current Situation in Iraq: Low 

The United States is highly unlikely to conduct a Roman campai~m of "making a desert 
and calling it peace." 

1'16 Asprey, lCr~r irl tlie Shc~rlo~ta, p. 147 

'"7 [bid 

'""bid., p. 148. 



Iraq, 1920 
I11 1917, the British troops inarched into Baghdad after defeating the Ottomans. According to 
Niall Ferguson, '.[t]he British presencc in Iraq was legitimized by international law (it was 
designated a League of Nat~ons niandate) and by a modicum of de~nocracy (a referendum was 
held among local sheiks to confirm the creation of a Bntish-style constitutional r n~na rch~ ) . "~" )  
klowever, by 1920, this situation hat1 degenerated into an insurgency. 

Fergusoi~ argues that this insurgeilcy was defeated because of three key factors. First, the British 
had approxilnatcly one soldier (many of whom were Indian) for every 23 Iraqis. (Today it is 
around one US soldier for every 17 1 Iraqis.) Second, the British were ruthless. They employed 
air raids m d  punitive expeditions to strike villages that supported the insurgents.i00 And third, 
the British were willing to practice a strategy of "divide and conquer" with respect to the major 
Iraqi religious and ethnic groups, promoting and supporting one over the others in return for an 
understanding regarding British interests in the area.30' This is somewhat similar to the client 
relationship that exists between the United States and many Arab nations, but which the Bush 
Adrrlinistration has rejected in f ~ v o r  of creating a "ihird ivnji" choice for Arab peoples instead of 
despotic rulers and radical Islamism. 

Keys: Ruthlessness; high level of effort (and "allied" support); willingness to support despotic 
regime. 

Applicability to Current Situation in Iraq: Low 

?'he United States, on principle, would not engage in indiscriminate punishment of Iraqis; 

In relative tcnns, US deployinents are barely a tenth of those employed by the British, 
ant1 Washington is highly unlikely to deploy additional forces; and 

'The Bush Administration's goal is to help create a democratic Iraq, not impose a US- 
sclectccl tlespot. 

Greek Civil War 
In the aftermath of the German withdrawal toward the entl of World War 11, the Greeks fought 
several rouiicls of insurgent warfare over a five-year period. When communist forces initially 
attacked and lneltetl back into the mountains, the Greek arnly failed to employ sufficient troops 
to cordoil the arca, allowillg captured guerrillas to escape. More important, the army failed to 

?<lo Nil111 Ferguson, "Cowboys and Indians." New York Times, May 24,2005. 

301)  Asprey, Ctilr in fhe Slladow.~, p. 279. 

301 Fergusoll. "Cowboys and T~ldians." 



estal~lish enduring security in the areas threatened by tlie insurgency, and set unrealistically 
ambitious timetables for their opei-atioi~s.30' 

Encouraged by their initial successes, in 1947 the coin~nunist gueirillas attempted to shift to 
Phase 111 operations, characterized by more conventional forms of The decision 
proved premature: however, the Greek government was still not organized to wage an effective 

304 counterinsurgency canlpaign. 

By 1949. thc Greek army's top leaders had been replaced. Greece began receiving US support, 
and its forccs had learned to employ adequate levels of troops tbr the search and clearing 
operations, and to work closely with the local police, who proved crucial in detaining suspected 

305 cominunist synpathizcrs ant1 supporters. Finally, the Communists made a critical error. When 
Stalin broke off relations with Tito, the communist party in Greece chose to side with Stalin. In 
response, 'Fito closed the Yugoslavian border to the guerrillas in July 1949, and disbanded their 
canlps inside Yugoslavia. The combination of these actions soon crippled the insurgent 

106 movcmeni. 

Keys: Traditional counterinsurgency focus on intelligence and local police work; military 
supports police (not the other way around); insurgent loss of critical external support; putting the 
best rnilitary leaders in charge. 

Applicability to Current Situation in Iraq: Significant 

As in most insurgencies operating at Phase I or Phase I1 levels, intelligence and security 
are key--and go hand-in-hand; 

L,ocal police are crucial in rooting out insurgent infrastructure; 

External support in the form of closing off border areas used by insurgents for sanctuaries 
or to infiltrate forces can be important; and 

The Greek govcrnnient put its best military leaders in charge. 

302 Set'frey C. Kotora, "The Greek Civil War," April 26, 1985, available at: 
h t t p : ~ ~ ~ v w w . ~ l o b ~ i l s e c u r i t y . o r ~ l & ~ ~ / l i b r a r y / r e p o ~ l 9 8 5 ~ K J C . l ~ t m ,  

303 Kolora, "The Greek Civil War." 

0 4  Asprey, I,V(w in the Shcltiows, p. 520-21. 

:oi Kotora, "The Greek Civil War;" arid Asprey, War in thc S I ILZ~OWS,  p. 523. 

!(I(, 
Greek Civil War, available at: http:ilen.wikipedia.orriwiki/He1lenic Civil1LVar: and Asprey, War in the 

Shrlclo~rs, p. 523. 



Kenya Emergency 
Thc: British were "especially coilscious of the grievances that had led to the Mau Mau insurgency 
in Kenya and instituted rural public works, agl-icullural development and resettlement or 
'villagisation' schemes" to alleviate tcn~ions."'~ However, it was ultimately British intelligeiice 
improvements that defeated this insurgency. On January 15, 1954, the British captured Waruhiu 
Itote (General Cllina), a senior Mau Mau guerrilla leader. China was interrogated for 68 hours by 
the Special Branch of the Kenya Police. He revcaled detailed illformation about the Mau Mau 
co11-u~iiand structure, which proved very usefill to the ~ r i t i s h . ~ " '  

During a three inonth lull in fighting for peace talks, British intelligence units gathered extensive 
intelligcnce about the Mau Mau. This enabled them, immediately following the breakdown of 
talks, to arrest more than a thousand terrorists ancl their supporters. Beginning in the cities arid 
working outwards district by district, the British pushed the insurgents back into the forests, 
clearing out the Mau Mau forces and sending suspects into detention camps in a campaign 
analogous to the oil spot approach outlined in this paper. The combination of civic works, 
effective intelligence and a wcll-crafted counterinsurgency campaign led to a coliapse of  inoral 
and political ancl tlomestic support for the Mau ~ a u . ~ " "  By the end of the Emergency over 
11,500 Mau M L ~ U  had been killed. Rcilecting the ruthless side of British counterinsurgency 
warfare, the brutal Kikuyu Home Guard accounted for 42 percent of those killed and was 
"cle;.lrl y guilty of many excesses in the process."3 

Kej S: Traditional counterinsurgency focus on intelligence and local police work; ruthlessness 

Applicability to Current Situation in Iraq: Mixed 

The inipo~ta~lce of intelligence in defeating Phase I and 11 insurgent movements is again 
highlighted, as is the role of the local police; however, 

The willingness to be ruthless toward those who support thc insurgents is not relevant to 
US counterinsurgency operations. 

.lo? 1x1 I-. W.  Beckett, Mvdcrn Insuraencies and Counterinsurgericics, (London: Koutledge, 2001), p. 125; and 

.4spre:y, CVur in tile Shrlr/o~v.~, p. 636 

:(I8 British Military Strategy i n  Kenya. available at: htt~://www.britains-smallu~ars.~om/kenya/Strate~v.html; and 
Xsprey. CVor in the S i~ni lo~v .~ ,  p. 633 .  

'OL) Rrilish Military Strategy in Kenya, available at: http:ilwww.britains-s~a1Iwars.con&enva/Strate~~.html. 

il(1 Reckett, p. 128. 



Table 3: Selected .)otll-Ccntury Brief Couriterins~rgencies:~~~ 

Country Participants Years 
Second Anglo-Boer Unitetl Kingdo111 [U.K.] 1899-1902 

War 1,s. Boer separatists 

Philippine Unitetl States [U.S.] vs. 1899-1902 [1916] 
Insurrection Filipino nationalists 

Arab Revolt Ottolnan 'I'urkey vs. 1916-1918 
Arab rebels 

Iraq U.K. 1,s. Iraqi rebels 1920 

<;reek Civil War LJ.K., then U.S. ant1 1944-1949 
Government of Greece 

[GoG], vs. National 
I>iberation Army 

[ELAS] 

Indonesian Kcvolt Netherlands \IS. 1945-1949 
Indonesian rebels 

Pales tine U.K. vs. Jewish 1945-1948 
separatists 

Kenyan Emergency V.K. vs. Mau Mau 1952-1956 

Cyprus 1J.K. vs. Irthl~iki 1954-1959 
Orgariosis Kyprios 

ilgoniston [EOKA] (a 
Greek terrorist 
organization) 

Cuball Revolution Cuba's Katista regime 1956-1959 
vs. Castro 

France France vs. Secret Army 1958-1962 
Organization [OAS] 

Vcnczuela Venezuela vs. urban- 1958-1963 
based Arlnetl Forces for 

National Liberation 
[ITALN] 

Onian U.K. arid Ornan vs. 1969-1976 
Pop~11ar Fr011t for the 

Liberation of C)nlan and 
the Arab Gulf 

[PI;LOAG] 
Rllodesia Rhodesia vs. Zimbabwe 1974-1980 

African People's Union 
[UPU]  and Zimbabwe 
African National Union 

[ M U 1  
Somaiia U.S. and UN vs. armed 

Humanitarian Relief factions 
Mission 

i l l  Kalev I. Sepp, Rest Practices in Counterinsurgency, Militnry Review, May - June 2005, available at: 
http:i~~vww.leaa~enworth.army.mil/n1ilrevldownloadlE1i~lishlMavJun0S/sep~.pdf. 
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